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Occam’s Razor is an annual, student-run publication at California State University, East Bay 
(CSUEB). All entries are submitted to the judges anonymously to ensure impartiality. At present, 
only CSUEB students and recent alumni are eligible to submit work. The rights of all published 
works remain with the authors. For additional information, contact Professor Steve Gutierrez at  
steve.gutierrez@csueastbay.edu. We would like to thank the many students who submitted their 
work and the judges for their assistance.

This year’s judge for the R.V. Williams Fiction Contest: Yang Huang grew up in Jiangsu, China, and 
came to the United States to study computer science. While working as an engineer, she studied 
literature and pursued writing, her passion since childhood. Her collection of linked family stories, My 
Old Faithful, won the Juniper Prize for Fiction. Her debut novel Living Treasures won the Nautilus Book 
Award silver medal in fiction. Yang holds an MFA from the University of Arizona and has published 
essays, stories, and a screenplay, in addition to her books. She lives in the San Francisco Bay Area 
and works for the University of California at Berkeley.

The Helen DeClercq Poetry Prize was judged anonymously by John and Kathleen DeClercq, CSUEB 
faculty members Susan Gubernat and Steve Gutierrez, and Librarian Emerita Aline Soules.

Submissions for this year’s Donald Markos Poetry Contest were judged by a panel including retired 
Professor Donald Markos, English Professor Susan Gubernat, and Editors José L. Alonzo, Jr. and 
Noelle Hennings. All poems are judged anonymously, and student judges cannot vote on their own 
poems. The final submissions were chosen by James Cagney. James Cagney is a poet and writer 
from Oakland. He has appeared as a featured poet at venues throughout the San Francisco Bay Area, 
Sacramento, Vancouver, and Mumbai. His work has been published by Lime Hawk, Print Oriented 
Bastards, 580 Split, Eleven Eleven, and others. His book, Black Steel Magnolias In The Hour Of Chaos 
Theory, will be published in August by Nomadic Press.

This year’s judge for the Flash Contest: Kathleen McClung is the author of Temporary Kin (Barefoot 
Muse Press), The Typists Play Monopoly (Kelsay Books), and Almost the Rowboat (Finishing Line Press). 
Her poetry, memoir, and fiction appear widely in journals and anthologies, including Atlanta Review, 
Southwest Review, and California Quarterly, and she has been the recipient of numerous awards. She 
teaches at Skyline College in San Bruno, California, and also leads writing workshops at The Writing 
Salon in San Francisco and Berkeley.
 
This year’s judge for the Nonfiction Contest: Andrew Jones is an Assistant Professor of English and 
Creative Writing at the University of Dubuque. His writing has recently appeared in North American 
Review, Memoir Mixtapes, Hobart, The Tishman Review, Split Rock Review, Barren Magazine, Sierra 
Nevada Review, and the anthology Visiting Bob: Poems Inspired by the Life and Work of Bob Dylan (New 
Rivers Press). Andrew earned an MFA in Creative Writing at Minnesota State and an MA in Creative 
Writing at California State University, East Bay.

Occam’s Razor is published by the English Department at California State University, East Bay. Find 
us at occamsrazorcsueb.wordpress.com. Cover art from Noelle Hennings; logo, cover, and interior 
designs by Allen Jang. ©️2020 Occam’s Razor.
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DEAR READER,

Thank you for opening up the 37th issue of Occam’s Razor. This year’s 
issue is truly like no other! The dedication that was given by Cal State 
East Bay students to make this magazine was more than an editor 
could ask for. This literary magazine was completely edited, organized, 
and printed during the COVID-19 pandemic in the year 2020. Not only 
does this magazine show the diversity in culture and thought, it is 
also a physical representation of the dedication that our school has 
toward pushing our works of the heart and mind out into the world. 
Both written and visual artwork is important to move forward, so 
that when we get on the other side of a world crisis, we have a piece of 
history in our hands.

I would like to thank every student who submitted to the contests. 
This year’s contests were highly competitive—as there were so many 
students who submitted and wanted to be part of this year’s issue. I 
loved reading everyone’s creative pieces, and I am so honored to be 
the editor who publishes your work. The poems had meaning and 
beauty, the fiction stories had creativity and thought, the flash had 
powerful endings, and the nonfiction stories had heart and relatability. 
Thank you.

Thank you to the faculty members who helped publish the maga-
zine this year. I would like to thank Professors Jacqueline Doyle, Susan 
Gubernat, and Steve Gutierrez for sharing their wisdom to their stu-
dents and teaching them how to hone their craft and encourage them in 
their creative endeavors. They also did a wonderful job in picking this 
year’s judges: James Cagney, Yang Huang, Andrew Jones, and Kathleen 
McClung. Thank you to the judges for reading all the entries and se-
lecting the winners. A special thank you to Dr. Donald Markos for 
providing a platform for poets to get published in the Markos contest, 
and thank you to John and Kathleen DeClercq for showcasing poets 
in the DeClercq poetry contest.

Last but not least, I would like to thank my editing team. Allen Jang, 
my Design Editor, not only made this magazine look professional but 
made it a magazine to be proud of. Thank you to José L. Alonzo, Jr., 

editor’s note
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my Assistant Editor, for helping me navigate unclear waters for the 
magazine and for also being a great friend. A huge thank you to 
Casey Bolls, Emma Mundorff, and Javier Peña. They all stuck with me 
through the long editing meetings—both in person and over video (due 
to the shelter-in-place orders). They demonstrated that when they say 
they will do something, they do it—that shows great character. Truly, 
from the bottom of my heart, thank you for helping make this year’s 
37th issue of Occam’s Razor come to fruition. These pages are a little bit 
of history.

GRATEFULLY,
Noelle Hennings, Editor-in-Chief



r. v. williamsfictioncontest / 1st prize

Once upon a time, there was a prince called Ernest, who lived in a 
castle on the forest’s edge where his ancestors had ruled for centu-
ries. Although the name his parents chose for him was intended to 
gift him with an ardor for his trade, it instead complemented his 
passion for merriment. King Ezra and Queen Vivian of the kingdom 
of Sanavia anxiously anticipated the day their son mastered battle 
tactics, fencing, and hunting; however, Prince Ernest was far more 
concerned with mastering his magical abilities—abilities that every-
one else in the kingdom reduced to fraudulent tricks. Every morn-
ing, two Gentlemen of the Bedchamber opened the mahogany dou-
ble doors to Prince Ernest’s bedroom. They set the table with a thick 
slice of rye bread, delicately cut pieces of swan meat, and a crystal 
glass of tart, pulpy pomegranate juice. It was a dual effort to push 
aside the layers of maroon drapery to let the morning sun softly 
wake its prince.

The Gentlemen of the Bedchamber had become far more famil-
iar with the prince’s tricks. They were not at all amused when they 
thought they found him dead with Egyptian cotton sheets wrapped 
tightly around his neck, nor the time he shattered a ceramic vase and 
swallowed a shard, nor the time he thrust a cast-iron rod into his eye. 
On the contrary, they were quite amused with his “ventriloquist” skills 
whenever he made his pet dog, Tippet, sing and dance.

Usually, it was a squabble to get Prince Ernest out of his silk paja-
mas, but this morning, he was already awake. He ate breakfast eagerly 
while the Gentlemen combed his hair and adjusted his coat that was 
not buttoned properly, since the prince had attempted to dress himself. 
He was by far old enough to do so; but the King and Queen, fool-
ishly disregarding the importance in the little things, insisted that the 
Gentlemen do it for him so that Prince Ernest could spend more of his 
effort on urgent matters.

In Earnest
Tamara Hurwitz
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“May I ask what has gotten you so inspired this morning, Your 
Highness?” asked Gentleman One.

“He must be excited to meet the princess of Bonjaluru,” said 
Gentleman Two.

“Yes. Exactly! She has come all this way, so I will make an impression 
that she will never forget.” Prince Ernest smiled.

The Gentlemen did not fancy the look of his mischievous smile, but 
they took comfort in knowing that his tricks had never hurt anyone; 
they were disturbing, yet innocuous. It was true he was happy that 
the princess was coming, but not because he actually wanted to meet 
her; he was simply overjoyed at the idea of not having to spend all day 
practicing the duties of a prince. Rather, he could practice his magic 
on someone his age.

Princess Badra of Bonjaluru was infatuated with the idea of Prince 
Ernest. She had never seen anyone with light features before. The duties 
of a princess instilled in her the gravity of fertility, so she fantasized 
about the combination of colors their babies would be. The moment 
she saw the prince, her thickly-lashed, dark eyes sparkled more than 
the teardrop gem on her third eye. Her ears and neck were dripping in 
rubies so dense, their weight on her head supported her steady, graceful 
walk toward him. While they walked through the grand courtyard for 
a decent part of the morning, her Ladies in Waiting and his Gentlemen 
of the Bedchamber following close behind, Prince Ernest picked a yel-
low weed out of the grass and turned it into a bouquet of red roses right 
in front of her eyes—but she did not even notice. Princess Badra was too 
busy contemplating which precious jewels she would have in her bridal 
crown and what she would name her future children—she planned to 
have at least eight.

As a little girl—littler than she was now, anyway—Princess Badra ac-
quired an exquisite collection of dolls imported from all over the world. 
Although one could not truly call it a collection as this was a nurtured 
hobby rather than a natural one, she liked it all the same. Every year on 
her birthday and six months later on her half birthday, she was given 
a doll from her parents. Before handing it to Badra, her mother would 
cradle it in her arms, brushing its ceramic cheek with a feathery pinky.

“You must love this baby as it is your own. Just as I love you.”
“Okay, Mommy. I will.”
“If you want to make Mommy happy, you will have a prince’s babies 

one day.”
“I will, Mommy!”
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She gave Badra lectures similar to this every time she gave her a new 
doll, never letting up on the emphasis of honoring her family. When 
she saw that Badra was taking good care of her dolls—brushing their 
hair before tea parties and keeping them off the floor—she gave Badra 
new dresses and doll dresses to match. If Badra’s mother ever noticed 
a single scratch on the dolls, she forced Badra to wear rags and sleep 
in the attic with no food to teach her the difference between a peasant 
and a princess.

Prince Ernest left a trail of plucked rose petals while Princess Badra 
rambled about her dream wedding. Keeping the last two petals, he had 
an idea for a trick that was sure to capture her attention and make her 
see more in him than an advantageous marriage—a friend, perhaps. 
They stopped to rest at the four-tier water fountain whose basin was 
coated with a mosaic tiling of coins—the perfect place for Prince Ernest 
to get to know the princess better. Far off in the distance and quite dis-
tracted, the Ladies and Gentlemen had taken a liking to one another’s 
company, for they were seldom assembled with people their age and of 
the opposite sex. With their titles, it is expected that they would spend 
a great deal of time courting, but instead they spent all of their time en-
tertaining young royalty. Now, however, the prince and princess were 
entertaining each other—or rather themselves.

With a finger-crossed hand behind his back, he gestured to her. 
“Would you care to make a wish with me?”

She looked at him peculiarly since she already possessed everything 
she had ever wanted—well, almost everything.

“The only rule is that it must be something you have never told any-
one before—something you secretly long for, but would not dare speak 
aloud as secret wishes are the most precious.”

“That sounds fun, but I did not bring any coins.”
“Check your shoe!”
“My shoe? Now that you mention it, my shoe does feel awfully tight.” 

Princess Badra took off her left shoe and found two coins. “How did 
you do that?”

“Magic.” He winked at her.
They each made a wish in their heads and tossed the coins into the 

fountain. Prince Ernest wished to be able to focus on magic without 
disappointing his parents.

“Now to make our wishes come true, we must seize them.” He blew 
on the fountain, and the water froze, which had nothing to do with the 
wish, really. He just wanted to impress the princess.
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“So beautiful!” She climbed onto the ice.
“What did you wish for?” he asked.
Looking down at him, she said, “I thought we were supposed to 

keep it a secret.”
“Ah, you remembered that part. Well, only peasants have to keep 

their wishes a secret after they have made them. If you tell me your 
wish, maybe I can make sure it comes true.”

“You could really make my wishes come true?” She batted her 
round eyes.

“I could if you let me.”
“Okay! I wished that you were taller and manlier and essentially, 

I wish you were the prince I had dreamed of!” She held her hands 
together under her chin.

All hope completely waned. Prince Ernest could have gotten past her 
materialism if she had shown the slightest bit of potential for something 
deeper. Unfortunately, her personality was almost as flat as her chest, 
or at least that is what he told her as he melted the ice back into water. 
Princess Badra sat in the fountain crying over her soaked dress, which 
was already heavy, but now that it was wet, all the layers of material 
and intricate beading made it quite difficult for her to climb out of the 
fountain. Prince Ernest laughed and ran away.

He ran all the way to the very south end of the courtyard into the 
labyrinth garden. He altered the maze behind him as he went just to 
confuse anyone who might have gone looking for him. Magenta silk 
bulbs bursting out of fluffy green shrubs changed places with the im-
ported African marigolds, whose lion manes brightened around the 
edges. The bougainvilleas needed more sunlight anyway, and the lazy 
magnolias did not mind some shade. Blackberry bushes marked the 
heart of the labyrinth, but there was one color the prince did not ex-
pect to see in the garden: blue. A sky blue dress, just one layer, coming 
undone at the seams on the bottom, and perhaps a bit small on the girl 
wearing it as if she had grown out of it some time ago. Prince Ernest 
paid no mind to the loose strings on her dress, for her tangerine hair 
occupied his entire field of vision.

“Hello. May I ask you a question?” he blurted out.
“Good afternoon. You may. And I suppose you may ask  me another 

one.”
“Clever. Do you think I am short?”
“Other than children, everyone is taller than me, so no.” She laughed.
“True, I am taller than you. Why are you laughing?”
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“I expected you to ask me why I am picking these berries, that’s all.”
“Oh. Why are you picking those berries?”
“Four questions in a row. This must be what school is like.”
“Are you baking a pie?”
“No. They are for my father. He is the artist the king hired to paint a 

portrait of the pr—”
“Me! To paint a portrait of me this afternoon!”
“Your Highness! I should have known.” She awkwardly started to 

bow but corrected her gesture into a curtsy.
“Never mind that. You may call me Ernest, and what do they 

call you?”
“Amelia. I must get these berries back to my father soon. He says that 

his paint is too thin. I’m afraid he has driven himself absolutely mad 
trying to mix the perfect paint.”

“I hope the berries are fruitful.”
“As do I. It seems he has not slept in days. He is haunted by painting 

a perfect portrait.”
“I’m sure it will turn out wonderfully. After all, my father hired him 

because he is said to be the best. I am very much looking forward to it! I 
would rather stand in one place for hours than hunt or practice fencing.”

“Are you in earnest?”
“Indeed I am! That is probably the most sincere thing I have ever said. 

In fact, I would rather be learning the trade of painting or even berry 
picking instead of monarchy.”

“My father would surely love you, then. I know he wishes I did not 
loathe art, cooking, or keeping house. I would be perfect in his eyes if 
I were more like…a normal girl, but I would much rather go hunting 
or practice fencing! If only we could take each other’s places.”

“If only.”
Spoken aloud, Amelia’s far-fetched fantasy was enough consent 

for Prince Ernest to swap her mind with his so that they were in each 
other’s bodies. He took her hands gently and pulled her close so their 
foreheads touched. Their bodies were light, then dizzy as their minds 
changed places.

Favorably, Amelia was entirely intrigued by the prince’s magic and 
was ecstatic to take his place in the castle. She could drop the burden-
some weight of being a living obstacle to her father. No matter how hard 
she tried, she could never reach his hairsplitting standards. She would 
never be artistic or feminine enough for him to look at her as his own 
kin—especially since he could never wash out the stained memories of 
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her coming home as a child in handsewn dresses all dirty and torn, her 
hair knotted and hands holding bugs. Out of all the wretched days in 
her life, she would finally be encouraged to partake in activities that a 
girl like her—or any girl for that matter—only dreamed of.

Sadly, Amelia was not exaggerating about her father. Caleb had been 
a brilliant artist ever since he was a child, but he had only begun paint-
ing after Amelia’s mother passed away unexpectedly. While she was 
alive, she was dainty, nurturing, and creative like her husband, who 
was a master sculptor, and she would pose for his work. His most re-
quested creation was a ballerina that danced atop a porcelain music box. 
The next most popular sculptures were busts of topless women with 
only one nipple peeking through a shawl. Amelia’s mother particularly 
fancied posing for those. Caleb traveled between neighboring king-
doms, selling his pieces, which were often chipped from the long car-
riage rides no matter what he used for cushion, so he could not get very 
much for them, and he was barely able to support his family anymore. 
Amelia often lay awake at night to the noise of her parents arguing 
about finances. Her mother went as far as declaring that she would not 
pose for Caleb’s sculptures anymore if he did not try to find other work. 
It is true what people say about wishing carefully, for Amelia’s mother 
died the very next morning. And so, Caleb made one last sculpture that 
resembled her more than all the other ones. In fact, she was truly inside 
that sculpture. Her soul was forever imprinted into ceramic carving 
made out of clay that Caleb prepared himself. He separated the clay 
from sediment that he dug from the earth like he usually did, but this 
time he added a special ingredient. He mixed his late wife’s crushed 
bones into the clay, an ingredient that made the finished piece much 
more durable than any of his other pieces, and then he gave up sculpt-
ing forever as it made him miss his wife terribly and angrily. After 
years of recreating three-dimensional faces, painting two-dimensional 
faces was not nearly as hard. Without her mother around, Amelia un-
wittingly became the assistant for her fusspot of a father.

Prince Ernest and Amelia explained everything they believed they 
needed to know to go to each other’s living quarters. Amelia and her fa-
ther, Caleb, were temporarily living in the kingdom for the duration of 
the painting, and the prince’s home was the kingdom. Prince Ernest as-
sured Amelia that she needn’t worry about raising suspicion; although 
his every move was closely monitored—for his wellbeing of course—he 
rarely found moments where he could be his true self, so no one would 
notice if an imposter had taken his place. What would be the difference 
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between a boy living behind a mask and a different person entirely? On 
the other hand, Amelia assured the prince that her father would adore 
his daughter’s sudden change of aspiration.

Prince Ernest, now in Amelia’s body, entered the house with the bas-
ket of blackberries. The drapes covered the windows, so Caleb fever-
ishly paced back and forth in the dim lighting that made it difficult to 
tell if there was paint on his face or if the discoloration under his eyes 
was due to lack of sleep. An easel placed in the center of the room cra-
dled a large canvas swatched with squares of paint. They looked fine to 
Prince Ernest, but according to Caleb, they were all wrong.

“Father, here are the berries.” Prince Ernest set the basket on the table.
Caleb stopped pacing, snapped his neck in the prince’s direction, 

and stared into the eyes of his supposed daughter for an uncomfortable 
moment too long; then he smashed the berries with his bare hands and 
began mixing them with ground pigment and egg yolk while mur-
muring undecipherable words. Dozens of gorgeous portraits hanging 
around the room breathed life into the walls. In fact, the paintings were 
so lifelike that if they were not of bodiless heads, the room would have 
appeared to be full of people. Existing within frames, it was like people 
were outside the house looking in through windows. The wizardry 
of Caleb’s art held the prince spellbound; it was more magical than 
anything he had ever accomplished, so he wanted to try his hand at it. 
He set up a blank canvas and a brush and stroked the stretched cotton. 
It would take the prince years of practice to devise anything close to 
Caleb’s ability, and the prince was not the patient type. Frustrated, he 
pressed his eyes together. The blackness in his mind was quickly in-
terrupted by the image of a charming girl, orange speckles on her face 
the same shade as her hair that wound like the vines of honeysuckle.

“Amelia!”
The prince’s imagination broke. “Yes, Father?” He opened his eyes to 

the same image that was in his mind.
“How did you…I had no idea you could paint like that or that you 

could paint at all! A perfect self-portrait.”
“I suppose the apple did not fall as far as you thought.”
“No…Amelia—my daughter could never…”
“Of course I could! Look at your paintings. It was only a matter 

of time before I took after you. After all, I am your daughter. I am 
your blood!”

“My…blood. Yes.”
“Just so!”
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With that, Prince Ernest helped Caleb more than he could have 
ever imagined.

Amelia, now in Prince Ernest’s body, felt like a conspicuous germ in-
side the castle’s smooth, marble walls and tall ceiling. The stained glass 
windows put her on spotlight as the Gentlemen of the Bedchamber 
exhaled heaps of worriment at the sight of the missing prince. They 
rushed her to the prince’s room where she had a most miserable chang-
ing of clothes and then to the corridor where she would pose for a 
portrait. How happy it would have made her mother to see Amelia 
pose for her father’s artwork, even if she was in someone else’s body. 
Caleb was waiting and fully prepared. After a multitude of trial and 
error, his paint was the correct consistency at last. He painted with 
ease, and the portrait turned out to be his most prestigious work. King 
Ezra and Queen Vivian were so pleased, they insisted that Caleb and 
his daughter live in the castle so that Caleb could paint portraits of the 
entire living royal family as well as those to come. Caleb was honored 
and accepted their invitation, but regretfully informed the King and 
Queen that his daughter would not be joining him as she moved back 
to the countryside to be with her mother. Suddenly, Amelia felt aw-
fully nauseous. The insides of her churning stomach were outside of 
her—well, outside of the prince’s body. The Gentlemen took her to the 
prince’s room to rest.

Bordered in carved mahogany, the portrait of Prince Ernest hung 
above the grand stairwell of the castle. It looked more like him than 
a mirrored reflection would. A single drop of water on the painting 
pooled at the corner of his eye and streaked down to the bottom of 
the frame.
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Dark Blue
Emma Mundorff

I can see when my father is lost by looking at his face. At his eyes. This 
is a skill that I have acquired over my time as a daughter. To the average 
bystander, my father may appear perfectly ordinary in these moments. 
But I can see it. I can see it in his eyes.

My father’s eyes are a dark, deep blue, just like mine. My mother’s 
eyes are blue as well, sure, but I don’t have hers. Her eyes are the color 
of pond water, rippling and full of life, bright, with hints of green 
where the sun hits. They are complex, changing as they move. They 
are light, they are buoyant. My father’s eyes are solid, monochrome, 
and heavy. His eyes are mine. Perhaps this is why I understand them 
so well.

And so I can see when they start to fade away. There is a distance, 
and it grows inwards. I cannot reach him. He is next to me, but I cannot 
find him. We are conversing, but my words are traveling toward noth-
ing and his are hollow enough to float on past. He is lost.

In a sense.
I know where he is, it’s just that he is in a place I cannot go, where 

none of us can.
If my mother’s eyes are ponds, his are oceans, and I know that is 

where he is. In his own ocean. He is swimming lazily and will never 
reach the shore. He is not flailing to keep his head up above, and there 
is no panic. These are waters he knows, trusts, loves, adores. They are 
soothing. They embrace him and carry him away.

If his eyes are oceans then this means that mine are oceans, 
too. I have my own ocean that I go off to myself, more often than 
I’d like, because these are not waters that soothe me, where I can 
escape and laze and float. These are waters that crash and pull. I am 
not carried, I am dragged. This is not an ocean warmed by the sun and 
I do not hear the calming cries of gulls. My ocean is freezing and I am 
numb and my waves are screaming and I am deafened and I am aching 
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for the shore and I cannot see it, I will never find it, and perhaps all land 
is gone, swallowed up by my deep blue monstrous sea.

At times I envy my father’s ocean, until I remember that his is surely 
not so different. We are both being dragged down into the deep, we 
are both allowing our lungs to slowly fill with gulps of murky water, 
we are both drowning slowly. It is simply that my father mistakes his 
ocean for a friend, a friend who will carry him away to the place he 
needs to go.

“Describe for me what happens when you panic.”
This is my first time in Dr. Mal’s office. It is decorated in such a way 

that I can perfectly see her putting it together, which couldn’t have been 
long ago, as she can’t be much older than myself. I wonder if I can trust 
someone who hasn’t been kicking around a whole lot longer than I 
have, but then I remember that she’s got a doctorate and I’m the loser 
sitting here begging for help to be able to get out of bed in the morning. 
I can see her at Target, picking out the cute throw pillows, colorful but 
muted just enough. The adorable desk storage containers to hold only 
her favorite pens. The wall hangings that say “Breathe” and “No Rain, 
No Flowers.” I can see the painstaking effort. And in it I can see that 
she too is just grasping at straws, trying to get it right.

I list off the textbook symptoms. “My hands get sweaty, my vision 
blurs, I start to shake, my heartbeat increases, I want to throw up, and 
I feel like I’ll lose control over my mind.” I say this like I’m bored, be-
cause I am. This is not my first therapist, just my first in a while. I’m just 
beginning to get her filled in.

The last one only ever told me to be “mindful.”
“Practice mindfulness.”
“The next time that happens, let’s remember to be mindful.”
“Would you like me to sign you up for the upcoming mindfulness 

workshop?”
Mindful: (adjective) 1. Bearing in mind. 2. Inclined to be aware. 

3. Conscious or aware of something. 4. Focusing one’s awareness on 
the present moment, especially as part of a therapeutic or meditative 
technique.

My mind is full and that’s the problem.
I eventually dropped that therapist altogether, though I still went 

to my psychiatrist regularly enough, for he is the man with the meds, 
which have done more good than any form of meditation or conscious 
thinking ever has. He is also the one with the diagnosis, though we 
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have gone back and forth on that for a while. OCD. Generalized Anxiety 
Disorder. Persistent Depressive Disorder. Bipolar Disorder (Type Two). 
Possible ADHD.

“So which one is it?” I finally asked him once. “I mean, what’s 
like my thing? What’s like my main thing that sets off all the little 
things?” Something had to be the tree trunk and all the other ones 
just branches. If I could figure out how to cut down the trunk, all the 
others would come crashing down with it. In this scenario, I liked 
imagining my psychiatrist, a small man with a high, nasally voice, as 
a lumberjack determined to conquer the almighty redwood that was 
my monstrous mind.

“Well, it’s not really that simple. I mean, sometimes it is. Sometimes 
you get the individual who is clearly depressed, or clearly obsessive 
compulsive, or clearly whatever else and that’s that. And then there 
are some people who are just kind of like…” and then he took his 
hands, put them up, palms down, side by side, and then let them 
arch downwards in opposite directions. “…like an umbrella. Some 
people just have a little bit of everything that falls under a kind of 
neurosis umbrella.”

I stared at him, his hands starting to repeat the motion on a loop.
“I’m an umbrella?”
“Yes. You are complex.” He smiled, not unkindly.
I am complex. I am a mishmash. I am the girl who disappears for 

days on end while she hides in bed, numb. I am the girl prone to fits of 
tears for no reason at all. I am the girl who will scream into the closet 
in a rage when she can’t find her jeans. I am the girl who will go off to 
get a tattoo right after getting dumped by a guy, laughing all the way. 
The girl who will combust into panic when the traffic slows on the 
bridge and we are suspended so many feet above the bay. The girl who 
avoids elevators, planes, tunnels, trains, for fear of becoming trapped. 
I am the girl who can’t go anywhere too far from home on her own 
because who knows what could happen out there. I am the girl that 
checks WebMD daily. I am the girl who must perform her rituals, her 
tics, who must touch both doorknobs when entering a room, who must 
nod her head repeatedly until it makes her dizzy, who must strain the 
muscles in her neck until it hurts, shut her eyes—tight—for five seconds 
each time, and suck in and push out her abdominal muscles until they 
start to cramp.

I am complex.
I am my father’s daughter.
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“You are your father’s daughter.”
My mother has said this to me my whole life, specifically during my 

own moments of extreme neurosis.
My father and I are not particularly close, at least not in the nor-

mal way. There is a deep love there, but we are the type to prefer to 
sit in silence if we are in the same room, not gabbing away like some 
father-daughter pairs I’ve seen. We do not share deep secrets. We ask 
about each other’s day as a formality.

My father and I are not particularly close, and yet we are always 
compared. We are always seen as parallel lines, me following his path 
perfectly, and we never cross.

“You think just like him,” she would sometimes say, by way of 
explanation.

On its face, this comment was made as a compliment, for my dad is 
a very smart man. His parents had him tested as a teenager to see if he 
was some kind of idiot. It turned out he was near-certifiably a genius; 
he just didn’t give a shit. He still does not give a shit. He is a man with-
out social boundaries or care for following norms. Not that he is crude 
or cruel or outlandish. He is simply awkward. He is simply, incredibly 
awkward. And he has no idea that he is.

To look beyond the face of this comment, to look inside, it is perhaps 
not such a compliment.

My father is complex.
I am my father’s daughter in that way, though I would not say we are 

complex in exactly the same ways. True, we are both profound worriers, 
and the both of us jump to conclusions like no one’s business. True, we 
are both obsessive. But while my obsessions remain wholly fixated on 
myself (hypochondria and physical, voluntary, but compulsive tics), his 
are external. Nuclear energy. Climate change. The moon landing. The 
eventual explosion of the sun. The mechanics of typewriters. The bank 
account. The YouTube comment posted by a random man in Ohio that 
he didn’t agree with. Any of these things, infinitely big and hilariously 
small alike, he could talk your ear off about for hours, usually in fits of 
incredulousness, rage, passion, or nihilism. Though he might not ex-
actly be talking to you, just talking at you. And if you look very closely, 
if you are me and you know how to look for it, you can see in his eyes 
that he is drifting away, that he is gone. That he is lost at sea, embraced 
by that deep blue.

So we are different, but we are the same. Obsessions are obsessions 
in any form, and they debilitate. What I have described of my father 
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may sound like the quirks of an intelligent old man, but you have not 
lived with these quirks like I have. You do not see how they consume.

I say that I can see when my father has faded away. In truth, I do not 
remember the last time I saw the opposite. My father is not a present 
man. For all my whining about that old therapist’s griping about mind-
fulness, I would love for my father to focus his awareness on the present 
moment. Always, he is somewhere else. In the blue.

If he is aware of anything, he is convinced he is the only person 
aware of a future of certain doom. When he is not enraged by the 
general public’s lack of similar panic, he is consumed with melan-
choly. He sulks. He spouts dark words. He considers himself a failure 
for not having saved the world and its inhabitants from their idiocy. 
Simultaneously, he considers himself the biggest idiot of all.

I hear him say it when he thinks he is alone. I hear him in the kitchen, 
late at night (for this man does not keep regular hours), muttering to 
himself as he makes his coffee. “Idiot…oh you idiot…you stupid bas-
tard…you dumbfuck bastard.”

My father hates himself. Deeply. This I have always known.
“You are your father’s daughter.”

“What brings you back into therapy today? What are your ultimate 
goals?” Dr. Mal asks as I braid the decorative fringe on the throw 
pillow in my lap.

“He’s crazy. He’s fucking crazy.” I’m on the phone with my boyfriend, a 
month before my first appointment with Dr. Mal.

I’m at the coffee shop down the street from my house, seeking respite 
after watching my dad throw a tantrum over something that didn’t go 
perfectly according to plan at work. He was yelling at himself, calling 
himself names, uncaring of who could hear, and finally he got so mad 
he broke a plate against the kitchen floor.

“He needs fucking therapy is what he needs,” I continue.
There is a hesitation on the other end of the line.

“Hello? Did I lose you?” I pry.
“No, I’m here. It’s just…Look, yeah, I agree, your dad’s clearly got 

some problems he needs to work out, by a professional. But it’s just…it’s 
harsh for you to preach about how he’s not taking care of himself when 
you’re not taking care of yourself either.”

“Excuse me? No. No, I’m crazy like my dad but the difference is I 
know I’m crazy. I acknowledge my crazy. I am trying to save myself 
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from my crazy. I’m on meds! And I’ve been to therapy. Several thera-
pists. And some group classes. I am trying.”

“Okay, I love you, so I’m going to be blunt and tell you that you are 
not trying. You’re not trying just because you’ve tried before. You are in 
pain. I know you are. Some days, it’s like you’re just gone. Like you’re 
somewhere else. And I don’t think you know it. You know sometimes. 
You’re self-aware, but to an extent. Some days I think you’re lost in it.”

“I do not want to be my dad.”
“What do you mean by that?” Dr. Mal prods.
“My dad doesn’t understand that he’s sick. He got diagnosed with 

OCD and depression when I was a kid. They gave him some meds. A 
month later my mom found them, unopened. I heard her asking him 
about it, asking why he wasn’t taking them. He said he didn’t need 
them. Didn’t know what they were talking about. Said he was fine. My 
dad is not fine. My dad is miserable. And he knows that he is but he 
thinks he deserves to be. My dad does not know that he is sick. I know 
I’m sick, and I think I know it because I’ve watched him my whole life. 
So I know I’m sick, and I know that’s a start, but maybe it’s not enough. 
I love my dad. I just don’t want to be my dad.”

We let that sit for a moment.
“Sounds like he could use a little help in the right direction,” she 

says finally.
I nod, and we let that sit, too.

“Anyway, I think what we need to focus on before anything else is 
your anxiety. I want you to buy a journal, keep it on you, and write 
down any experience you come across that gives you anxiety; then 
rate that experience on a scale of one through ten, ten being terrifying. 
I want you to seek out situations you don’t like, journal them, rate 
them, and keep track of them. We’ll go from there.”

A one-hundred-dollar fee just to be told to keep a journal. Still, it 
feels like a better plan than being mindful.

I stop at Staples on the way home to grab my new journal. As I walk the 
aisles, I have to admit to myself that I feel a little lighter, a little more 
energized. I even feel less compelled to perform my tics, for a time. I 
was not fixed in one therapy session, I will not be fixed for a long time, 
I will never be fixed, period. And my father will never be fixed. But 
I can get better. We can get better.
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I find a display of pocket-sized Moleskines, the kind with the soft 
leather and the elastic strap, and decide this will do fine for my new 
project. They come in all sorts of colors, and initially I am drawn 
to the simple black notebooks, but I stop as my hand hovers over 
those. Instead, I bring my hand to the dark blue ones above them, 
and I grab two.
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Life is Like 
an Arrow

Javier Peña

You can only shoot an arrow by pulling it back. Sometimes, circum-
stances can drag our lives back or down. I like to think that means 
despite the hard times, my life is about to be launched into something 
great. I’ve been thinking about that a lot lately.

“Everyone on the ground, faces down!” I demand as I storm 
into the local Wells Fargo with an arrow nocked on my recurve 
bow. Spit hits my burgundy bandana covering my mouth. Gross. I 
didn’t think through on the whole disguise aspect. It’s working, I 
guess, since the few people that are here listen to me and are scream-
ing bloody murder. I’m glad I brought the polarized sunglasses 
to hide my eyes. No doubt they would see the pain I’m in from 
my shoulder.

I know the security guard is usually right by the granite countertop 
with pamphlets about opening a new account with the bank. It’s less 
than thirty meters away from the door. I release the arrow into his 
right thigh. My shoulder instantly feels relieved, but a little warmth 
lingers in it. He cries out in pain, “What the fuck?” He goes from being 
as white as the Pillsbury Doughboy to a coral red. He topples over and 
holds his leg in pain. I remove his gun from his side and eject the clip. 
I toss them into the far corners of the building where no one is. It still 
surprises me how heavy a gun can be. I’ve never been that great with 
one. I thought using a bow would be a safe bet for a job like this since 
I’m familiar with it.

“Please, don’t get up. Why don’t you take your break already, buddy?” 
No doubt the bank tellers have already hit the silent alarm. I have 
about five minutes before any cops get here. Gotta work fast.

“Okay,” I start off as I slip the black duffle bag off my back. “We can 
do this the easy way where you fill up the bag for me or I fill it up my-
self. Just letting you know right now, the second option is going to be 
a lot scarier and louder.”
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An old broad steps up closer to the bank teller window while the 
others cower. She’s trembling, but I don’t know if that’s because of 
how old she is or if she’s scared. “The glass is bullet-resistant. What are 
your little sticks going to do?” She narrows her eyes at me as if she just 
got one over on me. I take a look at her nametag pinned to her cerise 
cardigan: Myrtle.

“Aw! You got me, Myrtle. Who’d have thunk it that my arrows don’t 
work on your special glass.” I reach for an arrow in my quiver. I feel 
around until I find the one with two small indents under the cardi-
nal fletching. I nock it and pull back full draw. My shoulder flares up 
again with pain. It hasn’t healed completely yet from the surgery. 
Probably overdid it with practicing for this too. “Since I’m here though, 
doesn’t hurt to give it a shot. Might want to hit the deck and cover your 
ears, everyone!”

I let loose another arrow and it sticks into the particleboard 
counter right next to the pen on the chain. I really hope I don’t give 
this old lady a heart attack and she haunts me. I slide across the 
granite countertop like The Dukes of Hazzard and earmuff myself 
with my hands.

All of my arrows aren’t just regular arrows, though. Some of them 
have special silver containers underneath the arrowheads that give 
them a little bit more of a…bang. The container of the arrow starts 
to flash a red light. I guess the tellers see that too because they follow 
my warnings.

Boom!
The arrow explodes, blowing apart Myrtle’s bullet-resistant glass and 

some of the counter. Before the smoke can completely settle, I throw 
my bag through the hole at them. “You guys can thank Mrs. Doubtfire 
over here for the ringing in your ears!” I know my ears are ringing a bit, 
at least. “Now fill up the bag with no dye packs! Save them for Myrtle 
because she’s the one who needs them more than I do. She ain’t no 
silver fox.” She seems to be catatonic. She’s shut down and just stares 
past me without anything to say while she sits on the floor. At least 
I didn’t kill her.

A young man grabs the bag and quickly begins to fill it with cash. 
His hair is littered with fragments of the glass. He looks to be about 
my age, twenty-five years old or so. I nock another arrow and point it 
at the other tellers so they can get the idea to help him. Time’s running 
out. “Guys, better be team players. You don’t want me to turn you guys 
into shish kebabs like the big guy,” I say, nodding my head toward the 
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still-injured crybaby guard. They scurry like mice and begin to help 
fill up the bag.

The bag is so packed, they struggle to close it. I finally put away the 
arrow and I can barely feel the difference in my shoulder after relaxing 
it. I shouldn’t have stayed full draw while they were loading up the 
cash. I’m pretty sure I already intimidated them enough. They toss me 
the bag, and not without a second to spare. I hear sirens fast approach-
ing. I take cover behind the sand-dune-beige-painted wall.

“Are you in position, Poindexter? The cops just got here, we gotta 
motor,” I say to Tim through my Bluetooth earpiece.

“Oh my god, he’s talking to himself. He’s crazy!” I overhear someone— 
I guess I’d call them a hostage at this point.

Tim replies, “I’m ready to roll when you are, Trick Shot. Just give 
the signal.” Man, I really don’t like these codenames. They’re so geeky. 
Tim has got to lay off the comic books. Though, if he never got into 
them, then he wouldn’t have had the idea to use these “trick arrows,” 
as he calls them.

I look back at all the unfortunate hostages laying on the ground who 
got roped into this. A soccer mom holding the back of her kid’s head 
so he can’t see me and whatever crazy thing I might do next under the 
granite countertop. He looks to be about ten years old. All the way at 
the other end of the teller windows is a man in a nicely-tailored suit. 
He’s sobbing louder than the mom or the kid. A handful of bank tellers 
and a security guard whom I bet wish they would have called in sick 
today. I wouldn’t be doing this right now if I didn’t have to. I don’t 
have time to worry about them right now, though. I already have 
enough on my plate.

I air out the bandana to actually get some fresh air. It feels like the 
bottom half of my face is in a sauna. I turn my torn-up and paint-stained 
Cabela’s trucker cap backwards. The front of my hair falls out and rests 
over my forehead. Time to get this show on the road.

I tighten the duffle bag of money onto my left shoulder. I take an-
other explosive arrow that Tim made for me out of the quiver strapped 
on my right shoulder. I put the nock of the arrow on the string and aim 
close to the door, about twenty meters away. The cops begin to freak 
out. I hear one of them bark, “Look out! Here he comes!”

I pull it back, ready to launch it. I’m too used to the Olympics-style 
training and using lighter arrows on bows with fifty-pound draw 
weight. Thanks to the heavier arrows and the need for a flatter trajec-
tory, I went with a seventy-five-pound draw bow. That means every 
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time I draw the bow back, it’s like pulling seventy-five pounds back 
with three fingers. My shoulder feels like it’s on fire. There’s no way I 
can shoot anymore after this one. People wouldn’t guess it, but archery 
is demanding. I’m still finding that out now for myself.

I address the crowd, “You guys have been great company. Sorry 
if I ruined your day, but at least you have a great story to tell your 
friends and family.” I nod my head toward the guard and warn him, 

“Don’t pull it out. I aimed away from where your large blood vessels 
should be, so there’s no immediate danger. Just let the doctors take care 
of you. I hope you get some PTO. Everyone, cover your ears. Again.” 
I let the arrow fly. The sound of it soaring off hides the breath of relief 
from being able to relax my string shoulder. Pshew! Five, four, three, 
two, one. “Boom.”

Boom!
Another explosive response discharges from the arrow, blowing 

away the doors. In the small container underneath the arrowhead, there 
is a ton of different chemicals. When the arrow makes contact, it’s sup-
posed to set off some kind of chain reaction creating an explosion in 
about five seconds—according to Tim. I push up my sunglasses, giving 
the world a dark tint, and take a deep breath as I step out to meet my 
doom or make my great escape.

I run out with my hands and bow up in the air. “Sorry! I swear I 
thought that was my white flag arrow.” Five cops are here and they’re 
all taking cover behind their cars. Only four out of five of them wear the 
fear on their faces. I spot one, the only female one, gritting her teeth so 
hard it looks like she’s going to grind them into dust. She’s trying too 
hard and has something to prove. Easy target.

I tilt my head down making my glasses fall to the brim of my 
nose so the officer can see my brown doe eyes. I wink and say, “I 
just get nervous around beautiful ladies in uniform. How much do 
you charge for bachelor parties?” Her nametag reads A. Morris. She’s 
pretty. Dark hair, dark eyes, and short. She looks to be about 5′5; I 
have at least half a foot on her. She’s my type, but wrong place and 
wrong time.

She leaves the group of officers to approach me. She doesn’t even 
blink or take her eyes off me. I tend to have that effect on the ladies. 

“Shut the fuck up! Drop the…gear! You have the right to remain silent. 
Anything you do and say will be held against you.” Man, she needs 
to loosen that bun up. She’s too uptight. I like a girl that can put me 
in my place, though.
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“The only thing I want held against me is you.” Gotta get her riled up 
so she can start getting sloppy. That’s why, when I’m nervous, I talk a 
lot to keep cool. “Alright, really though. I just have two words for you,” 
I say, as I begin to slip the quiver off my bad shoulder. Biting my lip, I 
grab the arrow with one deep carving and press the manual activation 
button on the special silver container. I chuck the arrow at her and 
she begins to fire.

Pew! Pew! Pew!
I dive for the ground and roll away. I really must have rattled her 

head because I somehow dodge all the shots. She’s shooting where I am 
and not where I’m going.

I hear the arrow begin to spray out its contents like a Febreeze bottle. 
“Smokescreen arrow…or is it smoke screen arrow?” I knew I should have 
practiced my one-liners at home.

A thick black fog begins to funnel out of the vents of the container. 
The officer stops shooting now that she doesn’t have a clear line of sight. 
I love smoked bacon more than the next guy, but I can’t stay. I make a 
mad dash through the smoke to find my ride to sweet freedom.

Just past the smoke, I see Tim getting out of the midnight-black ’67 
Chevelle SS, that I “borrowed” for this job, getting ready to switch seats. 
We always argued who was a better driver and he finally gave in to me 
when we came up with the escape part of the plan. I throw my bow and 
the duffel bag at him to put in the back. I do the same with the quiver 
as I get into the car.

Tim yells, “Punch it, Chewie!” I think to myself how much of a 
fucking nerd he is, but we gotta split quick so I don’t give him any 
shit about it. I put the car in gear and speed away as sirens wail not 
too far from us.

Tim asks as he counts the money, “So, how did everything go? 
According to plan, Hawkeye?”

I respond, “You betcha. Those arrows worked like a charm.” Tim 
double-majored in chemical engineering and mechanical engineering. 
If anyone could be a real-life supervillain and hold the world hostage, I 
would put my newly-acquired money on him. He’s not like that though. 
I know he’s a good guy. He just gets caught up too much in my bullshit.

He has the same getup as me and he can’t see that I’m smiling under-
neath my bandana. We look like something right out of the Wild West. 
A couple of outlaws. I know it’s not right, but my adrenaline is pump-
ing. I weave between lanes, upshifting and downshifting. I see where 
I fit perfectly and slip in. Before the driver I cut off can realize what’s 
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happening, I’m already slipping into another lane. The only thing mov-
ing faster than us right now is my heart.

I haven’t felt a thrill like this since I first got to the Olympics. Some 
people get nervous with so many eyes on them, but not me. I loved the 
opportunity to show off what I was made of. That I was more than just 
some house painter who worked for his dad.

“We make it out with enough money or what?”
“Over fifty grand. Seems to be a little extra for yourself, Colt.”
“I don’t want any of that money,” I say as I tighten my grip around the 

grooves of the steering wheel. “Money is what got me into this situation. 
You should keep it. I’m sure it wasn’t cheap to make the arrows.”

“C’mon man, I didn’t help you for the money. I saw you were in trou-
ble and I knew I could help. You’re my best friend, you know I got your 
back.” Flashing red and blue lights in the rearview mirror ruin the 
tender moment.

“Quick—pass me the quiver.  Are we at least six blocks away?”
“Yeah…are you sure you, I mean we, can pull this off?” The aviators 

and jet black bandana hide his face, but his scrunched-up, light auburn 
eyebrows say it all. He’s scared shitless.

“We don’t have much of a choice.” I catch myself, though, and 
try to come up with something to make him feel better. “Trust me, 
though.” I pull the thickest arrow out that looks like a pointy blue 
glowstick with a metal casing. I roll down the window and the wind 
whips me right in the face as I toss the arrow out of the car. Tires 
squeal as some of the cop cars swerve out of the way or come to a slam-
ming stop. I downshift to neutral gear and coast as I wait for the last 
arrow to go off.

Bwoosh!
I hear my car engine cut out and see the few remaining cop cars be-

hind us begin to slow down too. Seems like the EMP arrow fried their 
batteries and coils like we planned; also any cameras or other electron-
ics within a six-block radius. Now here’s hoping the lead lining we put 
in our car worked and didn’t do the same to us. I gotta bump start the 
car in the first go or we’re screwed.

I put the car in second gear, then push the clutch and break in 
so hard—if this doesn’t work, I’m ready to Flintstones this bitch. 
I quickly drop the clutch and jump to fifth gear. The engine turns over 
in its grave and roars back to life. The car slams us back in our seats 
as it takes off. “Woooooo!” I cry out in victory as we leave the cops 
in our dust.
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I lower my bandana and say, “Hey you know what this reminds 
me of?”

“No, what does robbing a bank remind you of?”
“No, not that part. This, right now. When we took the Henderson 

twins skinny dipping at the lake back in high school.”
He finishes what I was going to say, “And their boyfriends found 

us. They came at us with baseball bats. The only thing lower than their 
batting average was their GPA, but we weren’t taking any chances with 
them.” He starts to laugh so hard, he sounds like an empty Windex 
bottle. “I had to help you push-start your truck butt naked because we 
killed the battery playing music.”

“Yet another perfect getaway done by the dynamic duo.” We got 
through the hardest part of the plan, but it’s still not over. Now we 
have to make the delivery.

We pull into a deserted parking garage where a black pearl Suburban 
with blacked-out windows sits. Two men get out of the car, one big 
goon-looking type who looks like he has a hard time finding clothes 
that fit and a shorter guy who uses so much gel his hair looks like a 
plastic snap-on Lego piece. They drag my gagged and bruised pops 
out by his shirt collar. He looks like a Trix yogurt with all the blue and 
purple bruises covering him. Tim and I take off the glasses and ban-
danas as I go out to greet them. He hands me the stuff and I slug it all 
as I go to make the trade for my dad. “What’s up, Cisco? Still working 
for your dad?”

The slimeball comes up to scan me up and down. I’m pretty sure 
I’ve sweated right through my Kansas City Chiefs shirt while this guy 
looks like he just got down rolling lint off his black dress shirt that is 
unbuttoned by three too many buttons. His hairy pepperoni nipples are 
bouncing with joy as he laughs at me. Fuck, he just ruined pizza for me. 

“Still cleaning up your dad’s messes for him, Colt?”
“Here’s the money my dad owes you,” I stretch my arm out with 

the duffle bag. As he reaches for it, I drop the bag along with the bow 
and arrows he supplied for us. “My bad. You mind getting that? My 
shoulder is still acting up from the Olympics, but you know what that’s 
li—oh wait you don’t. Never mind.”

He snarls as he snaps his fingers for his Magilla Gorilla lookalike of 
an enforcer to grab the stuff. “I don’t know what you’re bragging about 
since you didn’t even place. Don’t you remember that’s what landed 
your dad in such hot water?”
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Pops put down a lot of money that he didn’t have on me bringing 
home the gold. Instead, I ended up coming home with a shoulder that 
needed to have its rotator cuff reattached. I couldn’t even lift my shoul-
der above my head until I had that surgery.

Robbing a bank was the best thing I could come up with in the time 
window they gave me to pay the debt my dad’s racked up with them 
over the years. I couldn’t go to the cops because Cisco’s family, the 
Marones, have a little bit of influence in all the right places through-
out the whole state. I was fortunate enough to even get some time to 
scrape the money together since Cisco thinks I stole the opportunity 
to go to the Olympics after I demolished him in the World Archery 
Championships. We have pretty similar builds and have about the 
same draw weight, but completely different styles. He hated strong 
winds and how they would ruin his shot because he needed absolute 
control. He’s probably too used to being spoiled by his dad. I learned to 
be adaptable and roll with the punches.

I glance over at the muscle as he throws the stuff in the car. “I’ll be 
taking my pops now, if you don’t mind.”

He shoves my dad over to me and retorts, “I don’t know why you 
want him. He’s a loser, just like you.” He flashes his clearly bleached 
teeth at me. “You sure you don’t want to keep the bow and arrows I 
bought for you? Maybe we can do business again.”

“Keep them until the next time. Anything else? No? ’Kay thanks 
bye.” I start walking quickly away from them with the gang. I start 
removing the towel they used to shut my dad up and regret it as soon 
as he opens his mouth.

“I never thought I’d see you again, Colt! Did you really knock over a 
bank for me?” he asks, more in awe rather than dismay.

“Pops, you need to shut the fuck up or I’m going to leave you here. We 
need to get going. Now.”

As we exit the parking garage, my old man continues asking 
questions again. “Why are you in such a rush? They aren’t going to hurt 
us anymore—”

Boom!
A loud explosion goes off from the middle of the parking lot we just 

left. Seems like the last special arrow did its trick. “What the hell was 
that?” my dad cries out as he falls on the ground.

Tim explains, “I built an explosive arrow that had a tiny manual 
windup timer where we stored these explosive chemicals. Once the 
timer rang, it sparked and—”
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Pops interrupts him, “That’s amazing! Boys, don’t you understand? 
We can keep doing this and be swimming in money. Ain’t no one 
can stop us with Colt’s skills and your smarts.” Pops grips us by our 
shoulders. My bad shoulder. I slap his hand off me and sock him in 
the face. “Don’t you see where you got us? Where you got me?” I try to 
white-knuckle my way through this, but I can’t. This man, my father, 
ruined my life.

“I told you during my training my shoulder was giving me prob-
lems. You told me to suck it up and threw a bottle of fucking Vicodin 
at me. Now I see why you did it! You were more worried for your 
sake than mine.”

My pops struggles to pick himself up. Blood trickles down the corner 
of his mouth. Tim goes to help him up, but I stop him. He needs to learn 
to look after himself.  “That ain’t true, son. I knew you had a gift and I 
wanted to push you to be even better.”

“Then what are some of my records, huh? What’s my farthest accu-
rate shot? What was my score before my shoulder crapped out on me 
in the Olympics?” He’s quiet and can’t even look me in my eyes. “You 
don’t know, but you knew you could make some money off me.” Sirens 
close in on the parking garage. I leave my dad to clean himself up. “You 
better get home. I’ll be by for my stuff later. I refuse to live with you 
any longer, old man.” I always thought it was life pulling me back and 
down, but it turned out to be my dad.

Me and Tim stop at an old diner to get some food before picking 
up my stuff. Who’d have known that robbing a bank would make 
people so hungry?

Tim says, “We can make this a regular thing.” He drowns his pan-
cakes in so much syrup, it looks like the pancakes are the side while the 
syrup is the main entrée.

“Breakfast for dinner? Sounds good to me.”
“No,” he says whispering. “Like fighting crime. Beating the bad guys. 

Like we did with Cisco.”
“Listen,” I say, pointing at him with the unbitten end of my chicken 

strip, “we’re no heroes. We did this to not get my dumbass old 
man killed. There ain’t no reason for us to keep up this…what did 
you call us?”

“Trick Shot and Poindexter.” How long did he take to come up with 
those names?

“There’s no reason to keep up the Trick Shot and Poindexter shtick, 
ya dig?” I dip the chicken strip in ranch and devour it. Nice and crisp. 
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“The cops are going to be after Trick Shot since he robbed a bank. We 
were able to pin it on Cisco since he’s the only other person around that 
has the skillset to fit the MO. The cops won’t question it when they find 
his body with the money and the gear. They’ll chalk it up to one of the 
arrows malfunctioning on him and call it a day. As far as the cops are 
concerned, Trick Shot is dead. Let’s leave it at that.”

“Watboutisdad?” Tim asks with his mouth full. He finishes chew-
ing and continues, “His dad is going to know he didn’t rob the bank. 
He might know about the arrangement between you and Cisco. He’ll 
come after you and your dad for killing his only son if he finds out 
you were involved.”

Well, shit. I didn’t think about that. “So, you’re saying we’ll have 
to take down the whole Marone crime family if we want to get out of 
this.” I tap my fingers against the coffee-stained white table and suck 
my teeth. “You really think we can do this?”

Tim shrugs his shoulders and says, “I don’t think we have much of 
a choice. It’s them or us. I’m pretty sure we’ll be doing everyone a favor 
too if we take out the biggest crime family in the state.” He takes a 
drink from his coffee and smacks his lips. “What do you think, though?”

I take a look at my bad shoulder. With enough time to heal, we might 
be able to pull this off. Take out the Marones so no more families have 
to be threatened or have their lives ruined like mine.

“I think we got a lot of work ahead of us.” Maybe this is the great 
thing life has been meaning to launch me into.



I.
There’s a small wooden house lurking at the edge of Hearth, perched 
on a hill looking out toward the Atlantic Ocean. It hasn’t fallen into 
ruin the way an empty house is supposed to—almost like it’s frozen 
in time, like it refuses to disappear. From a certain angle, standing 
where the overgrown hill grass meets the beach sand, it reminds me of 
a painting I saw once in this big art book Sylvia had found at Eleanor’s 
Thrift—down where the post office used to be. It was a painting of a dry 
field with an imposing gray homestead in the top-right corner, framed 
against a bleak, cloudy sky; a woman wearing a pink dress laid on her 
side in the foreground, her tensed fingers clutching the ground beneath 
her as she stared into the distance. Whenever I’d hang out at Sylvia’s old 
house—before she and her mom moved to their apartment on Cherry 
Grove—the two of us would mark our favorite pieces with colored high-
lighters: green for ‘I’ll buy that when I’m rich,’ purple for ‘I’d get it at 
half-price,’ and red for ‘better in a museum.’ She had that painting in 
particular tagged with a big green star. It would have been a red x for 
me—too depressing—but Sylvia’s taste is Sylvia’s taste.

After the end of our senior year, on my first day of work at Mayor 
Gale’s office, I saw that very same painting hanging on the wall behind 
the mayor’s desk. It was much smaller than I had imagined it being in 
person—less than three feet length-wise—and the woman’s dress was 
brighter too. He said he bought it from an art gallery in Salem, next to 
a witchcraft novelty boutique. Coincidentally, when I asked what sig-
nificance the painting had to him, if any, Mr. Gale said it reminded him 
of the house his great-great-great-grandfather had built—the one next 
to the beach. Apparently, that house was one of the oldest buildings 
in the town of Hearth, if not the oldest, and the Gale family has been 
maintaining it for generations. “It’s nice to have a constant when the 
world’s always changing,” said Mr. Gale, “always moving on.”

r. v. williamsfictioncontest / honorable mention

Sylvia’s World
Keanu Dasalla
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During graduation, our class valedictorian had this one line in her 
speech comparing the world to an oyster—par for the course, frankly—
and that somewhere out there, a pearl was waiting for each and every 
one of us. I thought it was a nice enough sentiment, but Sylvia didn’t 
agree. Before he passed away, Sylvia’s dad worked at an oyster farm 
a few miles north of Hearth. He told her once that natural pearls are 
extremely rare, and even if you managed to find one in the wild, it 
wouldn’t be the kind you’d want dangling from your neck. Besides, ed-
ible oysters—like the ones he used to harvest—aren’t the same as pearl 
oysters. According to Sylvia, you’d sooner find El Dorado than a worth-
while pearl in Hearth.

While I’d like to disagree with her, I’d be lying if I said Hearth is 
a place brimming with prospects. Nowadays, there are only five 
major employers here willing to accept high school graduates: Stanton 
General; Ted’s Diner, where Sylvia works; Eleanor’s Thrift; the Lunar 
Mart grocer; and Ike’s café. Admittedly, I got lucky with my secretary 
job at the mayor’s office; Mr. Gale’s old secretary, Mrs. Horowitz, died 
of heart failure in May and he’d been unable to find a replacement. He 
and my mom have been friends since their time together on the Hearth 
High Student Council—he was treasurer and my mom had been his-
torian—so he offered me the position as a courtesy to her. The pay is 
better than Ted’s or Stanton General, and—as my mom likes to remind 
me—has more security than either.

I toyed with the idea of applying to colleges, but I knew deep down 
that twelve years of school was enough for me—I liked the idea of get-
ting paid, not paying to eventually get paid. Of course, if I had gotten 
a scholarship to UMass Boston like Bianca did, I might’ve thought dif-
ferently. It wasn’t much of a surprise; between her, Sylvia, and I, she’s 
always been the better student. Though I was happy for her, I also won-
dered what would happen between her and Lew Stanton, consider-
ing they’ve been a thing for as long as anyone can remember. Lew’s 
known from a fairly young age that he’d eventually inherit his family’s 
business and, to my knowledge, he’s never expressed a desire to leave 
Hearth. With Lew’s father planning to retire near the end of August 
and classes at UMass Boston scheduled to start around the same time, 
he and Bianca probably wouldn’t be seeing much of each other in the 
near future, which really was a shame; they make a cute couple.

On the Fourth of July, Sylvia and I were sitting cross-legged by a 
small bonfire on the beach with Bianca, Lew, and a few others from 
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our graduating class at Hearth High. We had already set off a cou-
ple smaller firecrackers, but most of us were afraid to light the M-80 
that Art Gallagher had brought for the grand finale. It was the same 
one he’d brought last year and the year before that. It had history. We 
almost didn’t want to blow it up; perhaps we would let it remain un-
detonated—an abnormal fate for an M-80. But before Art could real-
ize what happened, Sylvia grabbed it from his backpack, lit the fuse 
with the edge of the fire, and threw it as far as she possibly could. It 
landed right where the evening tide pulled at the beach, exploding in 
a magnificent plume of sand and mist. Though we were sad to see our 
old friend go, the blast was just as incredible as we had all imagined 
it would be.

Afterwards, Lew pulled two packs of cigarettes out of his jacket 
for all of us to share—from his dad’s store, I assumed. When one pack 
reached me, I took a cigarette out and lit it against the fire’s base, almost 
burning the tip of my finger. Just having one in my hand made me feel 
like one of those suave femme fatales from the old noir films—Rita 
Hayworth, Gene Tierney, you get the idea.

I handed the pack to Sylvia, but she shook her head. “I’m alright, 
Ros,” she said, and passed it along.

We talked around the fire for hours into the night, breaking off into 
smaller pockets of conversation every now and then, burning through 
one cigarette after another. At one point, Lew, Bianca and I found our-
selves discussing the upcoming election. This is the first election many 
of us would be eligible to vote in and, though it seemed likely that 
Reagan would win another term, you can never really know for sure 
until it’s all said and done. That’s where the excitement lies, I’d say, and 
ever since Mr. Gale told me that Walter Mondale might be picking a 
woman as his VP, I’ve been even more intrigued.

“What do you think of Mondale?” I said. “Reagan’s getting up there. 
What if he…well, you know.”

“He’s not that old, Ros,” said Lew, taking a long drag, “and that’s not 
much of a reason to choose Mondale. You want more taxes?”

“I heard Mondale might pick a woman as his running mate,” I said. 
“Wouldn’t it be cool to see a woman vice president? You can say that you 
helped make history.”

“You don’t know for sure he’s going to do it,” said Lew, “and even 
if he did, that’s not the point. You want who’s best suited for the job, 
regardless of gender.”

“Of course, Lew,” I said. “It’s all speculation right now.”
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“It could be cool, don’t get me wrong,” said Bianca, “but I can’t name 
any women off the top of my head with more experience than Bush. 
Wasn’t he the FBI director or something?”

“CIA, I think.”
“There you go,” said Lew. “Give me someone who has more to their 

name and I’ll gladly vote for them.”
“More isn’t automatically better,” I said, leaning toward Sylvia. “Hey, 

what’s your take on all of this?”
Sylvia was looking up at the hill nearby. I could see the dark shape of 

the old Gale house jutting out from the top, looking down on us.
“I don’t follow politics, really,” she said. “Someone honest would 

be nice.”
“That’s rich, Sylvia,” Lew said with a hearty laugh. “You really got 

me there.”

II.
Bianca, Sylvia, and I used to hold movie nights on the first Friday of 
every month at Bianca’s house, both because she had the largest couch 
and because she was the only one with a VCR. However, our last meet-
ing was in June and I feared it might have been the last. I only worked 
at the mayor’s office part-time—Monday through Thursday since the 
beginning of summer—but Bianca had been spending most of her 
free time with Lew, and Sylvia’s busy schedule at Ted’s rarely left 
her an opening.

One Friday near the end of August, Ted’s had to close early because a 
family of rats chewed through some of the gas lines on the main ovens. 
Lew was also out of town visiting relatives in Concord, so, unwilling to 
waste the opportunity, I called Bianca and told her to have some tapes 
ready. I knew she had picked up Blade Runner and The Shining from this 
video store near her aunt’s house a few weeks ago, so we decided to 
make it a double feature.

When I spoke to Sylvia over the phone, I could hear her mom cough-
ing in the background. “Hey, I know you’re free tonight. Bianca and 
I are thinking of doing movie night again. Are you in?”

“Bianca’s still in Hearth?” Sylvia said. “I thought she was in Boston. 
Didn’t she get accepted to—”

“I think she’s starting later or something, but that’s not important 
right now. She’s got Blade Runner and The Shining on VHS. You haven’t 
seen either, have you?”

“No, but…” There was a small moment of quiet. “I’m not sure if 
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I can go tonight, Ros. It’s been so long and my mom’s usually alone on 
Friday nights.”

“I’m sure your mom will understand. You’ve earned it, considering 
all the hours you put in.”

“I have missed movie night.” I heard her move away from the handset 
and say something to her mom that I couldn’t quite make out, then her 
voice returned. “Alright, my mom says she’ll be fine.”

“Awesome,” I said. “Be at Bianca’s by eight.”

It had been months since the last time, but the three of us fell back into 
our usual rhythm almost immediately. Though she enjoys discussion 
afterwards, Bianca treats movie night like if she’s going to the theater: 
she’ll just sit there in silence, almost as if she’s afraid someone will 
shush her if she speaks. In contrast, Sylvia likes to play the critic, which 
could get annoying if she didn’t have interesting takes to share. She’s 
got an eye for detail that Bianca and I find fascinating, considering how 
rarely she watches movies to begin with. Admittedly, I’m somewhere in 
the middle between ‘I shouldn’t talk because I might miss something’ 
and ‘I need to ask what’s going on because I’m really bad at following 
plotlines.’

Of the two movies we watched, I leaned more in favor of Blade 
Runner. I have a weak spot for detective stories—it’s the moodiness that 
gets me, I think. Plus, The Shining was at a disadvantage for me from the 
start. I can never seem to hold it together during horror movies; I spend 
more time with my hands over my eyes than not.

“Do you think we’ll really have flying cars by 2019?” Bianca said. “If 
we can go from biplanes to Pan Am in forty years, we can probably 
make a Toyota fly in thirty, right?”

“I’m more curious about the replicants,” I said. “That seems like the 
real innovation.”

Sylvia shifted in her spot on Bianca’s couch, deep in thought. 
“They’ve got flying cars and robot people, yet they still have rampant 
future-poverty. You’d think they would want to fix that first instead of 
making fake humans to do outer space slave labor.”

“Yeah, it is kind of unrealistic,” Bianca said.
Sylvia shook her head. “No, it’s totally realistic.”

“It’s sci-fi,” I said. “How realistic could it be?”
“I don’t know, Ros,” said Sylvia in a mocking tone, “haunted hotels 

aren’t real and you still freaked out over those ghost twins. And that 
blood elevator. And that dog-man blowing that one guy.”
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Bianca’s eyes widened. “Wait, what?”
“You can’t sit here and tell me none of that scared you,” I said to 

Sylvia. “Are you saying the idea of a haunted hotel that can snap 
your mind like a twig and make you want to kill your whole family 
isn’t terrifying?”

Sylvia chuckles. “The hotel didn’t turn Jack into a killer, he always 
had that in him. He’d already broken Danny’s arm before when he 
was drunk.”

“But you can’t discount the ghosts,” I said. “That was the hotel egging 
him on.”

“Ghosts aren’t real,” said Sylvia.
“I don’t know,” said Bianca. “Have you seen that house over by the 

beach? Not once have I seen someone walk in or out of it, yet, somehow, 
it always seems well-maintained. I’m not saying it’s haunted for sure, 
but someone—or something—wants that place to stay standing.”

“I can actually disprove that one,” I said, shaking my head. “The 
mayor keeps it looking like that, or at least someone in his family does. 
They own the place.”

“He told you that?” said Sylvia. “Why? Isn’t it like a hundred 
years old?”

“He said it’s a part of history or something. All I really know is that 
it’s unoccupied.”

“He must be messing with you.”
“Nope,” I said. “At least I don’t think he is.”
Sylvia leaned forward. “And you’re sure it’s unoccupied?”

“Pretty sure.”
Bianca looked at me suspiciously. “Maybe that’s what the ghosts 

want you to believe.”
I laughed. “No, I don’t think so.”

III.
Ferraro and Bush were scheduled to debate at 8:00 PM, and if I was 
going to make it home for the opening questions, I’d have to power 
walk straight there from the mayor’s office. I hadn’t been that excited 
for something on TV since Star Wars aired on broadcast for the first time 
in February—two politicians standing on stage for an hour couldn’t 
compare on a dramatic level, of course, but there was still something 
monumental about the whole thing.

I hurried to the exit, pulling one arm through my jacket while push-
ing awkwardly with my other against the handle, when I saw Sylvia 
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walking toward me on the sidewalk. It was unusual for her to get off 
early, especially on a Thursday—and she was moving nervously, also 
unusual. She came up to me and held the door open with her elbow.

“Is the mayor still in?” she asked, looking past me toward his 
office door.

“Yeah, but I think he’s busy right now. What do you need?”
“It’s about property.”
I was confused. “Property?”
Before I could get an answer out of her, she stepped past me and 

walked over to the mayor’s door. “Mayor Gale,” Sylvia said, leaning 
against the door frame, “this is Sylvia Little. You don’t know me, but I’m 
a friend of Rosalind’s. I have a proposition for you.”

I would’ve liked to be on my way at that point, but I couldn’t justify 
leaving Sylvia there by herself; whatever business she had with Mr. 
Gale, it must’ve been important enough for her to leave Ted’s before 
closing. So I turned around and went back inside.

“Mr. Gale,” I said, knocking on his office door, “I know you let me 
off early today, but I’ve got my friend here and it seems like she really 
wants to speak with you. About what, though, I’m not really sure.”

He cracked the door open slightly and examined Sylvia, scanning 
her with his eyes narrowed like he had just awoken from a nap. “Hmm, 
I think I have seen you around before. Ted’s?”

“I’m a waitress there.”
“You said your last name was Little? I recognize that from 

somewhere…”
“You might’ve met my mom, Vivian Little? She came here a few 

months ago.”
He thought for a moment. “Ah, yes, I remember. She applied for 

Mrs. Horowitz’s job.”
“She did?” I said. “Sylvia, you never told me that.”
Sylvia didn’t respond.
Mr. Gale cleared his throat. “You wanted to speak to me about…

property?”
Sylvia stepped back from the door and stood next to me, arms folded 

in front of her. “I heard you have an availability?”
Mr. Gale looked at me sideways. He opened the door and gestured 

Sylvia and I into his office. The radio on his desk was quiet, but I could 
still hear the faint sound of applause, followed by a woman’s voice: 

“Good evening—good evening from the Civic Center in Philadelphia, 
Pennsylvania.”
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“So, Sylvia,” said Mr. Gale; he was speaking to her, but he was looking 
at me. “Do you mind if I ask where you heard about this availability. I 
don’t recall putting an ad out.”

“Rosalind said you own that house on the hill, by the beach.” Sylvia 
was looking at Mr. Gale’s painting, examining it. “She mentioned you’re 
not using it.”

I looked down at the carpeted floor, trying and failing to be noncha-
lant. “I said it’s unoccupied, Sylvia, not that no one is using it.”

“It’s a house,” she said to me, “You’re supposed to live in it. If it’s 
unoccupied, it’s not in use.”

“It’s a Gale family heirloom,” Mr. Gale interjected.
Sylvia seemed confused. “A whole house?”
Mr. Gale shrugged. “Your point being?”

“My point is that I don’t see a point. You’ve got a small, aging house 
with nobody living there. It looks like you’ve kept it from falling apart, 
but that doesn’t seem like a good investment to me in the long term. It’s 
a money pit, Mr. Gale.”

Mr. Gale leaned back against the edge of his desk, then he reached 
over and twisted the volume dial on his radio until it went silent. 

“Alright, Ms. Little. What would you suggest I do?”
Sylvia cleared her throat. “I think you should see this as an oppor-

tunity to improve your returns, so to speak.”
Mr. Gale seemed unfazed.

“It just so happens that I’d like to help you do that,” Sylvia continued, 
“I think you should rent your house out to me, Mr. Gale—the one you 
don’t live in.”

“Why?” he asked, though it didn’t sound like a genuine question.
“Because I can make it a home. I want to.”
“I don’t think you know how this works,” he said.
“I know it’s not the most formal arrangement,” said Sylvia, “but 

I’ve been saving up for a moment like this. I can put a thousand 
down right now for the first month’s rent, last month’s rent, and a se-
curity deposit if that’s how you want to do it. And I’m good for two 
hundred a month, just ask Rosalind. I think that’s a fairly reason- 
able offer.”

“Is she lying?” Mr. Gale asked me. “Is she really good for two hun-
dred a month?”

I looked at Sylvia, trying to read her expression. I had no idea how 
honest she wanted me to be. “I think Sylvia makes four hundred 
monthly, give or take.”
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“Actually it’s closer to five hundred now.” Sylvia was tightening her 
fists and then relaxing them.

Mr. Gale looked at me, almost through me, then he turned back to 
Sylvia. “Should I be more insulted that you think my great-great-great-
grandfather’s home—the home that he built with his bare hands—is 
only worth two hundred a month or that you think I would consider 
renting it out at all? And to a waitress, no less.”

“I don’t see how my occupation is relevant,” said Sylvia. “I can go up 
to three if you’d like.”

“If you’re really that desperate to move out of your parents’ place—
which is what I’m assuming this whole stunt is about—there are better 
ways to go about it.”

“That’s not what’s happening here, Mr. Gale.”
He laughs. “Regardless, you’re setting yourself up for financial ruin 

with this ‘offer’ you’re proposing.” He crosses his arms and gives Sylvia 
a stern look. “You seem like a smart girl, so I’ll give you this piece of 
advice free of charge: understand your limitations and learn to work 
within them. You’ll be happier that way.”

Sylivia was walking almost too fast for me to keep up. By the time I had 
matched her pace, we had already arrived at her place on Cherry Grove. 
Instead of rushing through her front door and slamming it shut—like I 
expected her to—she sat down and leaned back against it, hanging her 
head and swearing under her breath. I took a seat beside her and rested 
my hand on her shoulder.

“I’m sorry, Sylvia. I had no idea Mr. Gale felt so strongly about that 
house. If I’d known you—”

She swatted my hand away. “Why do you work for that man?”
“He’s a friend of my mom’s,” I said. “And he pays well, considering 

what he asks of me.”
“Seems like a nice gig you’ve got: shuffle papers, look pretty. ‘Yes, sir,’ 

‘Thank you, sir,’ ‘Can I sharpen your pencils, sir?’”
“You think that’s what I do?” I said. “It isn’t.”
“You know what I do? I ferry hamburgers to ungrateful assholes that 

don’t tip enough. And some of them think they’re cute when they call 
me doll—like I want to be their doll.”

“You chose to work at Ted’s, alright. Nobody made you.”
Sylvia crosses her arms. “It was either Ted’s or Stanton General, and 

there’s no way in hell I’d want Lew Stanton—Lewis Stanton of all peo-
ple—telling me how to stack bean cans.”
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“Mr. Gale’s advice wasn’t unreasonable, then,” I said. “You need to 
make peace with your choices.”

“My choices?” Sylvia’s face scrunched up. “I didn’t choose to let my 
dad smoke a pack a day for two decades.”

“That’s not—”
“I didn’t choose to let our house get foreclosed on.”
“That’s not what I—”
“And I definitely didn’t choose to be sitting here while you lecture 

me about what choices I have when you get to play secretary for extra 
spending money. You don’t have the right.”

“I’m sorry.”
Sylvia’s shoulders loosened. I could tell she wanted to say more, but 

no words came to her. So we just sat there next to each other, letting the 
empty air speak for us.

Sylvia broke the silence eventually. “He doesn’t even live there.”
She turned away from me, trying to hide her face. She was crying. I 

felt an overwhelming heaviness in my chest; it was familiar, somehow. 
I put my hand on her upper arm and squeezed lightly, as if to remind 
her I was still sitting there, still with her in that moment. This time she 
didn’t push me away.

“If there’s anything I can do, tell me.”
“My mom could’ve had your job, you know. It’s not glorious or chal-

lenging or dignified, but it’s something. She could’ve had something.”
“What do you mean?” I said. “She has you. That’s something.”
“Come on, Ros,” said Sylvia, sniffling. “She hasn’t worked since I was 

born, she’s had nothing. And the mayor clearly doesn’t want another 
old lady filing his paperwork.”

“Why look at it that way? I don’t.”
“Of course not,” said Sylvia. “You don’t have to.”

IV.
“We’re very proud of Gerry—very proud of Gerry,” Walter Mondale says 
through a wall of static. “We didn’t win, but we made history, and that 
fight has just begun.”

Mr. Gale gives a slow clap before turning to me. “As far as conces-
sions go, that’s as gracious as they come. I can’t imagine smiling after a 
loss like that, can you?”

“I hope I’d have the heart to,” I say, turning away from the mayor’s 
radio and leaning back against his office wall. I should’ve known it was 
a longshot, especially after that whole business with John Zaccaro’s 
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tax returns a few months ago. If you could look at Geraldine Ferraro—
worth four million dollars, two vacation homes, around-the-clock 
maid—and still say, This woman represents me, you’d be kidding yourself. 
But I still voted for her and I didn’t think twice about it. What does that 
say about me?

“It could’ve been them, Mr. Gale,” I said. “They got so close.”
“If we’re being realistic, Rosalind, it wasn’t close at all. Not re-

motely. But that’s not for lack of trying. Mondale and Ferraro just 
aren’t what America wants right now. You can understand that, 
can’t you?”

“Yeah, I guess so.” I’m massaging my right thumb into my left palm 
just a little too hard.

“I almost feel bad for Ferraro,” says the mayor, standing up from his 
desk. “Can you imagine if, somehow, she was up for president instead 
of vice president? She would’ve been eaten alive, no question. She’s 
got too much baggage, which tends to get in the way when you’re 
working at that level.”

“Who doesn’t have baggage?”
“Well, you never do at the start,” he says, “but it piles on quick, espe-

cially when you’re in the thick of it like these people are. It wears you 
down, having to be at the forefront like that.”

I’m thinking about Sylvia’s mom, how she coughs and wheezes when 
she moves too quickly or talks too fast. As far as I know, she’s never 
smoked a day in her life.

“It’s good to have goals,” Mr. Gale says, “just as long as you don’t 
kill yourself trying to get there.” Then he turns to face me, arms held 
behind his back. “You’ve got goals, don’t you, Rosalind?”

“I’m still in the planning phase,” I say nervously. “I’d prefer not to 
stay in Hearth forever, but I’m worried I might not find work elsewhere.”

“I wouldn’t be too stressed about that,” he says, as he walks over to 
me, “you’re a hard worker. That alone will get you far.”

“Thank you.”
He leans one arm against the wall, just over my shoulder. “If you’re 

looking for a change in scenery, there’s a lot of work to be found in 
Boston. I’ve got friends in the county, some of whom might need a new 
secretary. I can put in a good word if you’d like.”

He’s standing closer now. Too close. “That’s nice of you, but I was, uh, 
thinking of something different.”

“Oh,” says Mr. Gale, speaking slower, “such as?”
“Well, I’m not sure—I haven’t really thought about it yet.”
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There’s a certain look in his eyes. It’s unnerving. “Even Ferraro 
worked at her husband’s firm in the beginning, you know. You take 
what you can get, no shame in that.”

“But she was a teacher first. She had an English degree.”
“Do you have a degree?” he asks, already knowing the answer.
I feel dirtier somehow, like the air I’m breathing is tinged with some-

thing awful. Mr. Gale is closer than he’s ever been, uncomfortably so. 
“I could get one,” I say, looking away from him. “In what I don’t know, 
but I could if I wanted to.”

“Is that really what you want?”
There’s a lot of things I want, or think I want, but I know for a fact 

that being in this particular spot—up against this particular wall, cor-
nered by this particular person—is not one of them.

“It’s late, Mr. Gale,” I say as I move quickly out of his reach. “I really, 
really need to be getting home.”

He moves back a step, looking over me silently. Then he returns to 
his desk nonchalantly, sits down in his chair and fiddles with the radio 
dial. “You’re right, I shouldn’t keep you. How rude of me.”

The hallway phone outside my bedroom rings around nine in the morn-
ing—when I’m an hour late for work—but I don’t feel like answering it. 
When it rings again at ten, I hear my mom answer it and walk over to 
my bedroom door.

“It’s Mr. Gale,” she says. “He wants to know if you’re alright. I do 
too, frankly.”

I roll out of bed and open the door. My mom has the phone cord 
wrapped around her free hand. “Yeah, I’m fine, Mom. Let me talk to 
him.”

“You haven’t missed work before,” she says, as she passes me the 
handset. “I’d try not to make it a habit.” Then she disappears into the 
living room. I pull the phone further into my room, out of earshot.

“Hello?” I say quietly, feigning weakness.
“Are you feeling alright, Rosalind?” says Mr. Gale. “You don’t sound 

well.”
“I’ve been feeling sick since last night.”
“Election really got to you, huh? Or maybe it’s the weather?”
“I’ve been feeling sick since last night.”
“No, Mr. Gale.”
“Oh, well whatever it is you should probably take the time to rest.”
“I will.”
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“And don’t worry about work, you come back when you’re feeling 
better. I’ll try not to bother you.”

“I’d like that.”

After dinner, I walk over to Ted’s. It’s late and Sylvia’s shift should be 
ending soon. Thankfully, the diner is practically empty when I arrive. 
The only other customers are Bianca and Lew, who seem to be having 
a late night meal together in the booth next to the jukebox—it’s playing 
an old soul song I’ve never heard before. Sylvia is standing behind the 
register, counting up the day’s earnings. I take a seat at the counter 
next to her.

“Are you free after work?” I ask.
“I don’t have anything planned,” she says, flipping through a light 

stack of fives. “Why?”
“Can I come over to your place?”
“Just to… hang out?”
“Yeah, it’s been a while since we’ve hung out—just the two of us.”
Sylvia shrugs. “Alright, but I’ve got one table left. Do you want any-

thing in the meantime?”
“I’m good, thank you.”
Bianca and Lew are talking about something, but the music is just 

loud enough that I can’t make out what they’re saying. Whatever their 
conversation is, it must be entertaining—they’re giggling like two 
schoolchildren, like they’re completely alone together. I wish I could 
hear them, a good laugh is probably what I need right now.

Lew notices me staring. “Hey Ros, did you watch the election results 
last night?” he says in a raised voice.

I reply louder as well. “I heard it over the radio.”
“I told you Reagan would win. The economy’s so good right now, how 

could he not?”
“Still sucks though.”
“Don’t worry, you’ll get over it,” Lew says before downing the last bit 

of soda from his cup. The jukebox has gone silent.
“We should really get going, Lew,” says Bianca. “It’s late and we’ve 

got work tomorrow.”
“I didn’t know you were working,” I say.
Sylvia finishes her counting. “Neither did I.”

“She works with me at Stanton General,” says Lew.
Sylvia tilts her head. “Since when?”

“Well, since Monday,” Bianca says. “Lew’s been swamped lately and 
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he said he’d need to find someone to work his old cashier position so I 
figured, ‘Hey, why not. I’m not working.’”

Lew nods his head. “And the pay is good, mind you.”
Bianca nods back. “It is. And since Lew’s in charge now it’s a closed 

system between the two of us with the funds and everything. It’s al-
most like the business is paying itself.”

“No it’s not,” Sylvia says with a confused look, “Lew pays you. It’s 
your money, Bianca.”

Bianca shrugs. “If you want to get technical about it. But we’re a 
partnership, Lew and I. That’s how we like to view it. What’s his is mine 
and vice versa, you know?”

“That’s right,” says Lew. “Partners through and through.”
Sylvia doesn’t say anything. She collects their plates and hurriedly 

carries them back to the kitchen. Then, when she comes back out, she 
calmly walks over to their table. She stands with the check in her hand, 
then after a moment of consideration, she places it down next to Bianca. 
Before Bianca can do anything, however, Lew reaches across the table 
and slides it over to his side.

Syvlia glares at him. “Partners, huh?”
“Excuse me?” Lew says.
“Do you make her stack the bean cans? In a pyramid, the way your 

dad liked it?”
Lew scoffs as he pulls his wallet from his coat pocket. “I like them 

that way too, you know. And no, Bianca does it the way she wants to.”
Bianca interjects. “It really isn’t any of your business how I choose 

to stack beans, Sylvia.”
Sylvia leans in toward Bianca, both arms tense with her palms down 

against the edge of the table. “What happened to Boston?”
“Pardon?” Bianca says.
Lew shifts toward the edge of his seat. “Your money’s here, Sylvia. I 

even left a nice tip today. Bianca, let’s go.”
Sylvia moves over to Lew’s side of the table, preventing him from 

standing. “You were supposed to be in Boston right now, Bianca.”
“I’m holding off until next year is all,” Bianca says with a sudden bite. 

“Plans change, that’s how life is, Sylvia. Boston’s not going anywhere, 
and if you don’t move out of Lew’s way, neither are we.”

“You could’ve gone,” Sylvia says. Where her voice was slightly angry 
before, now it’s tinged with a hint of sadness. “You can still go.”

“I can’t go anywhere if you keep standing there like that,” Bianca says 
sharply. “I’m not leaving without Lew.”
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I can tell by the look on Sylvia’s face—unblinking, resolute—that, if 
she could have her way, Bianca and Lew would never leave Ted’s Diner. 
They would stay here forever, always in each other’s pleasant company, 
always giggling together with nothing to distract them from the world 
outside. But I can also tell that Sylvia, deep down, knows it can’t be that 
way. So, after a brief stalemate, she moves aside. Lew stands up, Bianca 
takes his hand, and the two of them leave; out into Hearth, out into the 
rest of the world.

Sylvia keeps her belongings underneath the coffee table in her living 
room, right in front of the couch where she sleeps. She’s got a few pa-
perback novels stacked beside one of the legs and a wooden basket full 
of old cassette tapes with titles written in thick sharpie lettering: Signals 
by Rush, Billy Joel’s An Innocent Man, among others.

“Are you sure you don’t want some coffee?” Sylvia says from beside 
the kitchenette, pouring herself a cup. “I can’t drink all this by myself.”

“Okay,” I say. “But I shouldn’t overdo it. I’d like to sleep eventually.”
Sylvia nods, then she walks over to the bedroom door and knocks on 

it gently. “Mom, I’m making coffee, do you want any?”
“I’m alright, sweetie,” her mom says as she tries to suppress a cough.
There’s a smaller table to the side of the couch with Sylvia’s landline 

and a lamp; below it, she keeps the art book she got from Eleanor’s. 
There are sticky notes marking various pages, some of which I remem-
ber placing myself. When Sylvia comes to sit beside me on the couch, 
I grab it and lay it down on her coffee table. I open it up to a page I’ve 
marked before—the one with the painting from Mr. Gale’s office.

“Andrew Wyeth,” I say, as I read the description. Christina’s World.
“That’s a nice one,” Sylvia says as she takes a sip from her cup. “Look, 

I gave that one a green star. Still not rich, though—guess I should keep 
working on that.”

“Did you see it on Mr. Gale’s wall when you were in his office?” I say. 
“If he can have it, so can you.”

“Sure, but I wouldn’t want his, though.”
“Why not?”
Sylvia points to the woman lying in the grass and taps against the 

page. “Her dress is supposed to be pink. In the mayor’s, her dress is 
green. It’s wrong.”

“Huh, I never noticed.” My coffee’s getting colder; I haven’t 
even touched it yet. “I’m sorry, Sylvia. I should have been more 
understanding.”
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“What do you mean? At the diner?”
“When you came to the mayor’s office a few weeks ago. I should’ve 

been on your side.”
Sylvia chuckles. “You’ve always been on my side, Ros. I shouldn’t 

have gotten you involved in my problems. That was rude of me.”
“Mr. Gale had no right to treat you that way,” I say.
“It’s not a big deal, honestly. I have worse customers all the time.”
“How do you deal with them?” I ask, “The ones that call you ‘doll?’”
“I try to ignore them,” Sylvia says, setting her cup down. “That’s all 

you can really do. It’s just noise, after all.”
“What do you do if they don’t call you ‘doll?’ What if they treat you 

like one instead?”
“Treat me like one?”
“Like you’re just some—some thing to toy with.” I feel like I’m out 

of breath.
“Ros,” Sylvia says, raising her eyebrows, “are you alright?”
“Yeah,” I say. There’s a tightness in my throat. “I’m fine.”
“Don’t say that if you’re not fine.”
“I am fine. What’s not fine about my life?”
There’s an intensity in Sylvia’s eyes, a sudden resolve. “What’s 

wrong?”
“Nothing,” I say.
“Really?”
“Really.”



I have illogical fears. I believe if I do not moisturize every crevice of my 
body before bed, I’m gonna crack. If I don’t get up to pee several times 
throughout the night to make sure my bladder is completely empty, my 
bladder will explode. Or how, if I walk by a mirror at night and look at 
my reflection, a demon might possess my body. Then there are some of 
the more logical ones, like my boyfriend of four years might not love 
me anymore. I think that one is true, though.

Sometimes I’m scared that I’ll never leave him. That it doesn’t matter 
what happens, I’ll always be right there. Same place I’ve always been—
waiting for him. Even though I’m not happy. Even though I haven’t been 
happy for a really long time now. I’d rather be unhappy than be alone 
because being alone means dealing with all the things I should’ve dealt 
with years ago. I’m almost twenty-one now, it’s too late to deal with all 
my issues. It would take too long.

He’s in my room right now. I step out and with a kiss on the cheek 
I tell him I’ll be right back. I close the door behind me and walk 
down the hall, down the stairs, until I am outside. I’m in my lounge-
wear—sweats, a purple Venice Beach crewneck, and my fluffy UGG 
slippers. I don’t know whether I’ll stay here or leave and go some-
where else. I’m not really dressed for either occasion. It’s freezing 
and windy but I know if I go back inside I will stay there, and I don’t 
want to do that.

I walk to the lawn, a relatively small patch in the middle of the town-
house structure I live in, and lay on the grass to stare at the sky. The 
grass is itchy and rough, but I know the sprinklers will turn on soon. 
It’s already cold enough, and I’m not in any particular mood to be wet, 
but I don’t move. I don’t move because even though I’m uncomfortable, 
I would be more uncomfortable getting out of this spot. And maybe 
this is just what I need—spontaneity. The sprinklers will turn on and 
they’ll make me feel whatever it is I’m supposed to feel when I’m doing 
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things that are quirky and spontaneous. I stare up at the night sky. I can 
see a few stars but not many. It’s a funny thing, when you look at the 
sky you just see the moon, two stars, and some clouds scattered about. 
But when you lay there and really look—and I mean really look—you 
can see that the clouds are actually moving. They aren’t these frozen 
figures—they’re constantly moving. Then you remember that the world 
is rotating. This big chunk of rock that you’re laying on is floating in 
space, and it’s rotating. Then you remember how infinite this universe 
is and how we may never see anything beyond our own city, our own 
state, our own country, much less our own planet. This entire universe 
is infinite, and I’m realizing how absolutely tiny we are. How, to a sun, 
I don’t even exist. My feelings and emotions and all this in and out 
of love crap, none of it exists outside of the realm of my own life. I’m 
thinking all of this and I realize something: I’m super uncomfortable 
and it’s time to get up.

I suppose I should explain why he doesn’t love me anymore, but truth-
fully, I don’t know. One moment he did and the next he didn’t. I didn’t 
change. I never change. I’ve fought so hard to be the same girl he fell in 
love with all those years ago, and I am. He’s the one who changed. I’ve 
sort of known for a while now, maybe a few months. Tonight he con-
firmed it, though. We were watching TV, some random show that was 
on. I was snuggled up to him under three layers of covers, pretending 
I was still cold. He had his hand almost around me but more so laid 
out across the pillows we were propped up against. We were watching 
this show and they started talking about love, being in love and falling 
out of it, yada yada.

I look at him. “You think that’s true?”
Kyle barely glances at me, focusing intently on the show. “What? Falling 

out of love?”
“Yeah, you think it’s possible to fall out of love with someone?” I ask him out 

of vague curiosity, not looking for any specific response. My breathing hiccups 
when he takes a beat too long to reply. I realize I am looking for an answer, and 
it’s ‘no.’ I shift toward him, sitting up in bed a little more. “You thinkin’?”

“Oh, yeah. Sorry.” He’s still looking at the TV when he says, “Yeah, I think 
you can fall out of love with someone.”

“How do you know?”
He leans down and kisses my nose like he always does and says, “I just do. 

Let’s stop talking about it though.”
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I try to sound playful and teasing when I persist, “No, now I wanna know.”
“It doesn’t matter.”
“Oh no, did you fall out of love with Kayla?” I feign shock. Kayla was his ex. 

His only ex. He dated her six months after we broke up the first time. He dated 
her for six months, and I dated no one. I waited for him to come back to me, and 
he did. She was the only girl I ever compared myself to when it came to him. His 
relationship with her was the way I measured our relationship. I always felt like 
he loved her more than he loved me, so when I told him my concerns, he could 
tell I was practically begging him to throw me a line—for him to denounce 
that relationship for the umpteenth time and reaffirm me. I didn’t care if it was 
desperate. I just wanted us to keep on pretending, to keep on ignoring the truth. 
Instead he cracked the façade right open with a simple:

“No.”

That’s why I’m out here in the cold. I’m not sure where to go now, so 
I decide to just catch the bus and go wherever it lets me off. I left my 
headphones in the room, so I have to walk to the bus stop in silence. 
I’ll have to experience this whole night in silence. I check my phone 
impulsively. It’s 7:58 PM. I left the dorm at seven, at the latest, but I have 
no texts from him. He probably won’t text me to check in. He probably 
went to sleep. I walk to the gate at the end of our structure and head 
to the bus stop, checking the sign: 71 Long Beach Transit. It’ll take me 
all the way to the beach.

I sit at the bench and try to soak in the moment, but honestly I’m 
just scared. I’ve never been out this late by myself with no specific des-
tination in mind. I’m trying to relax, but I’m tense and alert. I hear the 
vague shrieks of laughter down one end of the block and the muffled 
honking of horns in the other direction. Directly in front of me—well 
across the street—is a church, and I examine it. There’s a large tree in 
front of it that’s blocking the letters. The tree is absolutely beautiful. I 
used to pass it all the time on my walks from the bus stop that’s a little 
further up the block. I took the bus to and from my high school. One 
hour there and over an hour and a half back, all just to go to some 
preppy rich school. That was such an interesting time. I was really de-
pressed back then but, looking back, I kinda miss high school. I used 
to hate it. Isn’t that funny? I always tend to look back on things with 
rose-colored glasses—but anyway, back to this tree. It’s carrying some 
type of pink flower with petals that fall on the grass around it. It’s like 
something out of a fairytale. I used to cross the street sometimes to 
walk under it. I had a belief that if the petals fell on me, even just one, 
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it meant I was a princess or something. Another illogical belief, I know, 
but I still kinda believe it.

Almost right next to the church and the tree is a garden. I’ve been in 
the garden once. It’s so much bigger than it looks. Maybe “garden” is 
the wrong word. It’s a place where they sell plants and flowers. I passed 
it for years before I just had to go inside. I didn’t even make it to the very 
back of it. It seemed so endless. I swore I’d go back, but that was two 
years ago. One day I will.

The bus still hasn’t come and sitting here at this stop is making me 
antsy. I keep thinking about what it would be like to go to the beach 
at night. Scary, but maybe magical and definitely spontaneous. Scary 
is what I’m stuck on. I could get kidnapped, easily, and no one would 
know. I’d probably be sold into sex trafficking. I stick my hands in my 
pockets and contemplate it further before realization dawns on me. 
I crack a wicked smile. I don’t have any bus fare anyway. I couldn’t 
go even if I wanted to. I try to convince myself I’m genuinely disap-
pointed, but I’m not.

I’m walking toward my old bus stop up the street on Artesia when 
I see a silhouette at first. I can’t make out if it’s him standing under 
the tunnel—which is technically just an overpass on the 91 Freeway—
and I seize up. My whole chest feels tight, and I realize moments 
like this are why I don’t go on nighttime adventures by myself. I 
halfway turn around when the silhouette calls my name. It’s more 
of a question.

“Chanel?” I squint harder and see the shadow staggering toward me. 
It’s either a demon or a stalker who’s been watching my every move 
and figured out my name. I’m still tense when I finally realize who it 
is: Sage. Sage is crazy. Well, crazy may be rude, but he’s a bit…off. The 
last time I saw him, he was running in the middle of the street daring 
the cars to hit him. When they wouldn’t, he took off running down 
the street yelling profanities. I’ll never forgive the universe for letting 
him become what he is now.

“Sage?” I used to have a small crush on him, back when he was nor-
mal. He was the older brother of a girl who lived in my complex. He 
had the prettiest green eyes and the brightest smile. I knew girls just 
threw themselves at him, but he never acted like it. He was kind, and 
he always remembered my name. As we walk closer to each other, I try 
to pretend he is still the same Sage I used to know. He isn’t. His clothes 
are battered and worn. He looks homeless, like his family doesn’t live 
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just next door to me, like he doesn’t have anywhere to go. “Hey Sage! I 
can’t believe you still remember me. I haven’t seen you in such a long 
time. How’ve you—”

“Chanel, you ain’t gotta pretend.” He’s right in front of me now, and 
he sits down on the pavement. “My head is fucked up!” I didn’t want 
to lie to him and disagree, so I just sit down with him. I don’t usu-
ally make a habit of sitting down with people I know are crazy, but I 
have nothing better to do. Plus, he seems pretty calm. I just hope his 
strangely calm demeanor won’t suddenly shift.

“What happened to you, Sage?” He looks so somber. Sitting on the 
pavement with him, I feel like I stumbled on an injured puppy.

“Drugs, bruh. It’s tha drugs,” he pauses, “and schizophrenia. Found 
out last year I got schizophrenia.”

“Wow.” I don’t know what else to say.
“Yeah, it fuckin’ sucks. My family kicked me out. Vicky won’t e’en 

talk to me. She say I’m not tryna get better, but what the fuck does she 
know, right?” He blows a short laugh out of his nose. “Are y’all still 
friends?” Vicky was his sister. I’m not friends with her anymore, but I 
can see in his eyes that he’s hoping I’ll say I am.

So I say, “Yeah, I just talked to her actually. She misses you a lot.” 
He can tell that I am lying; I know it by the way his mouth twists. He 
doesn’t call me out, though. I think he needed to hear that.

“Why are you out here right now? You need to go back home. Come 
on, I’ll walk you.” He stands up and sticks out his hand. I hate myself a 
little for ignoring his grimy hand and standing up on my own. I don’t 
really want to touch him.

“No it’s cool, I’m actually heading somewhere. It was nice seeing 
you though.” He freezes, looking me dead in the eyes. I freeze in re-
sponse. I’ve never been stared at this way before. I can’t move even 
though I keep telling my body to run. He stares at me for a long 
time, not saying anything, not moving. Then suddenly, he takes 
off running and screaming down the block in the direction I was 
heading. When I’m sure he won’t look back, I speed down the street 
back toward my house.

I cross the street just to be sure he wouldn’t follow me. This is why I 
don’t sit down with crazy people.

I end up on a bus to Compton. It’s the 128 Metro Bus, which is not a 
local bus, so I ask for a complimentary ride. Because they’re not al-
lowed to turn people away, they let me on. I figure I can try to take it to 
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my best friend’s house if I can remember how to get there. I check my 
phone again. 8:30 PM and Kyle has texted me all of two times.

Wya? – 8:02 pm
You okay? – 8:28 pm
I want so badly to text him back. I want to turn around and go 

back. Cuddle up to him and pretend that everything is okay, but I 
fight the urge. I’m trying something different, and it starts with not 
responding. Maybe it’ll make him miss me more. Maybe he won’t care 
either way.

The bus is empty except for a small older man who keeps trying to 
sneak glances at me from the front of the bus. It makes me mildly un-
comfortable, but he seems harmless. I stare out the window and try to 
daydream. I wish I had my headphones.

I’m about fifteen minutes from my destination when a woman gets 
on the bus. She looks no older than thirty. I notice the large elephant 
tattoo on her large and dimpled thighs, taking up all the space there. 
The black ink is barely visible on her dark skin so it looks more like 
scribble at a glance. She’s wearing a fishnet dress with her thong and 
bra visible underneath. Her cleavage is spilling out of this too-small bra, 
like if she breathed any harder it would burst. I look at her face. She has 
the continent of Africa tattooed on the side of her temple in red ink. Her 
cheeks are pierced with a stud in each dimple. Her hair is rough, a bit 
matted, like Barbie hair that stiffened over years of misuse. Underneath 
the body suit, she has on a hot pink bra. The woman walks on the 
bus without even acknowledging the bus driver and sits down right 
across the aisle from me. My eyes are glued forward, toward the front 
windshield, when she speaks.

“Aye,” she says, and I turn to face her. “What time you got?”
Whipping out my phone, I check the time. “9:19,” I tell her.

“Thanks. You super cute by the way, how old are you?” I almost don’t 
answer her. I know she’s a prostitute. I don’t want to be roped in the 
game. Before I can even respond, she adds, “You can relax by the way. 
I’m not tryna setchu up with my pimp or nothin’. Just wonderin’.”

“Oh.” I’m tinged with embarrassment. “I’m twenty.”
“Girl, what!” she screams. “You look fourteen, I’m shook,” she starts 

laughing. “That’s a good thing, though. When you fifty you gon’ look 
twenty-five. You blessed, girl.” I laugh at that. “I ain’t never seen you 
on this bus, where you from?”

“I live right up the street on Green. Long Beach area.”
“Gotchu,” the word dragged out. “Why you here though?”
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“Heading to a friend’s house, I guess.”
Her eyebrows pull upwards. “Whatchu mean, ‘you guess’? You not 

goin’ to no lil’ boy house, are you?”
I chuckle a little bit at her sudden concern. She reminds me of one 

of my aunts. “No no, I have a boyfriend already anyway. I guess 
I just feel like I could go wherever. Her house isn’t a set destination, 
just a possibility.”

“Lowkey,” she props her feet up on the empty chairs next to her, 
“that’s hella poetic. ‘It isn’t a destination, just a possibility.’ I like that. 
You a writer huh?”

Shrugging, “I guess.”
“Nah, you either are or you not. It’s no guessin’. Writers write. 

You write?”
“Yeah.”
“Then you a writer. Period. Whatchu write about?”
I prop my feet up as well. I feel more comfortable around her than 

I have around any stranger, but I’m still on guard. I’m not sure why 
she’s taken this random interest in me.

“Love mostly. I write poems about love.”
“You think it’s ’cause you in a relationship?”
“Nah, I think I just really like the idea of love.”
“Maybe you don’t need to be in no relationship then.” Record scratch, 

what? I’m half taken aback and half just flat-out offended. She stares at 
me straight through her comment. She’s much bigger than me though, 
and from Compton, so I stay calm.

I keep my tone even when I ask,“Um, why do you say that?”
“You said you don’t write about you boyfriend, you just like the idea 

of love. Seems like a clear sign you just wanna be with someone for the 
fuck of it. Am I wrong?” She’s not.

“Well I didn’t say that I didn’t write about him. I said he’s not the 
reason I write about love.”

“Same shit, boo. But so you do write about him?”
“Yeah,” I respond quietly. I don’t want her to ask what I say about him 

when I do write, so I ask her a question. “Hey, can I ask you something?”
“Go ahead.”
“Do you think you can fall out of love with someone?” She’s quiet 

for a really long time, and I can tell she’s really taking the question 
seriously. I also realize I’ve missed my stop. I’ll just stay on the whole 
ride. That’s probably safer than getting off on a random stop and having 
to wait for a bus back.
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“Nah, I’on think that can happen cause if you really love someone 
then you feel that way about them forever. If you stop bein’ in love with 
them then you never loved them to begin with.” She looks up at the bus 
ceiling. “My ex and I was doin’ real good, right? He always told me I 
had a nice body but that it was like, a add on to everything else about 
me. I gained like thirty-pounds and he broke up wit’ me. Said he wasn’t 
in love wit’ me no more. Stupid shit. Like nah, you just loved that one 
part of me and now that it’s gone, you feel like its nothin’ else for you to 
love in me.” I looked at her, and she seemed indifferent. Her response is 
so insightful. I wish I could find out what it is in me that he feels I lost.

“Your emotions are all in your face, sis—say what you wanna say. Is 
it about your mans?”

“Yeah, he isn’t in love with me anymore. I don’t know what—”
“Oh, this is my stop,” she cuts me off. “Whew you almost made me 

miss it girl!” To the bus driver she says, “Aye! Stop right here bus driver!” 
The bus comes to a sudden halt and we jerk forward. She stands up and 
starts getting off the bus. Right before she steps off the platform, she 
turns to me and says, “Look, I don’t know what happened, but if he 
don’t love you drop him in the muthafuckin’ trash. Do it next time you 
see him. And excuse my language but don’t be a little bitch about it ei-
ther. You seem sweet, you deserve someone who gon’ have you writin’ 
hella poems about ‘em. Take care, girl.” My heart feels full when I tell 
her to do the same.

I take the 128 line back to the stop I got on at. It’s after midnight when 
I get off the bus. I ended up texting him so he wouldn’t worry. I let him 
know that I am safe, that I just need to clear my head. I walk down the 
block toward my house. The silence of the neighborhood is eerie when 
I suppose it should be relaxing. I can’t help but think that something 
bad is gonna happen, but I know I’ll be fine.

Instead of going straight home, I turn down the corner and head to 
this little park. It’s a small park and instead of sand, there’s wood chips 
scattered about. My mom used to take us to this park when I was lit-
tle—me, my brother, and my sister. We had so much fun here. There’s a 
play structure equipped with four slides, a pair of straight and spiralled 
climbing poles, monkey bars, and swings. I climb up the slide to get to 
the middle of the structure and lie down. I stare up at the sky again, but 
this time it’s just black. I can’t see any clouds, stars, or even the moon. 
It’s all just black. A few planes pass by, and I pretend they’re shooting 
stars. I make a wish.
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I lie there for what feels like hours, thinking. My entire life, I have 
always wanted a perfect and neat ending. I wanted to meet my soul-
mate young and marry him. For me, that boy was supposed to be 
Kyle. For a moment, it was Kyle. In high school, I knew he loved me. 
I couldn’t be more sure of it. It was a new, tentative kind of love, but 
he made sure I felt it. We had the same math class, Algebra 2, and I 
failed it because I spent all my time talking to him instead of paying 
attention. I remember how we used to pass notes back and forth across 
the room. We could’ve just texted, but handwritten notes were just bet-
ter. It made everything more personal. I didn’t love him back then—
back then we were just friends—but he waited. I remember once he 
brought me flowers.

They are sunflowers and in all different colors. He tells me he picked 
them up on his way to school because they reminded him of me. “You 
didn’t have to spend money on f lowers for me, Kyle.” I don’t want 
him thinking that the only way I’d notice him was through gifts. The 
gesture makes me smile anyway. Little things like that make me think I could 
love him.

“I know I didn’t have to, but I wanted to. I know your week has 
been a bit rough and I just wanted you to know I care about you.” He 
smiles so sweetly at me, before continuing, “And if you need anything, 
I’m always gonna be here for you. Always. Okay?”

I kiss his cheek, and I see his ears turning red. I smile and look into his eyes. 
I hadn’t noticed how beautiful they were before now. “Thank you, Kyle.”

He really did love me then, and that’s how I know he doesn’t anymore. 
If I’m being honest. I don’t think I love him either. He’s just comfortable. 
He’s the only person I trust, and I’m scared to open up to anyone else. 
He’s my safest bet. I know he would never betray me. He’d never break 
my heart on purpose.

The cold air is seeping under my crewneck and I sit up. I think about 
what that woman said. I’m really not happy with him. He doesn’t make 
me happy anymore. There’s no point in carrying this dead relationship 
just because I’m too scared to be alone. I’ve never been alone. It seems 
like I’ve always had him to protect me.

Maybe that’s the thing I was looking for tonight: confirmation. 
Confirmation of what I already knew I needed to do. I want someone 
who loves me. Someone who makes me feel more than just safe. Maybe 
I don’t need to feel safe anymore. This feeling, this anxiousness I’ve 
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carried in the pit of my stomach all night, this is what I need to feel. 
This fear is what makes everything worth experiencing.

I sit up and fly down the slide. I have to do it now while I still have 
the courage. I race down my street, curling my toes in my slippers to 
make sure they don’t slip off. I fly past the houses and make it quickly 
to my front door. Stopping briefly to catch my breath, I tiptoe inside.

I almost think he’s asleep, but as soon as I think it, I hear a laugh 
coming from my room. I take a deep breath and walk toward the room. 
My hands are shaking and sweat is starting to collect under my arms. 
The closer I get to the room, the more my breathing speeds up, the 
slower my steps get. I deserve better. I deserve real love. I deserve a boy 
to write poems about. I deserve a boy who loves me. I quickly push 
myself through the door into the room. No turning back. As soon as he 
sees me, his eyes light up and he sits up in bed.

“Chanel! C’mere, c’mere!” I hesitate. If I’m going to do this, I can’t be 
near him. I writhe my fingers against each other.

“Kyle?”
“Yeah?” His eyes are big and shining from excitement, and I just look 

at him. I look at his face and those beautiful brown eyes I think I love, 
and it’s like all that courage just washes away. It’s like we’re back in 
high school, and he’s looking at me from across the room, thinking I 
don’t notice. Looking at me like he loves me. Looking at me the same 
way he is right now. I realize, I don’t think I want to leave him. My 
shoulders slump and all my nerve is gone. I crawl into bed with him.

“I love you. I just really love you.”
“I love you, too.” He kisses my forehead and hugs me tight. I lay 

my head on his chest and close my eyes, drifting off into sleep. His 
heartbeat thrums rhythmically against his chest, just like it always does. 
I can’t leave him. Not when the small moments like this make me 
think there’s still a chance for us. So I stay with him, and I wait for 
him to leave me.



For some time now, the people here have had plans to conquer one 
of the life planets of a local galaxy. Various radio signals and drones 
had been sent to this planet across time. It was information that was 
kept classified and away from the public. Once they took the time to 
study and observe the planet for a given time, they began to announce 
their findings and tried to excite the people of this “new land.” After 
the planet reached a climate that was safe for our species to enter, 
our military worked with our space programs in sending people to 
this planet. Without question, we were sent to exterminate any living 

“alien” people of this planet across the entire surface. Years after the 
first raid, I am sent.

Our spaceship lands on what I am assuming was one of the more 
populated areas. From the altitude of the spaceship, you gaze across 
the surface and see broken-down structures that look like they could 
have been used to house people. The primary tint their star gives them 
is a luscious green, which I assume is an indicator of vegetation or food. 
From our view, you could see a lot of these housing structures built in 
the center of the green vegetation. Their architecture takes full advan-
tage of the third dimension in elevating the platforms of their homes, 
creating vertical space for habitation. Between these structures are or-
ganized trails that seem to direct you toward homes while dividing the 
spaces between them. If you cannot tell by now, I am rather curious 
about the life on this planet.

My team’s Commander stands next to us at the edge of the landing 
ramp and looks out, then looks at us.

“Your objective today is to exterminate any living ‘alien’ person you 
see,” our commander explains. “When we found them they were here 
in the masses, but luckily our first raid succeeded in eliminating nearly 
all of them. Your job for the next few days will be to clean up whatever 
may be left. You each will be assigned to designated maps of this region. 
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We are not abducting any, we are not torturing any, none of that. Your 
objective is clear: exterminate them.”

“But Commander, so little research has been done on these ‘people,’” 
I contest. “Why not learn how they live, or if there was anything in the 
way they lived that can enlighten us?”

“Come again, Unit?” the Commander replies. “We are not here to 
befriend anything. We did not invest billions in currency to allow an 
entire operation to fail in hopes of ‘enlightenment’. Have I made the 
objective clear, Unit?”

I look back at the Commander with acknowledgment.
“Just be sure that you report here before the planet turns dark. For 

the time being, it’s when our bodies can’t tolerate the atmosphere. 
Something about how the light reacts to the chemicals in the air, or 
something like that,” the Commander informs.

The whole team spreads out. I walk past what seem to be ruins of 
their civilization. I notice that a rock substitute is used to detail the 
planet’s ground, but through the cracks, signs of the planet’s true sur-
face begin to rise. The previous raid had used our weaponry to beam 
lasers into most of the structures these people had assembled. I notice 
many dark marks, indicating the aftermath of a fire—the lasers having 
burned some bigger species of vegetation, and responsible for some 
of the destruction.

I find it very easy to reach my designated map location by simply 
following the trails they had created with the rock substitute. I am cer-
tain that these were used for easier navigation through their colonies. 
By the time I reach my assigned area, I am long separated from the 
rest of the team. In walking past one of the structures, I hear a faint 
noise coming from it. It is a structure with two levels. The bottom has 
pillars to hold up the top structure and in between the pillars would 
rest angular shapes that appear to have been molded out of titanium or 
steel. These shapes rest on black, perfectly-rounded figures that appear 
to hold enough strength to prevent them from touching the ground. 
I’ll call these titanium shapes “trailers,” because they are scattered all 
across the trail. The side of the structure has steps molded from the 
rock substitute that could be climbed to reach the upper level.

I approach the structure and the noise becomes less faint and more 
pronounced. I notice the sound might be coming from the upper level. 
I walk toward and up the steps, hearing the sound get more vivid. It 
sounds like a creature in agony, perhaps even in despair. I reach for my 
laser, grip it, holding it out, fearful that whatever is causing the creature 
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pain could result in it attacking me. I see a gaping entrance to one of the 
housing units and proceed to rush in.

As I run in, I stop at the sight of a creature, similar to me in shape, 
only thicker, with smoother, fragile skin. It has hair—black and short 
with loose patterns. Limbs that resemble mine, only they are coated 
with skin and hair. It wears a flexible, soft armor, not suited for battle, 
but as reinforcement to cover and warm its skin. It’s one of the aliens. 
It sits on what appears to be a throne that has been cushioned and 
covered by the same material of its armor. The creature is holding 
some type of remote, and has its eyes focus on a monitor that proj-
ects some type of a simulation, resembling warfare. As I’m standing 
there, it notices me.

“Oh what’s up bro? You here looking for Samantha?” it says to me, 
rather calmly.

“I’m here looking for what?” I answered, startled and confused.
“Yeah, it’s good, dude, you ain’t gotta pretend like you don’t know 

what’s up, you feel me? Me and her cool with seeing different peo-
ple now,” it answers. “I mean, I may not be as lucky as she is in find-
ing people, but you know, it’s whatever.” The creature’s eyes are still 
focused on the monitor, passively concentrated, as if for some goal 
or objective.

“Wait, you speak the same language as me?” I ask, astonished.
“Oh, you mean English?” it says, “Yeah you kinda have to in this 

country, bro, to get a job and shit.”
“English? So this language has a name here? That means that 

this planet, perhaps, has more than one language!” I say with an 
ecstatic tone.

“Huh?” it says, “Oh, yeah, fasho, but try telling that to our politicians, 
you feel me?”

My mind goes blank. I am surprised the creature speaks the same 
language as me, but some words and sounds seem to be native to its 
culture and ideas. What is a politician? What is a “Samantha?” What 
did it mean by “seeing different people?” Nonetheless, the creature ap-
pears harmless and welcoming of my presence in its home. It doesn’t 
seem to mind whenever I stop responding to it, seeing that it remains 
very focused on the monitor. Suddenly, the showing on the monitor 
turns red and the creature screams in agony once again.

“What the fuck, dude, that’s so fucking stupid! Ahhh!”
“I heard that screaming from outside, are you in pain? Is this monitor 

torturing you in some way?” I say, reacting to the cries.
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“Oh no bro, it’s good, this game just be some bullshit most of the time, 
that’s why. But fasho though, good-looking.”

“What is it that you are doing?” I ask.
“Oh, Xbox?” it answers. “If you wanna play you ain’t gotta ask, homie. 

I got the other controller right there.” The creature lifts its face, and 
with its mouth, directs my sight to the other remote that is resting on 
the platform holding up the monitor. I reach for it and look over at 
how the creature holds it. My hands are only three fingers to the crea-
ture’s five, and the creature appears to have a thick lower one for grip, 
whereas I just fully rotate my hand for better assurance. The remote 
seems to perfectly fit in its hands, as if it were designed to do so. I, how-
ever, am struggling to grasp it.

As I control the remote, I feel it give hard vibrations, trembling as if 
it were in fear. I notice one side of the monitor repeatedly shows that 
red color it showed earlier, and the other side doesn’t. This time the red 
color doesn’t cause the creature pain.

“So you’re Samantha’s new boyfriend, huh?” the creature says.
“Uh, what?” I answered.
“Yeah, me and her used to go out quite a while ago, but she broke 

up with me.” It continues, “She told me it was something about not 
paying attention to what’s really going on and never really getting 
my life together. Then she threw in ‘bad listener,’ but I feel that’s what 
they all say.”

I look over at the hands of the other, performing quick calibrations 
my fingers could not match.

“My hands can’t do what yours do, can they? At least not in the same 
speed and manner,” I comment.

“Yeah, I wasn’t gonna say anything, but you do kinda suck,” it re-
sponds. “It’s good though, you can just watch me play online.”

The simulation of warfare turns off, and the screen is set to a blue 
background with white texts of their written language. No action dis-
plays on this screen, but the creature stares at it for a while, as if it is 
waiting for something.

“I swear,” it says, “Looking at this shit makes me wonder if there’s 
even people on Earth sometimes.” It sits waiting for a while longer be-
fore losing its patience. “Forget this, no one plays this old-ass game 
anymore either; my fault for not buying the new one. You hungry? I can 
make us something to eat.”

“I don’t know if it is safe for me to consume the nutrients of your 
planet,” I respond.
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“Haha, yeah, Samantha doesn’t trust my cooking either.”
I see the creature get up off its throne and walk up toward another 

room of the housing unit. Against the corner of the room is a steel reser-
voir for some type of liquid that seems to be home to a disc-like species 
that stack up on top of each other.  Next to it is a cube shape that has 
frames on top of it. The rest of the cube is hard to distinguish, because 
it looks as if a stray laser beam has come in from outside and hit the 
cube, nearly destroying it. The creature places one of the sturdier discs 
on top of one of the frames and starts twisting one of the knobs on the 
side of the cube. Then it looks at me with a look of displeasure.

“You know what it is, bro? I think it was my turn to pay for the gas 
bill, but I hella forgot,” it says as I notice that a light smoke is still 
coming from the hole that the laser beam has made.

“It’s whatever, just come with me to the store, I’ll get you some- 
thing there.”

I follow the creature outside of the housing unit, and down the steps. 
It takes me to one of the “trailers” I saw outside earlier. From a closer 
look, I see that it has two sides. Each side has its own entrance. The 
creature gets into one of the sides. The other side looks like chunks of 
the structure above it had fallen on top of it, crushing and damaging 
most of the front half of the “trailer.”

“Oh yeah, that door doesn’t open,” it says, “Me and my cousin 
Raymundo got in a fight once and he hella slammed me into that door, 
so, for some reason now, it won’t open. You gotta come in through 
my side.”

The seating for the “trailer” looks as if it could fit about three of 
me. I climb in and maneuver myself in and over a divider and wedge 
myself into whatever space is left on the other side. The creature in-
serts a small, shaped piece of steel into a small hole behind the side of 
a circular handle. It begins rotating its hands with the piece of metal. 
It begins to get rather frustrated with its attempts, then rests its hand 
on its forehead.

“Not today, huh?” it says with a heavy breath. “The mechanic told 
me not to be driving this shit no more, too, but since it still turned on 
sometimes, I just kinda said, ‘Fuck it.’ You down to just walk it?”

We begin walking down the trail. The creature didn’t walk on the 
large center of the trail but on the side. When I attempt to start walking 
on the large center, the creature pulls me back in and tells me, “Be care-
ful, drivers be ruthless out here.” I’m assuming that the center is rather 
dangerous to walk down, or at least it used to be.
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“I am rather curious,” I say, “You aren’t at all astonished that I don’t 
look anything like you?”

“That’s the thing about Samantha,” it answers. “She isn’t shallow. 
Since we broke up I’ve seen her get with some ugly dudes. Like you, 
your forehead kinda big, eyes a little far apart, and not the tallest guy, 
but who am I to judge?”

“What is Samantha?” I ask.
“I know right? That’s a question I probably should have asked 

myself a long time ago. Maybe she was just someone I needed to be 
more like, someone I should have listened to more, not just for her 
but for me, too.”

“So, Samantha is similar to a faith or a guidance to you?” I reply.
It pauses for a moment before it responds, only motioning its head.

“See, that’s what tells me you’re right for her. You understood that 
before I could.”

We walk for a while. Approaching us is another structure with large 
translucent walls that allow us to see many different items that are in-
side. From outside, nearly the entire inside is visible, as if it were meant 
to be up for display. The creature pulls back one of the movable pieces 
of the wall to get us in. Walking in, a small chime plays that seems to 
echo and then fade out. Across the columns are many items that all 
seem to look the same, aside from perhaps color and mass. They are all 
some type of lifeless organisms with extremely frail skin that allow you 
to feel the contents they hold from within. Some contain much more 
air in them than others. The creature reaches from a long, spear-like 
organism that was kept in the cooling chamber of the structure.

“I’ll get us two each, I don’t want us to get hungry later,” it says, 
reaching for them.

The creature approaches a raised platform, as tall as me, that is in 
the shape of a square when walking around it. On that platform is a 
cage where thin, tiny spear figures lie, rotating. On two corners of the 
platform are two small monitors attached to mini box-shaped figures. 
The creature starts looking up, waving around its hand that is holding 
some thin, green items—sheets that resemble their planet’s vegetation—
before laying it on top of the platform, where I notice some of it had 
already been left previously.

“I stole from here once, once, and now I feel like the people here are 
trying to catch me doing it again. That’s why I feel they don’t ring 
me up on purpose. But they got cameras so I’m letting them know 
that I did pay.”
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We walk out. The creature hands me my share of the meal. I notice 
the creature easily tear through the organism’s skin, making an open-
ing at one side, and eating the contents that are within. It is a white 
color with a brown and yellow filling. The filling you can see after the 
creature tears into it with its mouth and says, “They used to put more 
beans in these, now it’s just cheese.”

We walk back with the food in our hands. I repeat after the crea-
ture in making an opening at one end. I insert it into my mouth and 
attempt to drain it of its nutrients, but it is too dry. The white covering 
seems to have already been drained, leaving little moisture for me to 
try and consume. I don’t know how to dispose of it, so I just throw it on 
the ground. I notice a lot of these organisms have been just left on the 
ground, so perhaps that is where you dispose of their carcasses when 
you have consumed them.

“I want to apologize, homie, I feel I’ve been bringing up Samantha 
to you too much, like, that’s your girl, you feel me? I feel that’s hella 
rude,” the creature says, only this time looking more fatigued than 
it had before.

“This Samantha seems to be of importance to you,” I answer.
“She is, and it’s why I can’t stop thinking about the shit she 

says to me.”
“What does this Samantha say to you that would bring you to such 

concentration?” I ask, now curious.
The creature continues walking, looking much more exhausted in its 

posture, its head facing down, and the white tint in its eyes starting to 
turn pinkish and full. It is silent for a brief moment before responding.

“The last time I saw her, before she left to work, she told me that if 
the end of the world happened, I wouldn’t even notice, because I’m so 
lost in my own world.”

The act of saying this seems to weaken the creature. Its eyes turn, 
full of moisture, with a deep red tint. As it looks forward, I’m able to 
see the reflection of the planet’s light bouncing off the surface of its 
eye before a small drop of liquid rolls down and over the angles of its 
face. For the rest of the walk to its home, it remains silent, repeatedly 
motioning its head, looking forward.

“You look weak, is there anything needed to heal you?” I ask—though 
it doesn’t seem to hear me, and remains in its silence.

By the time we approach its home, it’s getting dark. As the planet’s light 
descends, all the colors on the surface begin to turn into a dark 
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gray color, becoming harder to tell every color apart. The sky, however, 
begins to show a bountiful blend of colors that environ the planet’s star. 
It is as if the colors of the planet are receding into the sky in a powerful 
fusion before fading into darkness.

“It’s getting time for me to leave,” I say to the creature.
The creature looks at me, and I see its mouth go upwards from both 

sides, as if healing itself before I leave it.
“Fasho fasho, thanks for kicking it my dude,” it says. “Not many peo-

ple come to see me these days, so I appreciate the company.”
“I hope you have healed yourself about Samantha,” I say.
“I mean, it is what it is now, I suppose,” it answers. “But when you see 

her, I’m not asking for her back or anything, but do let her know that 
I kinda understand what she was trying to say. I’m starting to see it.”

With one hand, it grabs mine, pressing it firmly, bringing its body 
closer to mine. With the other limb, it anchors around me, pressing my 
back torso, bringing me closer. Its body radiates a heat unlike that of 
any star, fire, or plasma. A gentle heat that I feel gives an impression of 
assurance and security. Then it releases me.

“Fasho, homie, you be safe,” the creature says, before turning around, 
and returning back to its habitat.

I make my return to the spaceship. I stand in a line, next to my fel-
low teammates. The commander goes down the line asking the report 
of each of us.

“Zero killed, zero found, Commander.”
“Excellent, Unit, you tried your best.”
“Affirmative, Commander.”
“Zero killed, zero found, Captain.”
“There’s always tomorrow, Unit.”
“Affirmative, Captain.”
Then the Commander reaches me.

“Zero killed, Commander.”
“And?”
“…and zero found, Commander.”
“It’s alright, Unit; this is a sneaky, ruthless species. We can’t expect 

everything on day one—you did your best.”
“Yeah, fasho, it’s good.”
“Come again, Unit?”
“Affirmative—I said affirmative, Commander.”



When I was fifteen, a boy broke my heart. And my older sister, Arzu, 
eighteen at the time, took me out for ice cream. I got my usual mint 
chocolate chip and she got her favorite, rainbow sherbet. I never 
understood the type of taste buds she had in her mouth but she 
ate that stuff like it wasn’t a frozen warhead. She demanded that I 
get a scoop of it that day. I agreed. One scoop mint chocolate chip 
and one scoop of rainbow sherbet. It was absolutely disgusting to-
gether. But when I look back at that day, I can’t even remember the 
boy’s name.

When we got home, our parents were furious. Neither of us told 
them that we’d be late, nor did we answer their phone calls. So we lost 
three weeks of our phone over mint chocolate chip and rainbow sherbet. 
I really hope Ben and Jerry were proud of the chaos they caused that 
day. I thought of this as I watched Arzu, now aged twenty-two, getting 
ready for her wedding.

She was exhausted, to say the least. After a week of endless celebra-
tions from Haldi fights and Mehendi night. All the outfit changes and 
makeup piled on every night. She was getting tired of the agonizing 
pain of sitting still and looking pretty. She could barely hold her head 
up while her makeup artist tried to finish placing a gold highlight on 
her cheekbones. Before she even finished, our mother came in to fuss 
with Arzu’s jewelry.

The jewelry alone was at least another ten pounds. I watched as my 
mom fixed a gold Bindia in her hair and let it dangle on her forehead. 
Then she delicately placed the red veil on her head, careful not to mess 
up her hair underneath, to match her red and gold Lengha. Then my 
mom noticed the gold pumps that Auntie Shanna bought for her, care-
lessly cast aside under the vanity table. I was the one who was sup-
posed to hide them. Arzu and I looked at each other, eyes wide, and 
waited for all hell to break loose. We held our breath as mom lifted the 
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skirt. Arzu was wearing her old Adidas that had various names and 
places written all over them.

“What is this, Arzu? You can’t wear these shoes. They’re hideous,” 
she said.

“They’re comfy, and what if I want to go for a run?” Arzu jokes.
“And where would you go?” she asked.
“I don’t know, the city? Have a grand Bollywood moment,” she ex-

plained while flourishing her hands dramatically.
“Are you crazy, Arzu?” She was boiling at that point.
“What, why not? It’s not like I’m ever gonna wear it again.”
Mom just stared at her like she was speaking another language.

“It’s not like anyone is going to see them and I would like to walk 
semi-gracefully down the aisle. Auntie Shanna is insane for even own-
ing shoes that high,” she finished.

Mom left the room muttering under her breath about what on Earth 
was she going to do with this girl. Mom then sent in Dad, who came 
in with a stern look on his face, and Mom watching from behind. He 
started talking loudly, “Arzu, why would you—”

As I watched, my mom turned away with contempt. “She’s gone, 
baba,” I finally said to him.

“Honestly, I don’t know why you didn’t give me the idea. These dress 
shoes are killing me,” he said. He gave us kisses on our heads as we 
giggled. I could see the tears welling up in his eyes as he looked at Arzu. 

“My stars,” he whispered, and he left before he started crying.
I watched as her eyes fell to her hands, tracing the paisley Mehendi 

designs with her index finger.
“What’s wrong?” I asked her.
“Nothing, Sabrina,” she replied. She rarely used my name; I knew 

something was up. So I just stay silent knowing she’ll want to fill in the 
space. “What if this isn’t how my story is supposed to go? Like what 
if Omar isn’t who I’m supposed to be with?”

In my heart, I knew she was right. No, Omar was not who she was 
supposed to be with. Omar was on his way to becoming a very suc-
cessful lawyer and Arzu wanted to travel and see the world and meet 
new people. Our fathers had known each other forever so it just made 
sense to everyone. But the two of them were only friends; they didn’t 
click. They were always tiptoeing around each other, unsure of how 
to act with one another.

Omar was the type of boy to spend every last dime on his car and 
his hookah collection. And I swear his vocabulary was limited to “bro,” 
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“bruh,” and “dude.” You’d think after all that schooling, he’d get a few 
more words. He was the type to always fit in, and Arzu was the type 
of person who always wanted to stand out. But I couldn’t point this 
out to her now. I couldn’t give her any more doubt. Both families were 
too invested in the success of this wedding—emotionally and finan-
cially. Indian weddings were not cheap; if you have doubts, you just 
forever hold your peace.

I wanted to tell her that her story was much more than this mo-
ment. That she had a pen in her hand; she only needed to be brave 
enough to write her own story. That even though we made it this far, 
it wasn’t too late to go back and choose differently—to choose bravely. 
But, instead, I said, “It’s just your nerves. Come on—you were so excited 
these past few months.”

“Arranged marriages last longer than love marriages anyway, remem-
ber?” I continued, trying to convince myself more than I was trying to 
convince her at this point. I heard that line so often it burned into my 
brain. We both knew what studies failed to mention: that just because 
a marriage lasted long, didn’t mean it was a good one.

Take Auntie Shanna’s eldest daughter, for instance. Jasmine was 
only twenty-four with two little girls. Sure, she seemed like she was 
living the dream with her huge house, new cars, and brand-name 
clothes; she married a businessman three months after she turned 
eighteen. Her parents saw her messages on her phone, talking to a 
boy from school. But we all knew the truth about her husband: how 
he would come home from work late, and went away on too many 
business trips. She knew he was with another woman, but what was 
she gonna say? She knew if she tried to leave him and expose him for 
being unfaithful, the tables would turn on her. Everyone would blame 
her for not being a good enough wife, even though it was never what 
she wanted, anyway.

I looked up at the clock and saw that we only had fifteen minutes 
until showtime. “Wait here,” I said to Arzu—not like she had much 
of a choice.

I ran to the mini fridge in the corner and pulled out a tub of mint 
chocolate chip ice cream and a tub of rainbow sherbet, grabbed two 
spoons, and went back to her. They were a little melted since they didn’t 
have a freezer and I watched her face light up when she saw the ice 
cream. We took a few bites and got this show on the road.

Omar and his family walked in first. Then it was us. I walked in with 
this ridiculous gold sari my mom picked out and my parents walked 
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in after me. As “Din Shagna Da” started playing to signal the bride’s 
grand entrance, my two little cousins, Laila and Samira, scattered pink 
rose petals in a crooked path. I made fun of Arzu for choosing that 
song; it sounded way too gloomy for a wedding, but I guess that’s 
how she felt.

I realized, as I watched her slowly walk into the hall, that she was 
finally seeing everything together for the first time. After meticulous 
planning and endless bickering, it was all finally in front of her: the red 
and gold drapes across the ceiling; the rose centerpieces and the two 
king-and-queen seats at the end of the aisle; the blur of a rainbow from 
everyone’s outfits; and everything looked like it was drenched in glitter. 
Omar was standing there with a slight smile on his face. Arzu smiles 
at me and looks around at the crowd, and I’m sure she’s thinking the 
same thing I was: Who are these people?

As everyone stood up to watch her go down the aisle, I started tear-
ing up. She looked so beautiful and happy. She got about halfway down 
the aisle before everything went fuzzy. I remember a loud shattering 
sound that bounced off the walls of the building and left my ears ring-
ing. It has replayed in my mind every night since, in slow motion: her 
dropping to the ground and an echo of someone screaming. I break into 
a run, sari unwinding as I run back down the aisle, but I don’t care. A 
second bang follows but I have no idea where it comes from because 
she is already on the floor.

I’m kneeling over her body, staring into her big brown eyes, with my 
heart stuck in my throat. I look down at her blouse and see deep red 
pierce the pale gold; I watch as her blood spiderwebs unevenly through 
it. I bunch up part of my sari and apply it to the wound. My hands are 
ice cold and shaking, but I need to save her. Time slows down and the 
white noise that fills the room soon disappears, and it feels like I could 
hear her heartbeat slowing down. I think my heart stops altogether, 
or is beating so fast that I can’t even feel it.

“Your—your story isn’t done yet. You gotta hold on, okay? You’re 
gonna be fine. It doesn’t even look that bad. This isn’t how your story 
was supposed to go.” I cry the last bit as more of a whisper to myself 
than to her. She looks up at me and smiles.

How can she possibly smile at this?
Omar is the one who calls the ambulance and two gurneys roll 

in as I am still looking into her eyes. Someone pulls me away as the 
EMTs take over. I stare at her as they hand me the bunched-up cloth. 
I let it drop to the ground as I watch them take her away. I try getting 
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in the ambulance with her, but there is someone holding me back. I 
drop to my knees, clutching her roses. The innocent pink stained with 
an angry red.

We were all veiled in black. Even the sky wept that day for a bright 
soul that was gone too soon. I stared blankly at the casket. Nothing 
has felt real since that day. Arzu came up next to me and placed her 
hand in mine.

“What happened?” she asked.
“You had too much internal bleeding. You died before you even got 

to the hospital on your wedding day,” I replied.
She wiped my tears and when I blinked she was gone. It was my 

fault she was six feet under. I felt gentle arms around me. I didn’t have 
to look; I know my father smells like roses. He didn’t ask whom I was 
talking to because I knew he did the same. Late at night, I’d hear him 
telling her about how she loved staring up at the stars every night, and 
how he thinks she is now one of those very stars. He would start stick-
ing those glow-in-the-dark stars all over the ceiling in our house.

I saw Omar at the service and I wanted to punch him for having the 
audacity to be here. To cry here, when he knew exactly why she was 
gone. Why was he the one that got to live? He didn’t even deserve the 
chance of being on her mind for a second. But I couldn’t yell; to be hon-
est, I think that was the first time I felt anything other than emptiness. 
My throat was dry and the energy left my body from the moment the 
doctor said, “I’m sorry, there was nothing else we could do.” Everyone 
kept coming up to us after the service with their condolences, but I can’t 
remember a single face.

It was coming up on her death anniversary and I hardly noticed time 
going by. I took a leave of absence from school because I couldn’t stand 
being around people. I became a hollow shell of the person I once was. 
The amount of individual and group therapy I went through was nau-
seating. I tried to block that day from my mind at all costs. But everyone 
kept reminding me of it, and asking me to let go. How could I possibly 
do that if everyone kept asking if I was okay?

I blamed myself every day, but of course I didn’t tell my therapist 
that. She didn’t need another reason to have me there every other week. 
I’ve just always wondered what would have happened, had I told Arzu 
that she was right about that feeling and just left with her. We could 
have had a phenomenal runaway bride story and every auntie in the 
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country would be talking about how she ran away for another man 
from another culture. It would have been scandalous! But really, she 
would be running to feel the air rush into her lungs because all she ever 
wanted to do was live. She wanted to live.

I walked home from another therapy session and looked down at 
my phone. A year ago, I marked “Arzu’s first wedding anniversary” on 
my calendar as a joke to annoy her, and the tears were already flowing 
before I could even stop them. That day we addressed my sister’s killer 
again. Turned out they only cared if the girl had a boyfriend, but never 
if the boy had a girlfriend. I call bullshit on that, but Omar still had a 
girlfriend when they were arranging the wedding. He just never told 
anyone. So she decided that, after three years, she wasn’t going to lose 
him: she shot my sister with her father’s gun, thinking she was the 
reason she lost the dumbass of her dreams.

She came in as a guest and no one really knew who she was, but it’s 
an Indian wedding. Most of the people attending are strangers, any-
way. Apparently, she looked Omar dead in the eyes before she looked 
at Arzu, thinking that Arzu was the reason that Omar finally decided 
to break up with her—and bang. She knew she’d face prison, so she de-
cided to take her own life, too, thinking she completely destroyed Omar.

I heard he was going to get married in three months’ after the anni-
versary of Arzu’s death.

I got home and threw the folder of coping skills and grief manage-
ment on the coffee table. I had so many of the damn things I could write 
a book. I went into the kitchen to make something to eat. I stopped in 
my tracks as I caught sight of her door. The pictures she took from all 
her little adventures were collaged on that door. I had no idea how I’d 
managed to stay away from it for so long.

I went to her door and just stared at the gold knob. I knocked before 
I tried to turn. I leaned my ear on the door, expecting to hear some old 
Hindi music, but all that greeted me was the silence. I walked in and 
was hit with the smell of her. She always smelled like burnt marshmal-
lows for some reason. Dust gathered on her dresser and her desk still 
had her open journal. I traced her handwriting as I read, “Today I’m 
getting married—”

She didn’t finish.
I went to her closet as I did a million times before, and tried to find 

her old high school sweater that she always wore. It was covered with 
random stains all over it. It was her favorite, and despite Mom’s con-
stant plea to throw it out, she never did. Instead, I found Lengha. I took 
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a deep breath and traced the intricate beading that filled the blouse, 
trying to avoid the places that were still stained with her blood. It was 
half-heartedly stitched back together from where the doctors had to 
cut the pieces off.

Mom must have pieced it back together. I could only imagine the 
strength it must have taken to put together the very outfit your daugh-
ter died in. The stitching around the blood spots were looser, as if she 
couldn’t even touch it. I think that was her way of keeping her around—
maybe if she fixed the fabric, it would fix this twisted story.

I don’t know what made me do it, but I took the outfit out and started 
to wear it, not realizing what I was doing until I was already halfway 
there. Then I went looking for her jewelry: the bangles, Bindia, necklaces, 
and earrings. I decided I didn’t need to wear every piece, but I wore 
most of it. Then I went looking for the iconic shoes. I figured Mom put 
it somewhere where she couldn’t see them, but she had it right at the 
foot of her bed. It was still sprinkled with blood but also the names of 
the new people she met and places she saw.

I stared at myself in the mirror; we were so different. Her hair 
reached her hips and mine barely grazed my shoulders. I couldn’t fill 
out the blouse as well as she did, nor did I have hips for the skirt to 
stay on right. I placed my hand over the blood stains and it was al-
most as if it was never there. I turned away from the mirror; I couldn’t 
look anymore.

I called an Uber and set my route to the city. Before I knew it, I was 
standing there in the middle of Times Square surrounded by tourists in 
a full-blown bridal outfit. I did the only thing that made sense to me at 
the moment. I hiked up my dress, and I ran. And Arzu was right: that 
outfit was meant to have a dramatic Bollywood moment. I let the skirt 
down a little bit and let it sweep the ground. I spun like a pinwheel 
until I couldn’t breathe from all the laughter. I must have looked insane, 
but I didn’t care. It was the closest I felt to her in a long time.

The adrenaline was pumping so much and my arms were starting 
to get sore from holding everything up, but I didn’t stop until I noticed 
that I ran by an ice cream shop. Then I stopped. I walked in without a 
worry in the world. The cashier looked at me, a little confused.

“Aren’t you a little overdressed for ice cream?” he asked.
“One can never be overdressed for ice cream,” I replied, as if it was a 

well-known fact that he was a fool not to know about.
He took my order without another word, but with a huge smile. I 

ordered a scoop of mint chocolate chip and a scoop of rainbow sherbet. 
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I laughed at the waiter’s face when I confirmed that, yes, I would like 
them in the same cone. As I waited for my order, I felt a slight tug at my 
skirt. I turned around to see a little girl with olive skin, two long braids, 
and the biggest eyes I’ve ever seen on a kid. She cleared her throat first.

“Ahem, are you a princess?” she asked. I was taken aback for a mo-
ment before I looked down and realized my ensemble did in fact make 
me look like a princess. I noticed that her eyes lingered at the blood-
stain on my stomach. Without a response, she touched it. “What hap-
pened here?” I flinched a little at her touch.

“It’s just an old battle wound,” I replied. How else was I supposed to 
explain to a little girl that it’s the very reminder of the death of my best 
friend? She stared at me a little longer and asked, “Did it hurt?”

“Yes, it still hurts sometimes,” I said back.
She pulled up her sleeve to show me her elbow. It had a pretty 

big scab on it.
“Mine hurts, too. But I won the race,” she said with a smirk.
Then I kneeled on the sticky ground in front of her and I looked 

her right in her big brown eyes, and said, “I’m actually a warrior prin-
cess.” Her eyes got even bigger. I decided at that moment to take off the 
Bindia my mom was fussing over and I placed it on the little girl’s head. 
I said to her:

“And so are you.”
I looked down at her shoes, and saw different-colored stars 

drawn on them.
“What are those?” I asked her.
“I like stars. My dad is going to teach me the constellations soon,” she 

said, and turned as someone called her name and said thank you, and 
all I could do was stare as she left the shop with the glittering Bindia 
bobbing along. I was only broken out of this trance when the cashier 
called my number. I took my ice cream outside, sat on the closest bench, 
and closed my eyes, feeling the warmth of the sun on my cheeks and 
the sticky ice cream dripping through my fingers slowly onto the skirt—
mixing something bitter with something sweet.



“I hate flying. I know that sounds cliché, but my worst fear is to die in a 
plane crash,” DeeDee tells the older woman next to her as she reaches 
for the magazine in the seat pocket in front of her.

“Oh, I fly all the time,” says the woman, smiling, wearing a multicol-
ored paisley jacket. “Going back to Wisconsin to see my sister and her 
family—don’t have a family of my own, you know.”

“That sounds nice,” DeeDee says, to be polite. She’s wondering why 
old people wear multicolored clothing, and where paisley is sold these 
days. “I’m going to visit my family, myself.” That is if you call it a fam-
ily—more like a circus act of dysfunction.

“Is that right, dear? Do you have a big family?” the woman asks.
“Yes,” DeeDee replies, annoyed that she started this conversation. She 

doesn’t like talking about her family, especially to strangers. She knows 
she has to be careful with her words so as not to sound disrespectful. 
She despises her mother, doesn’t like kids and her brother has five, and 
her sister is a walking basket case. DeeDee gets ulcers every time she 
takes this dreadful trip, but she knows she will be guilt-tripped for the 
next six months if she doesn’t make it.

“Your mother must be beside herself, you flying all this way…” the 
woman keeps talking, but DeeDee has tuned her out since she seems 
to enjoy hearing her own voice.

Looking out the window, DeeDee notices the snow-capped moun-
tains, picturing the blanket of snow that will be covering the entire 
town of Milwaukee upon arrival. When she was a child, winter used to 
be her favorite season with Christmas, sledding down by the creek in 
the back of her family home, and making snow angels. She remembers 
those snowsuits she and her siblings used to wear and those ridiculous 
moon boots. If you wore them more than three times you would wear 
out the heel and your feet would be soaking wet by the time you got 
home from school. Now she hates the snow; after living in Florida for 
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the last ten years, she has had no need for moon boots or any other 
cold-weather apparel. She’ll have to borrow one of her sister’s coats and 
accessories while she is there.

“Do you come home every year for the holidays?” Now the woman 
is just being nosey.

“Yes, just once a year,” DeeDee says, wishing she had closed her eyes 
to pretend to be sleeping. Trying not to think is the hardest to do with 
someone talking incessantly next to you.

“I travel six times a year. My sister and I are a part of this bridge club 
that gets together for conventions around the country...” The woman 
starts again on a roll of stories that DeeDee is not in the least bit in-
terested in. She has her own story to stress about, like the immediate 
lecture from her mother about not wearing appropriate clothes, not 
realizing that they don’t sell winter clothes in Florida. And, of course, 
the conversation of the missing husband who has never entered into 
her life and why. DeeDee wasn’t very good at getting her point across 
to her mother, and the thought of telling the truth created such a pit in 
her stomach that she almost started to cry.

“Fasten your seatbelts, ladies and gentlemen, we are starting to de-
scend this evening into the clear skies of Milwaukee, Wisconsin. We 
should be arriving at 8:40 PM, and zip up your coats, folks! It’s a chilly 
seventeen degrees with a negative twenty-two windchill factor!” the 
pilot informs his passengers with amusement in his voice.

DeeDee feels the chill in her bones at the thought of the cold that 
is affectionately described as “The Hawk” by Midwest residents. Her 
thoughts wander back to the encounter with her mother. She is so tired 
of lying to her family about who she is, really. Why is she lying anyway? 
Who cares what the family thinks? Is she ashamed of her lifestyle?

“No! I am going to tell her the truth—this time,” DeeDee says to her-
self indignantly, “I am only going to be here for four days and then I can 
go back to my quiet life, and they can think what they want about me!” 
She starts to sit straight up, feeling confident in her decision.

The plane lands safely and DeeDee is relieved that she made it in 
one piece. She and her chatty friend exchanged goodbyes and as she 
walks down the long hall from the plane to the terminal, she silently 
prays to her higher power to give her strength to get through this ex-
cruciating week. She looks up and sees her mother standing with her 
arms stretched out and without even thinking she blurts out, “Mom, 
I’m a lesbian!”

There, she finally said it. Now she can get on with her life.
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“Well! It’s good to see you, too, dear,” her mother says without an 
ounce of surprise.

“Mom, did you hear me? I said, I’m a lesbian. I am in love with a beau-
tiful woman!” DeeDee exclaims. Doesn’t she have something obscene 
to say in response?

“Yes, I heard you, DeeDee, but is that how you greet your mother 
after being absent for a year?” Her mother is acting indignant, forcing 
DeeDee to hug her. “Besides, I already knew that—we all knew.”

“You knew? How long have you known?” DeeDee is exasperated. 
How could they know? She has been so careful to keep this a secret.

“Since last year, dear. You were on the phone the entire time, gig-
gling,” her mother continues, “and then one day when you were out 
with your sister, your friend called for you on the home phone. I guess 
you weren’t answering your cell.”

DeeDee can’t believe it! Her partner, Lydia, never mentioned that she 
spoke with her mother. They are going to definitely have a talk when 
she gets back home.

“You…spoke to Lydia? For a while?” DeeDee asks, still in disbelief.
“Well, yes. She was very sweet,” her mother says matter-of-factly as 

they walk through the terminal to the baggage claim. “I actually ex-
pected you to bring her with you on this trip.”

DeeDee looks at her mother with skepticism. This can’t be happen-
ing; this is not like her mother to be so understanding. She must be 
setting her up for an intervention or something once they arrive at the 
house. She stands quietly at the baggage claim, waiting for her blue and 
green checkered suitcase, watching her mother closely for any clues to 
what might come out of her mouth next.

“I suppose I shouldn’t be surprised that you would keep such a thing 
from your family—especially me,” her mother comments. “You were 
never one for telling the truth about even the simplest things.”

“There she is! There’s the mother I know and love so well,” DeeDee 
states, dripping with sarcasm. “I knew it wouldn’t be long before the 
real Wicked Witch of the Midwest would show up!” But just as she fin-
ishes, she bites her lip, realizing what she said was disrespectful.

Her mother looks at DeeDee with disdain and turns to walk away, 
saying, “I will bring the car around.”

DeeDee regrets what she said and now doesn’t know how to fix this. 
She notices her suitcase floating on the belt toward her and makes her 
way closer to get a grip on the handle. As she sees her mother pulling 
up, DeeDee tries to find the right words to say to express her remorse.
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“Mom, I am so sorry for what I said, I—”
“Never mind, dear, it’s over and done. I refuse to let you take away 

my joy,” her mother says. She acts as though what just happened, didn’t, 
and continues to share the details of DeeDee’s family and their day-to-
day activities for the ride home.

When they arrive, DeeDee observes the decorations on the white 
lawn and the Christmas lights lining the windows with little heads 
peeking out at them. Her brother’s kids are growing so fast. She’ll have 
to spend some time with them to warn them to stay as children for as 
long as they can. Adult life is not all it’s cracked up to be.

They walk in the door and everyone is rushing toward DeeDee at the 
same time, kissing and hugging her for dear life—and then she hears a 
voice she recognizes from her childhood.

“Hey DeeDee…”
“Raymond?” It’s DeeDee’s childhood sweetheart, her best friend since 

the first grade, the one who broke her heart when he went to the Peace 
Corps to “find himself”—whatever that means. What is he doing here?

“Raymond came back from the Peace Corps last month,” her mother 
says, “and I invited him to dinner. I knew you would love to see him.”

DeeDee looks wide-eyed at Raymond, trying to catch her breath, 
when he drops down on one knee and says, “Actually, DeeDee, I came 
to ask you to marry me.”



Raddy
Tucker Grealish; Photoshop, pen & ink



Untitled
Nicholas Stover; oil on canvas



Strange Science
Achero Neal; acrylic on canvas



BES, Battery Bluff, BD-FF
Michael Hall; oil on canvas



BCS, FT-FC, H88
Michael Hall; oil on canvas



Representing Me
Sara Cano; black & white charcoal



I feel like gassing the Jews
twenty-three marks written on my desk
at Cal State, East Bay University
but they are just characters
letters that evaporate with the rub of my eraser
they can not have real power

twenty-three marks rewritten on my desk
but when I erase this time
the rubber reveals that they are etched in
like the numbers in my great-grandfather’s skin
nothing police services can do
except stand outside my classroom

Sticks and stones
may break my bones
but gas will suffocate me.

a new species of butterfly pricks my insides during roll call
my family name Hurwitz rhymes with Auschwitz now more than ever
but it’s my last name
my dad is the Jewish one
I’m only half
the illegitimate half
practically not Jewish at all
my Jewish friend used to often remind me
tell that to the author of the note on my desk please

declercqpoetrycontest / 1st prize

Sticks and Stones
Tamara Hurwitz
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Sticks and stones
may break my bones
but gas will suffocate me.

I feel like taking your pencil
and stabbing it through the hand you write with
sixty-four characters on my laptop
but they are just characters
letters that are permanently saved in the cloud
words that are untrue
that make me feel even worse
that festered in the dark when I pressed delete

hateful words
may break your heart
but words will liberate me



The Niggrido: 
The Break Dance 

of the Negro
Danika Hunt

Every 8 hours a black person dies
That is an average work day
That is a full night’s sleep
That is a car ride to San Diego from Hayward
That is watching BlacKkKlansman, Jungle Fever, 

Crooklyn, and Bamboozled all in one day
That is how long it took me to do my first 

set of box braids

Malcom X gave us the choice of the Ballot or the Bullet 
but he got the Bullet

Marsha P. Johnson taught us to be proud of who we are 
but was murdered for her Pride

Huey P. Newton brought us the 10 point program 
but was shot about 10 times

Eric Garner told us he couldn’t breathe and 
we still choke up at his death

Bailey Reeves, a young woman ready to live 
her life was shot to death 17 years young

Every 8 hours a black person dies.

Every 8 hours a black person dies but what about 
those who survive?

declercqpoetrycontest  / 2nd prize
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For those who survive write like James Baldwin 
who told us we are Not Your Negro

Sing of the Southern trees that bear a strange fruit 
like Billie Holiday

See us like Gwendloyn Brooks saw us be real cool 
as we left school

Teach us how the master’s tools will never dismantle 
the master’s house like Audre Lorde

Made us understand like Ava DuVernay on how 
incarceration is the new name for slavery

For those who survive write like Ida B. Wells 
to tell us we are not doing well

Inspire us like Angela to fight our case and get dropped 
of all charges

Create music like John Coltrane to capture 
the soul, the pain and the movement of the 60s

Stay seated like Rosa even though she did far more 
than say No

N. W. A said to express ourselves but if you’re a nigga 
with attitude, you’re the next nigga dead

because every 8 hours a black person dies.

Every 8 hours a black person dies
That is a day full of running errands
That is prepping and cooking good gumbo
That is a full day of school
That is going to a music festival
That is my Dad and I watching all 8 episodes of Roots.
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By the Tracks
Aaron Bradley Cruse

It’s a comforting sound
The brass Zippo lighter.
Its metal case scratches,
The flint wheel scrapes,
Keeping my mind busy.

I lost my flimsy tent
To the violent wind;

It’s embarrassing
To see my wardrobe

Hang on the razor wire fence.

It’s cold today.
The plastic

From my water bottle
Should burn for a while.

You know what’s funny?
Seeing faces

In the passing train,
That’s the most painful thing.
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Ten Years Spent 
in Service 

to Our Country
Aaron Baker

When you speak, you know
you have a tendency
of controlling conversations,
and I
have an inclination
to look at the floor.

I try not to know
why you can’t stop yourself from speaking
why we almost never make eye contact
big brother

The world has been unkind to you
you are trying to see it from underneath
like staring up from the bottom of a pool
the shapes above you are vague and unattainable

I stand next to the water
frustrated by the future you could have
frustrated by your nervous laughter
wishing you would surface



Cheater
Ralph Gonzalez

Who knew last night’s drunk passion
Would leave me with guilt
Girlfriend out of town
Why did she leave me
Alone for the weekend
I hadn’t done this in a long time
I can’t stop thinking about it

After a couple of beers
I thought about you and
Your skinny friends
They were wonderful
But had nothing on you
The main course
Made my mouth water
Your dressing so tempting
That moment I made my decision
I must have you

Within minutes you were thrown
On my kitchen table
I grabbed you firm by the buns
How soft they felt in my hands
You were so warm inside
The taste you left in my mouth
Will always be with me

declercqpoetrycontest / honorable mention
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Now I lie here in the early morning
Head pounding, stomach aching
I feel like shit for my actions
Girlfriend should be home any minute
Hide the evidence

I think it’s best to lie
How else do I tell my girlfriend
I cheated on our diet
with a Big Mac and fries?



Am I the Only One?
Danika Hunt

Do you ever want to
just lick the sunset?

I mean lick it like
a melting ice cream
dripping down a brown
waffle cone on a hot—
summer’s day?

Not only do I want
to lick it, I want to stick my face
in it, I want to devour and
have the sunset pour
into my mouth so I can taste the
flavors that warm the world.

I want to lick it right
in that one spot
where the sky meets
the mountains
where the sun don’t shine
but glows of warm pleasure
that causes the sky to blush.

I want to lick it so good
that I have colors dripping
down my face
and mountains are splattered
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with the colors of the sun’s
own set.

I want to lick and lick and
lick until the sky explodes
with all the colors the sun has
till the sky screams to be released
for it has no more color to give and
the darkness and calmness
of the night cools the sunset down.

Am I still the only one
who wants to lick the sunset?



American Princess
Skyler Ramirez

“Why do they assume we can understand them?”
my mom said once
when the women at the market spoke
to us in Spanish
She speaks perfect Spanish by the way

Growing up she was her parents’ translator
The ladder over a language barrier
that kept them marked other
I think of how much it must hurt a child
to see her parents looked down upon
from halfway up the wall
Every parent wants their child to move up
in the world, we are taught to tuck our accents
into our backpacks and keep climbing

We straighten our hair
and eat white people foods
Hoping to catch the attention
of white dudes

“I don’t usually go for girls
like you” and we giggle
honored to be the exception
To be accepted

An invitation into whiteness
can turn a wall into a castle
In the tower, brushing hair
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of a baby girl, so fair
a hundred times a day and never
once seeing a fly away

I wonder if the hearts of Abuelos ache
when their nietas
can’t speak Spanish
Or if they remember forgetting
is what it takes
to be a princessa
en America
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The kids were fighting again. Simone didn’t know why they were fight-
ing, since there didn’t seem to be any choice food or interesting toys 
to bicker over. She supposed it must be some sort of game, but if there 
were any rules to it they were too fast-paced for her to follow.

She tried to find some familiar names in the whirlwind of black 
feathers. It was hard with all the flapping and squawking, but she 
thought she saw Chloe, whose name meant “green shoot.” Simone 
had given the name to her in honor of her favorite plaything, the leafy 
shoots of a nearby tree. Chloe’s largest nestmate, whom Simone called 
Chuck, fell from the pile of fledgelings and skidded across the grass. 
He rose moments later, ruffled his feathers in indignation, and then 
charged back into the fray.

Simone had been watching the crows for almost three months now, 
since the pair she referred to as Mike and Laura had built their nest in 
the old pine that loomed over the university’s small pond. She’d seen 
the youngsters hatch and grow from featherless newborns to the rowdy 
fledgelings they were now, taking notes the entire time.

Sometimes other students would stop and stare at her as she care-
fully documented the lives of the black birds, but she paid them no 
mind. She was used to weird looks, and besides, her work was import-
ant. She couldn’t let other people’s judgment affect it. It wasn’t going 
to be easy, of course. Saving the world never was. But every day when 
Simone checked the news she became more convinced of her mission’s 
importance. She had to get this right.

Each day, when she walked down to the pond, she brought a stack of 
textbooks on a variety of topics, most of which were very clearly outside 
the scope of your average geology major’s course load.

She glanced down at the stack of books. The top one was a sturdy 
red hardcover with a photograph of an old Greek vase painting. 
Comparative Mythology was written in big, fancy-looking letters on its 

Corbie
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cover. The books underneath were just as unusual: Animal Cognition; 
Vertebrate Paleontology; Introduction to Ecology; Social Dynamics in Passerine 
Birds; and even a small softcover, the spine of which read The Boy Scout’s 
Survival Guide.

The world was in the middle of a mass extinction and most people 
carried on like nothing was happening. It seemed like every month 
there was a new, big story about a species slipping into extinction, 
or a new setback in fighting the various environmental woes of the 
modern era.

Everyone who actually cared had their own ideas on how to fix the 
problem, but Simone knew better. This wasn’t something that could 
be fixed. Postponed, maybe, but not stopped. She opened up the 
Comparative Mythology textbook and flipped to one of the half-dozen 
pages she’d bookmarked with old toothbrushes. The chapter title read 

“Ragnarök” in a dramatic bold font. The end of the world, and the be-
ginning of the new one. According to the Norse, the end of the world 
was inevitable. The gods spent all their lives preparing, trying to avoid 
their fates, but they were doomed to die. The only thing that could be 
done was to prepare for the next world that came after.

She turned to another section of the book, where a photograph of an 
old mural depicting a bearded man with a torch in one hand dominated 
the page. She didn’t need to read the caption to remember his name.

Prometheus. The god who brought fire to humankind. There were 
dozens of stories from across the world that had the same idea. Someone 
stole fire, or knowledge, or creativity, whatever that special spark was 
that made people people, and gave it to mankind. Simone was sure that 
it was based on something, some gift given to early man by an un-
known force that allowed them to rise above mere animals.

She’d made her decision. If humanity really was doomed, then 
someone had to do it again. Someone had to pass the spark on, but 
she needed someone to pass it to. Elephants and chimpanzees were 
as good as dead already, and dolphins didn’t have the dexterity to use 
tools. Octopuses were her next guess, but after a little bit of research 
she realized that their lives were too short to form complex societies.

Then, nearly a year ago, it hit her. The perfect candidate was right in 
her backyard. She’d asked around in the local birdwatching community, 
looking for a breeding pair within walking distance. When she found 
them, she finally got to work, certain of only one thing.

No matter what it took, no matter how long she had to work at it, she 
was going to teach the crows to make fire.
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You need to stay well-supplied to be a successful enemy of the state. 
Water bottles, eye drops, gas masks. M50 with a full face, none of those 
cheap surgical masks. If you can get it, get motorcycle armor. Back 
plates, knee pads, elbow pads, and a jacket. A bike helmet is a must. Try 
to hide as much as you can under your clothes so you won’t be singled 
out. Take a first aid kit, some energy bars, and some face paint. Laser 
pointers to blind the cameras out of reach, and spray paint to blind the 
ones in reach. Gloves for throwing back tear gas grenades. Running 
shoes. Always have an umbrella with you. When it’s closed, it’s your 
sword. When it’s open, it’s your shield.

Now. When you step into the Muni, make your leg as stiff as possible 
and kick out the turnstiles with an upwards motion to unlock them. 
Your transit pass only feeds money back into the government. Scrap it 
and take the stairs down into the station. Don’t let yourself get lost in 
the confusion; keep pushing toward the train. Your natural reaction 
may be to slow down when you get pelted with rocks or bottles. Don’t. 
That’s why you aren’t just wearing street clothes. On a good day, the 
train is packed with protestors. Once you get on, though, you will need 
to play coy. Don’t give out your name. Don’t show your face. The state 
is getting bold, and their pigs and white-shirts are starting to go under-
cover. The friends who have your back may also have you in handcuffs 
before the day is out.

   You will only have a few seconds to process what you see out 
of your window as the train pulls into the next station, so make the 
most of it. A wall of riot shields, thumping the ground in unison. A 
small army of uniforms with their IDs ripped off, of pepper spray and 
pistols, truncheons and zip ties. Squeeze your way to the far end of 
the train for your exit. If you all push the end of their line, you’ll have 

Restore Hong
Kong, Revolution

of Our Times
Spencer Davis
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the best chance of breaking it. Get your umbrella ready and try not to 
catch a baton to the head. Keep your feet firmly planted and your knees 
bent at all times. They’re out for blood—don’t be afraid to do whatever 
you need to do to defend yourself. When one of your own falls, run 
back to help them to their feet. If they can’t get up, drag them. You 
can’t leave anyone behind.

When you’re out of the station, survey the streets and be aware of 
your surroundings. They’ll be dropping bricks and trash cans from the 
overpass on your right, so take the long way around. You’ll be breaking 
off from the path to the government offices, so you won’t have as many 
people to watch your back. If you have to run, do it, but otherwise try 
not to attract too much attention. Stay in wide open areas, and only take 
the alleys if you have no other choice. If someone invites you up to their 
apartment to hide, politely refuse them.

And, whatever you do, you need to reveal your face and shout your 
name to the journalists if you get caught. Don’t give them a chance to 
disappear you. Don’t let yourself be shuffled around from prison to 
prison, each time just a little more out of the way, a little less visible. 
One day, when the nearsighted masses can no longer see the blur of 
these shadow people, they will rejoice in front of their TVs. Then they 
will be next. Don’t let it happen to you.

Oh, and don’t forget to pack a lunch. Have a good day at school.
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I sat up from my chair and peeked through the curtains of my front 
window. Running out of the parked blue Prius in my driveway were 
the miscreants my daughter, Beatrice, gave birth to. Disobedient, dis-
gusting, snot-nosed little demons—all three of them. Along with her 
fiendish children, my daughter came accompanied by her half-wit-
ted husband, Elliot. As they grew closer and closer to my front door, 
my desire to escape out the back door grew as well. Nonetheless, 
I wouldn’t have made it there. A: They would have seen me through 
my front window; and B: It would have taken me about twenty 
minutes to get from my chair to the backdoor. Of course, I knew 
that this was the only way I would see my daughter. I grabbed 
my cane and made my way over to the front door; in ran the kids, 
screaming and whatnot.

“How’s it going, Bruce. Where should I put this?” Elliot asked as he 
walked in with plastic bags, filled with produce and such. This is ex-
actly what I’m talking about. Gee, look around, you dunce, there are so 
many places you can put that shit down, do you think I could care less 
where you put it? Take some initiative.

“Just set it over on the kitchen counter, Elliot,” I replied, with a firm 
grip on my cane, just about ready to whack someone with it.

“Hello, Dad!”
“Oh, my sweet Bea! It’s so nice to see you, dear.” Please leave your 

dumb husband and stay here forever.
“I’m going to get the chicken started, ’kay?”
“Do whatever you like, dear. I’ll just be sitting in my chair over by the 

window. My old legs can’t keep up with you anymore.” I really do feel 
useless nowadays; my chair gets comfier and comfier each time I sit in 
it. I wish I could just—be in there, in the kitchen with her. Like we used 
to. Now I’ve been replaced as your sous-chef by a man who, I’m pretty 
sure, can’t even spell sous.

The Burning Heart
of Bruce Miller

Jasmine Maharaj
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I went ahead and sat back down, listening to the sound of my grand-
children screaming and rough-housing, and my daughter cooking and 
laughing with her husband in my kitchen. After a few minutes of sitting 
comfortably, I dozed off for a bit, only to wake up and find Bea’s young-
est daughter, Hazel, playing swords with my cane.

“Young lady, give me that right now.”
“Hehe, sorry, Grampa,” she snickered, as she ran into the yard 

with Bea’s other two, Audrey and Noah. As I planted my cane to 
the floor, I immediately felt disgusted, as I looked at my hand and 
found my cane covered in Cheeto dust. That Hazel…needs to learn 
how to wash her fuckin’ hands. I walked over to the kitchen to grab 
a napkin for this awful, cheesy gunk on my cane. Just before I walked 
in, I began hearing whispers—conversation between Elliot and Bea. 
Quietly, or with my best attempt of being quiet with this clunky 
old cane against the hardwood floor, I stood in the hall, just before 
the kitchen’s entrance.

“This place with a little work, Bea, come on, it’s so much bigger than 
the house we have. He’s here all alone, Bea! What’s best for him, is if we 
put him in the retirement home, um, what was the name, uh—”

“Aspen Oaks.”
“Yes! Yes, that one. It looked okay, have him stay there.”
“I don’t know, Elliot. He’s still healing, and I just don’t think he’d be 

happy there.”
“It’s not about what he likes! It’s about what’s best for him!”
“This place has so many of his memories, Elliot! My memories, my 

mom! We can’t just walk in here and take it all away from him!” she 
yelled. Dead silence filled the kitchen.

The aroma of smoky bacon filled my nose, dragged me from under the 
covers, down the stairs, and into the kitchen. There she was, doing a 
little dance with a spatula in her hand, watching the pan sizzle. The 
sound of my feet against the tiled floor alerted her of my presence; 
she looked back at me, and smiled. I smiled back, as I walked to her 
and held her shoulders, marvelling at the sight of the steamy bacon. In 
another pot, eggs, just about ready. A plastic bag of forks, spoons, and 
knives sat beside a stack of plates. From the mess of crumpled news-
paper, I grabbed two cups to rinse and fill them with orange juice, no 
pulp—just how we like it. I set our glasses at the table, along with some 
cutlery. I took a seat at our tiny, wooden table—didn’t have much furni-
ture yet; two big boxes for chairs at the time, a gingham tablecloth, and 
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a small pot of orchids. After a few minutes or so, she set the table with 
two platters of what appeared to be a Michelin-star-quality breakfast. 
Bacon, eggs, toast, all very simple, yet the sight of it all blew me away. 
I stared at the plate in awe as she giggled and began to eat. My first bite, 
a chunk of fluffy scrambled eggs, rejuvenated my taste buds and spread 
warmth throughout my entire body.

She finished her meal, got up, and began to shuffle through the boxes 
stacked in the living room. She cheered with glee, as she pulled out her 
record player, along with a vinyl covered in bubble wrap. She placed 
the record on, turned to me, and grinned as it began to play.

Stars shining bright above you
Night breezes seem to whisper, ‘I love you’
Birds singing in the sycamore tree
Dream a little dream of me.
Still not finished, I put my fork down, and walked over to her. I took 

her hand, and pulled her close to me. The sound of her sweet voice as 
she sang along to Doris Day, her head pressed against my chest; to-
gether, we danced barefoot on the tile.

Say nighty-night and kiss me
Just hold me tight and tell me you’ll miss me
While I’m alone and blue as can be
Dream a little dream of me…
I felt loved, and in love. I felt at peace, as we enjoyed our very first 

morning together, in our new home, as husband and wife.
Dearest Heather.

I felt warm tears roll down my cheeks, and a strange feeling filled my 
chest, as I quivered quietly near the doorway of the kitchen. That bas-
tard, thinks he can just, just—

I made my way back to my chair, and planted myself into the worn-
out green cushion. I took a deep breath, and directly across from me, I 
stared at the photograph of a beautiful, brown-haired angel. Suddenly, 
to disturb my peace once more, from out in the backyard ran in little 
Hazel.

“Grampa! I have a present for you!”
I am in no mood whatsoever to deal with this bullshit; however, I 

can’t curse at a six-year-old. “What, Hazel?”
“Close your eyes!”
“Okay I’ve got them closed.”
“Now hold out your hands!”
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She placed what felt like a Ziploc bag in my hand. “These are Cheetos, 
Grandpa! The little green things are just the hallipeenyooze! But don’t 
be scared! It’s very yummy! It’ll make you feel super happy!”

“Thank you, Hazel. Thank you.” I couldn’t help but smile, just a little.
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For almost a month, the sound had been driving people crazy, and I 
knew it was my fault. It was my fault that this sleepy bedroom com-
munity was losing the precious sleep they needed to make their daily 
commute to Portland. I knew, but I didn’t want to do anything about 
it. At night, when I laid down to sleep, the noise would drive out the 
dark, soul-crushing thoughts in my head. I could sleep properly for 
the first time in months. If the sound were not there, I’d lay awake and 
think about how I couldn’t understand my current version of reality. 
Nothing seemed right. The woman I once had by my side for more 
than forty years of my life wasn’t there anymore. There was no one to 
gently wake me up when I slept in too late on my days off work, and no 
one who would wake up early to do things as simple as cook a hearty 
breakfast, or pack me a filling lunch out of selfless affection. The world 
had become dull and gray—everything around me was colored slate.

I knew I’d have to make the call to the technician, though. I felt lit-
tle emotion, but I still managed to be surprised that no one had come 
knocking on my door to inquire about the noise. It had become a source 
of national intrigue, with its foreboding, mechanical screeching, but no 
one could seem to pin down the exact location of where it was coming 
from. My house’s location was probably the only thing keeping peo-
ple from discovering it—in a more rural place, farther away from the 
street—but this didn’t prevent the noise from reverberating for blocks 
across Forest Grove. The noise was coming from the attic; there was 
something wrong with my AC unit. Whatever the logistics of it were, I 
put off having to deal with it—it only happened at night anyhow, and 
that was when the thoughts in my head had the tendency to go crazy. 
At least with the noise, I could drown out any painful memories that 
might float into my head as I tried to sleep—it was relaxing, a sort of 
white noise therapy for me that kept my mind from wandering back 
to how my life was before.

The Forest
Grove Sound

Celina Alarcon
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Unfortunately, I’d reluctantly made the decision to call the technician 
that day. It’d almost been a month, and Sylvia would have lost her mind 
over the noise, most likely—she was always worried about her beauty 
sleep, as well as the welfare of the quiet community she loved so much. 
She was the most selfless person I’d ever met. Forty-plus years was a 
long time to hold that distinction, but I was certain that she would hold 
the record until they laid my own body down to rest.

I grabbed the old-fashioned landline off the wall and put the handset 
to my ear. Before I began to dial, I glanced at the living space around 
me. I remembered when it was Sylvia’s chattering, her laughter, that 
permeated throughout this place. She used to sit on her favorite recliner 
in the living room and tell me stories about the brave actions of her 
father during World War II, or share her memories of the taste of her 
mother’s cooking and baking. When our daughter was born, there’d 
be crying and wailing, interspersed with her babbling and laughter, 
and as she got older, the sounds of her first words, and of her favorite 
shows on TV. There’d be noises in the kitchen in the morning, afternoon, 
and evenings, when Sylvia would cook breakfast, lunch, and dinner. 
The clattering of pans, the sizzling of oil, the clinking of utensils. You 
could be sure there was always some noise in the house, even when I 
was away at work, and even when our daughter moved away from the 
confines of this sleepy town, there was always noise, noise, noise—

Now there wasn’t any more noise in the daytime. The Forest Grove 
Sound was the only thing I had.

I left the phone hanging there in the kitchen, off its hook, dangling 
near the ground—as if reaching to lie six feet under with her.
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He pulls up ahead of you at the light on the corner of Lammers and 
Byron, in a kinda “tough-guy” white Chevy. His tatted, muscular arm 
rests on the driver’s side window, cigarette between the fingers—
Marlboro, no doubt. A large American flag sits triumphantly attached 
to the cargo bed, bending and folding in the breeze. The dirt-splat-
tered bumper of his truck is plastered with dingy pro-Trump stick-
ers, but one of them stands out in angry red letters: Go Back To Your 
Own Country.

You feel a little unsettled, maybe even afraid, but you decide to sit up 
straighter, and attempt to casually sip the Starbucks latte you waited fif-
teen minutes for. Without hesitation, you turn up Coldplay on the stereo, 
as if to prove to yourself, See, I’m as American as you. But your olive skin 
and Persian eyes always give you away, implicate you.

You do not know his story, but try to imagine a real person behind 
the cruel words that decorate his car. Perhaps he stays up all night 
thinking of his sick mother in the hospital, or the wife that no longer 
loves him and threatens to take the kid with her. Maybe he’s one of the 
dads that plays ball with his son on Sundays at the baseball field next to 
your house. He wouldn’t know you have two little girls at home watch-
ing My Little Pony, or that you lost a five-year-old sister to cancer. He 
wouldn’t know you have lived your whole life in California and dream 
in English. But you want him to know. You want him to understand 
that you also have a story.

The light turns green and his truck moves alongside your car, 
both of you turning into the Safeway parking lot. Minutes later 
you’re walking toward the store entrance, trying to fall behind him 
unnoticed, but he spots you. You catch a grimace flicker on his face 
in the reflection of the sliding doors. He must be assuming you’re 
there to buy some exotic food he can’t pronounce from the ethnic 
aisle. Just another God-damn foreigner buying some weird shit. But, 

MAGA
Zahra Aziz
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actually, you’re here because you have a hankering for PB&J and 
ran out of Wonder Bread.

You do not know his name, but something in you wants to know 
it. A name would give him a history, give him a soul, make him real. 
You wonder, could he be a Michael, but prefers to go by Mike be-
cause it sounds cooler, tougher? Or maybe he’s named Charles after a 
great-grandfather he’d never met, a decorated war hero. Would he tell 
you who he was if you asked? If he were to ask you your name, you 
would proudly tell him It’s Zahra, meaning Shining Star, and add that 
your friends call you Z.

But, you know he would never ask you your name, because he has 
already given you one: Go Back To Your Own Country.



flashfictioncontest / honorable mention

Shooting up is like climbing a splintered flight of old wooden stairs 
barefoot for all eternity, and then—just as your legs give out from under 
you—having the steps beneath your bloody soles vanish, leaving an 
infinite expanse of early morning sky to fall ceaselessly through like 
a stray feather from the breast of a majestic high-flying bird. Shooting 
up is like spending a week trapped inside your home during an unre-
lenting blizzard, taking solace in a freshly-brewed cup of arabica each 
morning—feeling the heat of every saccharine sip snake through your 
chilled limbs—or warming your tired, aching bones beside the fire-
place of a log cabin at the farthest inland point of a vast and snowy 
island continent in the dead quiet of December. Shooting up is like 
making love to your sweetheart beside that same flickering flame, 
your animal forms tangling and interweaving like the threads of a 
Persian rug—a syrupy, breathless, beautiful amalgam with no distinct 
end or beginning.

Shooting up is regaining consciousness in the bedroom of a dingy, 
vomit-smelling apartment in Maplewood, New Jersey. Shooting up is 
seeing June—whom you clumsily spilled your vending-machine cof-
fee on at a Narcotics Anonymous meeting and have, over the course 
of two restless summers, developed an incurable affection for—lying 
motionless beside the bed with a toppled, flickering lamp illuminating 
his peaceful, vacant face. Shooting up is forcing your clouded muscles 
to pull you toward his side, placing your head atop his rib cage—then 
above his quiet lips, a trail of dried saliva smeared across his cheeks—
and feeling a portion of yourself disappear when the only sound you 
hear is your own shallow, labored breathing. Shooting up is shaking 
his shoulders in desperation, pressing hard with both hands against 
his still chest over and over again, hoping that the odds of resuscitation 
increase ever-so-slightly each time. Shooting up is wailing until your 
voice is hoarse, cradling June’s head and begging him, pleading for him 

A Lovely Sickness
Keanu Dasalla
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to come back to you, not to leave you here alone. Shooting up is rocking 
back and forth in silence, running your fingers gently through his mat-
ted hair. Shooting up is—after two hours—resigning and curling into a 
tight, dormant ball next to June on the cold, indifferent floor.



flashfictioncontest / honorable mention

after jamaica kincaid’s “girl”

Throw away the toys and discard the colorful cartoons; trade in the 
shorts and shirts for slacks and suits; put away those sandals and slip-
pers and put on those Oxfords; spit out that lollipop and light a ciga-
rette instead; drink coffee day in and day out, forget about a proper 
breakfast; ignore the people around you telling you to get some rest 
and stay up working on that workload that isn’t due until next month; 
hang up those dreams from childhood and pursue something realistic; 
but why should I hang them up when we were told to chase after our dreams 
no matter what, by Ma?; fill bags and boxes with old clothes you don’t 
wear anymore and donate them; make meals the night before so you 
don’t scramble for just the coffee pot in the morning; drink at least eight 
glasses of water to keep your body healthy; go to sleep no later than 
10:30 PM if you can; get at least seven hours of sleep; don’t stay up on 
a Sunday, for it dictates what time you’ll go to bed for the rest of the 
week; turn the dial on the oven to five, then back to three when you’re 
cooking, so you don’t burn the food quickly; let the oven heat up on 
either low or high before you broil food; set the timer for two minutes 
if it’s on high, and four minutes if it’s low; go on a walk every now and 
then to maintain your health; confront your flaws and embrace them; 
will I ever face my fears head on, instead of running away like all the times be-
fore?; always read the tags of your clothes before washing them instead 
of assuming that similar colors always go together no matter what; fold 
and put away the laundry ASAP so your room doesn’t get flooded with 
folded clothes; pick out your outfits for the upcoming week and lay 
them out on Sunday; keep your head down and your mouth shut, and 
only raise both when you have the means to raze whoever frightens or 
offends you; find people, or even just the one person, who will be there 
for you no matter what.

Adulting
Girelle Dizon
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Turn off that 3DS, turn off that PS4, turn off that console and turn on 
that brain; close that artbook, burn those drawings, and shred those 
stories; sift through those books and start crunching numbers; pop that 
bottle of champagne open and guzzle it by the gallon; crack that cigar 
case open and smoke the whole nine yards; throw those dice, push 
those chips, and cut that deck; but I don’t want to smoke or drink or—or get 
rid of my toys and cartoons!; come to terms with the knowledge that your 
preference doesn’t and will never signify; agonize over and overana-
lyze every failed social interaction; expose the faults of others regularly 
and call it a sport; turn on the television and watch without an ounce 
of sorrow as the news anchor covers a story about a boy who jumped 
off the Golden Gate Bridge; but I don’t want to do any of that; I don’t want 
to go among the people just yet; I don’t want to leave my bubble! I want to stay 
here, right here!; this is how to lie about what you feel inside when people 
ask you how you are feeling; this is how to lie when you don’t want to 
leave your house because of an engagement; this is how to turn down 
friends with invites for socials; this is how to ask for help when you 
need it the most; this is how you end a conversation; this is how to get 
through the day without alcohol; this is how to start living again once 
a parent dies; is this what it means to truly be an adult, to be plastic, to have 
no love, no liberty, no life in my life?



The public school system failed me for the first time at the end of fifth 
grade. I don’t remember much of my childhood; most of those memo-
ries have been locked away in a vault deep in the crevices of my mind. 
My therapist says it’s a common coping mechanism: dissociation. When 
I try to think about events that happened anywhere from age five to 
sixteen, it’s spotty. It’s like I’ve dropped my keys into a murky river and 
I’m grasping blindly, trying my hardest to locate them, but coming up 
with muddy water every time instead.

I wasn’t able to grasp this memory for years until the day I walked 
into a flower shop. It wasn’t about the shop; I’ve been in them too many 
times to count. I’d avoided roses for years—I didn’t have a specific rea-
son for my distaste, that’s just what was “familiar” to my body. As I 
drew toward the very back of the shop, my eyes landed on roses in a 
shade of red that could only be described as blood red. I didn’t even 
think about it; the sight and the scent were intoxicating. My arm auto-
matically reached forward and picked a stem. I winced, drawing in a 
sharp breath from the pinprick sensation. As I watched a scarlet droplet 
drip from my thumb down to my wrist, that’s when I remembered.

White. It was white. It could have been an Easter dress, it was so 
white. It wasn’t cream or ivory or any form of off-white—it was a true 
blinding white. My aunt had bought the dress for me because my father 
was clueless when it came to what I needed for school and when. My 
mother, on the other hand, would have claimed that she didn’t have 
the money—so the responsibility fell on my aunt, who had the money 
and the time, having no children of her own. I can see my father that 
afternoon, clear as day. He had on his signature khaki cargo shorts. 
They always looked baggy, the various pockets weighed down by 
their contents. Pepper spray—or mace as dad preferred to call it—keys, 
various pill bottles, wallet, a large pocket knife, and sometimes even a 
plastic Aquafina bottle.

flashfictioncontest / honorable mention

Reckoning
Bella Eiduson
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From my seat on the stage, I could see my father’s Star of David 
glinting in the sun. It was almost as if the necklace was winking at me, 
like it was in on the whole thing, too. That day in the auditorium was 
stifling; it didn’t help that the families of all the graduating children 
were packed into the small room like sardines. Each child in my class 
had at least ten family members, if not more, present. My father would 
later reflect on it in the car, tilting his head back and groaning, “Damn 
Mexicans.” I would just sit there, though, because I didn’t know what 
he meant; I didn’t know that Dad was a racist.

My mouthful of a last name is toward the end of the alphabet, 
which means I’ve been next to last all my life. I watched my class-
mates get called up one by one to the front of the stage. They received 
a handshake, graduation certificate, and a single red rose wrapped in 
cellophane, tied with a gold ribbon. The principal had barely made it 
to the Cs and I was already drenched in sweat. I shifted in my seat, 
trying to find some sort of relief, but was instead met with the sound 
of my moist thighs unsticking from the metal chair. The somersaults 
my stomach had been doing turned into full-on aerial cartwheels. I 
wiped my sweaty palms on my dress, hoping that would dry them out, 
but was embarrassed to find my actions had left a damp mark in the 
middle of the fabric.

The principal announced my name and before I could even think 
about trying to fix my dress, I was up and walking across the stage. 
From the time I could walk my father had instilled in me that I was to 
listen and obey. My heart was pounding as I shook the principal’s hand, 
my palm sliding out of hers as I attempted to grip it. I shakily accepted 
the certificate and stood perfectly still as the photographer took my pic-
ture. Then the moment I had been dreading came: the rose was in my 
hands and I was walking down the stage’s stairs. I was forced to squint 
as I walked down the aisle; the sun seemed to be shining in through 
the windows at every possible angle.

My father stood in the fifth row; he was smiling, but he wasn’t look-
ing at me. He was looking at the rose. As I came closer to him, I saw my 
mother from the corner of my eye. She was several rows behind, lean-
ing her body out into the aisle, craning her neck. Her body language 
screamed pick me, choose me, I’m the one you really want! I quickly looked 
away and turned my attention back to my father. He scooped me off the 
ground and into a hug. From my newfound vantage point in his arms, 
the sun was no longer in my eyes. I could see my mother perfectly. Her 
shoulders drooped down in defeat, eyes fixated on the ground. Just as 
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my father bent down to release me from his embrace, I saw my mother 
look up. I’ll never forget that look in her eyes. That look told me that 
things would never be the same between us.

I wonder if she remembers that day like I do. I wonder if she realizes 
how sorry I am for what I did. I wonder if she knows that I regret not 
knowing how important that stupid rose was. I was just a girl.



I’m five years old in this photograph as I walk among drooping plants 
potted in rusting coffee cans. In my hand, I carry a plastic yellow pail 
filled with the action figures I will bury among the flowers and nopales 
dotting my grandparents’ yard. I will dig them back up later and be 
careful to brush the dirt off their sculpted faces with sticky fingers. The 
whiteness of my shirt shows I haven’t begun my gardening yet. Off near 
one of my shoulders, I spot my raven-haired grandmother: dirt up to 
her forearms, picking plump chiles she’ll dice up and drop in a boiling 
pot for dinner.

I wonder if that day I had seen my aunt selling vegetables at the 
plaza. Her eyes gazing at the nagging mothers with children, the old 
men in stiff dress pants that congregate around the bandstand and the 
teenagers buying after-school sodas. When I’m twice the age I am in 
this photograph, I will miss her funeral because I fell asleep on my 
grandmother’s sofa. I wonder if somehow she knew I had dreamt of her 
in the hot buzz of the morning.

I wonder where my grandfather is while this picture is being taken. 
Perhaps he’s the one behind the camera. Perhaps he’s in his room filled 
with movie posters and lobby cards, his shrine to the movie theater 
he had opened long ago and where he would go find shelter when the 
harsh sun would bake the modest homes of brick and adobe that lined 
the neighborhood. When I’m three times the age I am in this photo-
graph, I will miss his funeral because my family will be thousands of 
miles away, and we can’t afford plane tickets for all of us. I wonder if 
somehow he knew I had dreamt of him as well. We are in the very yard 
of that photograph, picking chiles for our dinner.

flashfictioncontest / honorable mention

Captured Dreams
Pablo Flores



The bark was rough and splintered against my face as I leaned against 
the same tree for the third time that day. I knew the deer-trodden path 
through the woods like the back of my hands, but every time I pushed 
through the ever-growing patch of blackberries and poison ivy to reach 
this tree, I turned left instead of right. I knew that my father wanted me 
to turn right. He hadn’t spent years drilling the path to the forest center 
into my head for nothing.

“Remember, Jackie,” he always smiled, spitting a sunflower seed into 
the ground. “We always go to the right. Why?”

“Because the lady is always right!” I’d laugh, hoisting my eight-year-
old-sized shotgun over my shoulder.

“Exactly.” He’d smile, using his heel to push the seed into the dirt. 
He always said it was to feed the animals, but I secretly thought that 
he just wanted to do the impossible and grow a sunflower to warm 
the ground where the sun would never reach. My heart pounded 
as the blue bag on my back tripled in weight. The world around me 
seemed to tense as I prepared for it to spin. My therapist had told me 
that the panic attacks would stop with time, but my lungs still seemed 
to shrink every time I thought of my father. This time, though, there 
were no tears.

Pushing myself through the underbrush, I turned right and kept 
hiking, my worn combat boots sinking into the mud and decaying 
leaves. I had told my mother that I was hunting so she wouldn’t worry 
about the gun I wasn’t supposed to have. It wouldn’t matter anyway; 
by the time she figured out where dad and I were, it would be too 
late. The birds seemed to grow louder as the trees grew closer together. 
They probably remembered who I was better than I did. It was around 
this area, two weeks before I shipped out for basic training, that I had 
killed my first elk. My father had been nagging me to clean out the 
barrel of my gun.

flashfictioncontest / honorable mention

Sunflower Seeds
Leah Harwood
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“Come on, honey, pay attention. Every lady should know how to clean, 
you know, for her husband.” He laughed, his brown eyes shining as he 
flicked me with a sunflower seed. I had whipped around to tell him 
who I’d clean, and with what, when I saw it.  It was an older male, with 
antlers that seemed long enough to hold up the sky. I watched it strut 
straight into the center of the clearing as if it were the only creature 
in existence. Smirking at my father, I raised my gun past his shoulder 
and told him to duck. The look on his face was priceless as he dove out 
of the way, nearly hitting his head on an overturned tree that I was 
certain held more than wild mushrooms. I took three shots and the 
beast was gone.

“You didn’t let me finish,” he laughed, as he sized up the antlers. 
“Every woman should learn how to clean so her husband knows just 
how much of a mess she can make.” He gestured  at the slowly-grow-
ing puddle of blood collecting in the moss of the forest floor. It seemed 
eerie how much the blood of a buck looked like the blood of a boy. I 
had killed both. There was practically no difference between the two 
besides where the bodies lay. The boy stayed in a bed of sand and bro-
ken concrete whereas the elk soon had a bed on my wall. Killing ran in 
my family, it seemed, as my father killed himself.

As if to disagree with my train of thought, the blue bag caught on a 
dead branch and pine needles braided themselves into my hair and the 
barrel of my rifle.

“You as good as killed yourself, you idiot,” I muttered, as I unhooked 
myself and began climbing around the final stretch of logs, nearly 
throwing myself into the open clearing. “You couldn’t wait til I got 
home?” One day before I was scheduled to go on leave, and eight years 
later than I should have, my father had gone to our favorite pond by 
himself. He was supposed to be on bed rest, but he wanted to keep to 
tradition and surprise me with a new pair of antlers. My mother found 
him that night, facedown in the mud with a half-empty bag of sun-
flower seeds and a heart that couldn’t keep up with him.

I traced the edges of the pond, wondering exactly where I should 
stop, and smiled toward the sky as I poured the contents of the back-
pack straight into the center of it. The ashes looked like black sand as 
they spread across the bank and stray specks blew into my face. He 
didn’t smell the same, but I didn’t expect him to. My mother was 
going to bury him in that lonely old family plot, but this was where he 
would have wanted to stay—the center of the forest.  I could feel that 
he wanted me to stay, too. I reached into my holster and pulled out my 
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oldest friend: the handgun looked harmless sitting in the center of my 
palm. It was a piece of metal just as black and dead as my father. I could 
hear it calling to me, and no one would miss me anyway. My mother 
would get by—she’d be happy not to deal with my midnight screams 
of “Run!”, and the army would just be happy with not having to pay for 
my school. As I put the cold metal inside my mouth, and looked at the 
spreading ashes, I saw a flash of yellow in the corner of my eye. Right 
outside the next wall of trees grew a single sunflower, facing toward 
the setting sun, and waving goodbye at me.



flashfictioncontest / honorable mention

If it wasn’t for him I would likely never open my eyes. I am speaking 
not in metaphors, and only somewhat in exaggeration. Even of that, I 
am not sure.

What I am sure of is that it is his rough hand that shakes my shoulder 
each morning. His voice that nestles its way into my banal dreams and 
my comfortable nothingness, that sneaks in, crawling low and unde-
tected, and once inside, stands and stretches and envelopes completely, 
and I watch as my nothingness shifts and morphs and then shouts at 
me that it is time. It is time to get “up.” This is down and it is time for 
up. It is time to go outside, to see the world. Time for coffee. Time for 
day jobs. Time for school. You are twenty five and it is time for school 
and that sentence that never ends, never takes a break, is proof that all 
is always dragging on and on and on. Coffee day jobs school, coffee- 
dayjobschool until forever and I would rather stay asleep.

Always, there is the fight. The nothingness that reaches into the 
up up up to pull me back down, down below the nest of pillows, the 
comforter, the sherpa throw, the weighted blanket, the electric one that 
plugs into the wall, all of the little luxuries that I collect and bury myself 
beneath. Always, it is him versus that nothingness and I am always the 
ragdoll in the middle, pulled back and forth and back and forth.

But he is persistent. My nothingness is strong but he is loud and the 
nothing cannot remain nothing with all the something of his loudness. 
And so always I give in to him. Because if I cannot sleep, if he insists on 
keeping me in the up, then I must at least answer the calls of my body, 
ignored for so many hours. Calls to drain the bladder, fill it with coffee, 
balance it with food, work the job to buy the food, to buy the coffee, 
hate the job, and go to school to find a better job to hate.

I hear the calls and my eyes flutter open and I see myself buried 
beneath my mountain of plush and lush and I see him, all the way up 
there in that up and please, oh please, can I go back down, but it is too 

Tired
Emma Mundorff
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late, he has already seen the flutter of my eyes, and I am caught, I have 
been found out, and I am here to stay in the up for another round.

At my last physical, my doctor asked if I was getting the recommended 
daily dose of six to eight hours. And then some, I replied. She asked 
if I was depressed. The question seemed irrelevant. I am just tired, I 
replied. All the time? All the time.

And then she sent me out to go to a lab where they would stick a 
needle into my fragile flesh, where an instance of pain was not not an 
option, and pull my blood and tell me if I was or was not anemic, and I 
thanked her very much and said I’d go right over, and I did not go, and 
I went home to crawl into my plush mountain and into my nothingness 
where needles cannot cause any pain at all, where needles can stick me 
all they want and I will feel nothing, nothing at all.

From time to time he wakes me from my nothingness while he is still 
in his, though his nothingness must not be true nothingness, for he 
is thrashing and mumbling, and sometimes he is pushed out of this 
not-quite-nothingness altogether, screaming. It pushes him instead of 
pulling him and this I cannot believe and do not envy.

I have never been subject to nightmares. Not the fear part, anyway. I 
suppose that I have had dreams that were the stuff of nightmares, the 
subject matter of nightmares. The other night, I dreamt of that girl from 
that horror movie I watched as a kid and then never again, because 
in the up I can feel fear like I can’t in the down, the one who has the 
blue-toned skin and the black circles around her eyes and makes that 
clicking noise with her throat. I dreamt that she was in my doorway, 
watching me, taunting me, and I wanted to leave the room and she 
wouldn’t let me and in a sort of rage I could not feel I wrestled her to 
the floor and wrapped my hands around her throat which I also could 
not feel and I strangled her with muscles that flexed without sensation 
and I couldn’t kill her. I couldn’t kill her because she was just an appa-
rition, a projection, and so all through the night, beneath my mountain 
of plush and lush, I strangled her and strangled her and her eyes never 
shut, just stayed on mine, and we went on like this until his rough 
hand shook my shoulder and his voice hovered above us and then all 
around us and told us that it was time. And my eyes fluttered open and 
he caught me and said again that it was time, and expressed regret over 
having to wake me, because I had been sleeping so peacefully.
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It is in the up that I find myself restless and mumbling and it is the up 
that pushes me this way and that way, and it is all I can do in the mun-
danity, in the coffee and day jobs and school, in the irrelevant questions, 
in the instances of pain, in the up, to not thrash and scream but if I do, 
he will likely be there, with his rough hands on my shoulders, with his 
voice calling my name, his voice asking me what is wrong, and I will 
come to just enough to reply that I am just so, so tired.



We trudge along in the woods. The only noise we make is the twigs 
snapping and the leaves crunching underneath our boots. His old lever 
action rifle feels heavy in my hands. My pops’ paint-splattered tan hat 
sits low over his face, covering it from the harsh sun, but I see his blue 
eyes look at me from under the bill. “You know that gun used to be 
your granddad’s? He gave it to me when I was thirteen like you is now 
and now it’s yours,” he says with a smile. He holds his new bolt action 
black hunting rifle close to his chest.

He never wants to take me with him when he goes hunting. I should 
be excited, but my heart’s not in it. “Do you really think we should be 
out here while Mom’s sick?”

He clears his throat and moves his eyes back to what’s in front of 
him. The smile quickly leaves his face. “Nonsense, boy. Us being home 
with her ain’t going to do her any good at this point. She’s a fighter. 
She’ll be okay.”

Her chemo is draining her, making her paler and waste away each 
day. She’s a ghost of what my Mom used to be.

Pops whispers, “Colt, look. Past the trees.” Beyond a couple small 
dead trees, a doe is feeding on the sea of yellow grass it’s swimming in.

“Get in position.” I take a knee and get her lined up in my sights. She 
starts moving a little bit to get to her second serving.

“Lead her. Aim for where she’s going.” I already worked the lever. Just 
need to take the shot.

“Exhale.” I take a breath and pull the trigger. Bang! The rifle kicks 
like a mule into my shoulder. I miss on purpose and hit the dead tree.

Bang! Blood spurts out from the doe’s gut before she hits the ground. 
I look behind me and see my dad lowering his rifle. He walks toward 
the doe and says, without looking back at me, “Don’t worry, I missed 
my first shot too.”

flashfictioncontest / honorable mention

First Shot
Javier Peña
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I quickly gather myself and try to catch up with him. I get closer and 
hear her labored breathing as she desperately tries to hang on. My dad 
takes off his hat and scratches his messy blond hair. He lets out a shaky 
breath and tells me, “She ain’t going to make it.”

“I know that, Pops. You might as well put her out of her misery. Why 
drag it out?”

“I ain’t talking about the deer, Colt. I mean your mother.” He puts his 
hat on again real low. He doesn’t take his eyes off the deer. “She doesn’t 
want to do the treatment anymore. She says it’s just prolonging her 
suffering with more suffering.”

I want to cry, but he doesn’t like when I cry. I grip the rifle tight until 
my knuckles go white. He said she was a fighter, but then why is she 
giving up? The Mom I know wouldn’t give up on life. Not the one who 
laughs with her whole body at the simplest of jokes. Not the one who 
sings the outlaw country songs word for word on the radio. Not the one 
who lets me rest my head on her lap and runs her fingers through my 
thick, brown hair as I fall asleep to a symphony of crickets.

“What are we doing out here, then?”
“She’s in a lot of pain today. She didn’t want you to be part of that.”
Even with everything she’s going through, she’s still thinking of me.
He finally looks up from his hat, and I see his eyes are glossy and 

pink. He picks up his rifle and says, “Alright, let’s finish this.”
“No,” I stop him. “I can do it.”
He backs up without another word. I work the lever to get another 

shot ready. I take sight for the head so it’s quick and painless. The doe’s 
big black eyes lock onto mine. It lets out another moan as if asking to 
be spared before I pull the trigger.



Irving’s flippers were up against much resistance. He tried to navigate 
his way through the storm-ravaged currents. He’d almost been swept 
off course along with the wild currents as he tried to avoid stray pieces 
of kelp, sea pebbles, and other obstacles. A stingray almost ran into 
him and its tail glided across the top of his shell. His goal was to reach 
Otto’s Cavern, which he knew was nearby, having ventured in this area 
many times.

Sure enough, he saw the red letters carved into the rock above the 
entrance and swam harder to his destination, water seeping in and 
out of his shell. He would be sheltered there, maybe help himself to 
some briny brew and hopefully see some familiar faces. Of course Otto 
would be there—it was his home and business after all—but he would 
likely be working, his tentacles swirling everywhere without knocking 
anything or anyone over.

The rainbow crystals embedded in the walls lit his way down. As 
he swam closer into the cavern, he could hear whales’ croons echoing 
from below, a soothing piece of music that was a stark contrast from 
the chaos whirling outside, likely deliberate on Otto’s behalf. At least 
it wasn’t dolphin songs: too grating on the ears, more suitable for a 
nightclub or a rave.

Irving tried to remember how many sand dollars he had tucked into 
himself—hopefully enough for a platter of algae. He was not one of 
those who would go around picking clams and prying them open for 
a pearl against their will. It wasn’t likely that they would have a pearl 
ready for grabs; they always take so long to form, but they’d be violated 
either way. He was not about to go to a loan shark for money—they’d 
hunt you down. Irving had heard too many stories of violated clams 
and prowling loan sharks.

At last, he came upon the restaurant and bar area. The whale song 
was louder, coming from the jukebox by the door, reverberating around 
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the room. The card in the jukebox read “Between The Waves” by The 
Finbacks. There were others in the cavern who had the same idea he 
had—shelter from the storm. A group of crabs were playing cards in the 
far corner. A lone jellyfish hovering above a stool held a magazine, with 
what appeared to be some tentacled females posed in rather suggestive 
positions on the cover. But there was one fellow turtle, already seated 
by the bar, whom Irving immediately recognized.

“Mortimer!” he called. The other turtle turned around and beamed 
at the sight of his friend.

Irving made his way to Mortimer. They touched their beak-noses 
together and slapped each other’s flippers in greeting.

“So nice to see you, my friend. What can I get you?”
Irving shook his head. “You don’t need to pay for me, I’m just passing 

through until the storm is over.”
“No really, it’s no problem.” In front of Mortimer was a sparkling blue 

and while pearl. Irving felt his organs skitter at the sight.
“Where did you get that?”
“I found it amongst the coral by the Starfish Garage. I didn’t pry it 

from some poor, helpless clam, so I don’t feel bad about having this. 
And because I have it, I can stay here for months.”

“What does Otto have to say about this?”
“Anything is good for business. Whole intact pearls are hard to come 

by. And I’ve got nine hundred hatchlings out there.”
Mortimer was interrupted by a large, tentacled, red body emerg-

ing from the back rooms. “Welcome back, Irving,” Otto greeted him 
warmly. He was mixing drinks behind him and handing out platters 
of grub to customers. “What can I get for you?”

“The ‘On The Rocks’ meal for me.”
As Irving dug around for any currency, Mortimer indicated to the 

pearl in front of him and announced, “I’m treating him, Otto.”
“‘On The Rocks,’ coming right up.”
Irving and Mortimer chatted until the order came, a platter with 

rocks covered in algae and a mug brimming with a foggy substance—
but something was missing.

“Hey Otto. I need a straw.” He figured it was perhaps overlooked as 
Otto had to be preparing other meals and drinks.

“We’re out of straws now. Sorry about that, man. You’ll have to pick it 
up by your mouth or your flippers and drink it yourself.”

As Otto reached over two tentacles to clean up a table, Mortimer 
commented, “I had the same problem when I came here last week, 
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Irving. I spilled more brew around my head and shell than I did in 
my mouth. It’s those humans, they’re not using as many straws as they 
used to and therefore we’re not getting as much as we used to before 
when they threw them away. Some are even being taken by humans 
from the waters. Don’t know why they would want them back.”

“Why can’t we make our own straws, then?”
“You got me,” Mortimer answered with a shrug.
When Irving tried to grip the rim of the mug with his mouth, 

Mortimer used his flipper to hold the bottom and keep him from spill-
ing it into the environment.



You can mark the arrival of autumn not by the leaves changing color, 
but by the wildfires gaining momentum. Fine particles of ash coat the 
back of my throat. These moments I itch to swipe the dust off, then cir-
cle the collection of soot between my index and thumb. My poor lungs 
heave in and out the ash of redwood forests and starter homes. In. Out.

The Muni never arrived. Might be a planned robbery or possibly infra-
structural neglect. I dash through 24th toward Philz. After I clock in, my 
first customer in a ragged sweatshirt reeks of stale piss. I would qualify 
her stench as a health concern, but I say nothing. I see customers lift 
their cashmere T-shirts to cover their noses, while folks in black vinyl 
trench coats leave the line in frustration. She circles her final order be-
tween an oat latte and a cold brew.

“How much is that oat latte?”
“$7.50—for a medium.” I choke for air.
“How about…ugh, that cold brew?”
“$5.40. Same size.” I take shallow breaths.
In. After she hands me cash for a cold brew, I shove the bill into the 

register, toss out the change with a smile, rush behind the kitchen door, 
and hurl chunks. Out.

I hope the ash rushes out alongside my breakfast.

History once considered California a paradise, but the wildfires in-
cinerated that place how many years ago? It might still be—I can’t tell 
anymore. I used to read Keats at the park, but parkgoers need to re-
serve a bench with a deposit of $5.00 for “maintenance fees.” There are 
days people need to bring their own trash-grabber because needles and 
human feces still dot sidewalks. I wipe a chunk of vomit with my sleeve 
before my manager catches me.

“I can help whoever’s next!”
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On my trash-run, I find the woman from earlier leaving her beaten 
sedan. We lock eyes, and she coughs for a second because of the wild-
fire ash still proliferating in the air. Would I call this hell? Not her, this 
scene: the haunting smoke holds us and saturates the sunset with a 
yellow-heavy sepia overcast. The houseless woman holds my gaze as 
she wheezes in the smog. In. Out.

“Yah got any sandwiches in there?” Her voice is hoarser than earlier.
I tear open a trash bag and she gathers an armful of egg sandwiches 

and butter croissants over-wrapped in thick layers of plastic. We share a 
minute in the dystopian fog. She nods a thank-you at me before opening 
the driver’s door of her beaten sedan. On my stroll back, I watch lonely 
passersby with heavier layers walk underneath trees shedding their 
leaves. The weight in my lungs builds—each step feels denser until I 
reenter the emptied, air-conditioned Philz.

After sliding my back against the now-locked entrance, I squat on the 
concrete floor, easing my breath underneath a whirring air filtration 
system. My palm feels cool against the artificial scent of lemon cleanser 
sterilizing today’s agglomeration of grime and germs. I peer right. The 
nuclear-bright glow of signage leaks through the smog’s cover while 
wind slips through door cracks like passing banshees. The stench of 
piss and pollution lingers in my nostrils as a phantom, a malefic indi-
cation of the human life suffering in the hellscape outside.

I’ve seen more houseless people huddled together in the metro sta-
tions like climate refugees in bomb shelters. They hid from ash-wind 
air raids that strike San Francisco. One of them had a dust mask on and 
slept underneath advertisements for new buildings on Market. These 
construction plans include holographic installations projecting the mil-
itary time, today’s date, temperature, and the air quality score with 
piercing UV-blue letters.

A throw-up of assorted graffiti tags obscure the ad’s slogan: The New 
Normal—Coming Soon.



He treated city alleyways like aisles in a grocery store. He had dirt-en-
crusted nails, and wore a faded blue hoodie with sleeves stretched out 
from constantly being rolled up on hot summer days. He wore a stained, 
red wool beanie that covered his greasy, blond hair. He had a thick, 
bushy beard that looked as if he had been working on it since he was an 
infant. He roamed the streets with his entire life stuffed inside a rusty 
CVS shopping cart.

Raymond had a knack for classic movies and conspiracy theories, 
and being in the CIA—so he claimed. Every Wednesday, at around 7:15 
PM, he would park his cart by the dumpster behind the local movie the-
ater and attend the classic Wednesday feature. The marquee just outside 
the theater reads in big, broken block letters, “CLASSIC WEDNESDAY FILM: 
Willy Wonka & the Chocolate Factory, 7:30 PM.” He strolled up to the front 
of the theater where he was greeted by two glass doors with big gold 
Rs pasted to the front of them. He walked inside and was greeted by a 
young man with a nametag that read “Daniel.” Daniel was a handsome 
young man, with thick, wavy, black hair that fell partially in front of his 
eyes, and freckles that covered his face like a mask. Daniel was stand-
ing behind a register in the box office and immediately recognized who 
had just walked through the doors.

“Hey, Raymond, welcome back! Here for Classic Wednesday again?” 
he asked genuinely.

“Yea. Willy Wonka tonight, right?” he asked, trying to make conversation.
“Yessir. Your usual hot tea and large popcorn are all ready to go 

on the side of the counter. It will be a total of $18.50 for the conces-
sions and the ticket, please,” Daniel said, with a friendly smile still 
on his face.

He reached into his pocket and grabbed the cash and change he 
had collected from that day, counted it out, and slid it on the counter 
toward Daniel.
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“You know, I got kicked out of the Mac store today because I got in 
contact with Putin. They kicked me out, but little do they know I just 
prevented another nuclear war. They should be thanking me,” he said 
as he grabbed his bag of popcorn.

“Well thank you for saving this country. What would we do without 
you?” Daniel said, slightly amused. This was the usual conversation 
that carried on until it was time for the film to start.

“Extra butter?” Raymond asked.
“So much so that I commend both you and your arteries, sir,” Daniel 

said, chuckling out of the corner of his mouth. “Screen One, on the 
righthand side. Enjoy the movie!”

“Thank you, Daniel,” he said as he smiled and walked through the 
doors into the dimly-lit theater. He made his way down to his usual 
seat, A1. First seat in the front row. He didn’t mind. He liked it that 
way. He could sit in an empty row and enjoy a movie all to himself.  
Classic Wednesdays were the best days of the week. On Wednesdays, 
he could be a regular customer and enjoy a movie like anyone else. On 
Wednesdays, Raymond wasn’t homeless.

Raymond sat there, enjoyed his tea, large popcorn with extra butter, 
and watched Willy Wonka for what seemed like the hundredth time. The 
movie theater had become his home; his favorite place. He could laugh 
and cry and interact with the characters on the screen and be himself 
for a couple hours. When the movie ended, everyone clapped and the 
floodgates opened, letting everyone out of the theater. Raymond sat 
there until he was the only one left.

Daniel’s shift was ending and it was almost time to close up. He 
walked through the theater, saw Raymond, and asked, “Did you enjoy 
the movie?”

“Oh yes! It seems to get better every time,” Raymond responded.
“Glad to hear it. Unfortunately, however, I am going to have to ask 

you to gather up your stuff. I’m getting ready to close up pretty soon,” 
Daniel said.

Raymond shuffled around, gathered himself and his belongings, 
and headed out. He opened the theater doors and the brisk night air 
brushed up against his cheeks. He went around, grabbed his cart, and 
headed back out into the world.



Two weeks ago today, Murphy died in my lap. She stared into my eyes 
the whole way out, like she knew what was coming. I watched saline 
solution travel through a tube and into her tiny arm, then a sedative, 
and then whatever that purple fluid was that finally killed her. She 
didn’t watch it, she watched me. And even when her heart slowed her 
eyes stayed on me, fixed on mine. She was gone but her eyes didn’t 
close. Her dead eyes were still on me.

It’s weird to watch something die. Even when you watch it happen, 
you can’t wrap your head around it. When you’re told someone has 
died, you can’t believe it. But I watched Murphy die. And I couldn’t 
believe it. She didn’t close her eyes, her tongue didn’t fall out of her 
mouth, there was no pathetic death rattle. She froze. That was it. She 
just stiffened up and froze. With her eyes on mine. And then the doctor 
carried her away.

To be perfectly clear, I am talking about my pet cat. I’m sorry if you 
thought I was talking about a child or a friend or a sister and then 
you found out I was getting all emotional about a cat and now you’re 
disappointed. I didn’t want to write about my dead cat, either, okay? 
Everyone told me to and I said, “No, no one wants to read an essay 
about a girl mourning her dead cat.” Everyone said I needed to pro-
cess it this way, and I said no. I loved that cat with all my heart, but I 
wouldn’t want to read someone else’s essay about their fucking cat. Not 
when there are essays about war and poverty and political turmoil and 
gentrification and genocide and disease.

But I think I need to write about my cat. I think everyone was right. 
I can’t process this otherwise. So, I’m sorry, but you will have to put up 
with this Chicken Soup bullshit and bear with me.

On April 27th 2018, I met Murphy by accident. I stopped at the pet 
store with my boyfriend, Anthony, because he was thinking about get-
ting a bearded dragon. I left with a cat.
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Friends of mine have called this meeting fate. They’ve marveled at 
the idea that I walked into a place with no motivation, merely being 
strung along, and randomly met the cat that stole my heart, the cat I 
would talk about as if she had come from my own womb. People love 
words like fate. They throw them around too much. I met a cat I wasn’t 
looking for. I happened to love her intensely. That’s it. The End.

Edit: She was dead in under a year. The End.
I was told she was about a year and a half when I adopted her, but 

I didn’t trust that because she looked so small. At her first veterinary 
appointment I had them confirm her age and they agreed with the ini-
tial assessment, and theorized that maybe she had been the runt of 
her litter, and was inherently a tiny little thing. And perhaps that was 
why she didn’t like other cats or loud noises and wanted only to be 
held and protected.

All I wanted was to hold her and protect her. Maybe I saw a little bit 
of myself in this small thing that seemed so scared and tired, so wor-
ried. So often I just want to hide and be held. I could do that for this 
little thing. I could hide her and protect her.

Let me just take a second to think about her eyes again. Her eyes 
were bright green. Giant, lush grapes that I wanted to pluck out of her 
skull and crush between my teeth and cherish on my tongue. Perfect 
spherical chunks of pure jade. At least once a day those green eyes 
would latch onto mine and stare, and then blink a few times, slowly. I 
heard that this was cat-speak for “I trust and love you.” I think that’s 
humans projecting what they want onto their pets. But I would mimic 
her, would stare right back and get myself to blink as slowly as I could, 
just in case there was any truth to it, that I could convey the message 
back and I could get her to understand. That she was safe with me 
and that I loved her.

No one in the house wanted a cat. We had just lost a dog to old age 
the year before and my parents, brother, and sister-in-law, all crammed 
into one small house, were content in wallowing in this grief for a while 
longer. When the grief dissipated, the plan was to bring home another 
dog. This was not spoken but firmly understood. My impulsiveness to 
bring home and care for this scared, little cat disrupted these plans and 
she was met with some resentment at her new home.

Within the week, my mother was calling herself Grandma and 
Murphy was the pride and joy of our home. She was the sweetest 
thing. She never scratched or bit, was never a bother. She liked to be 
given pets and attention. She was loved by all, though of course no 
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one’s love could compare to mine, which ate me up, which brought as 
much anxiety as it did joy.

About a month in, Anthony and I came home one night and I went 
about my usual routine of seeking her out, scooping her up, and cra-
dling her, asking her about her day like an idiot, and telling her about 
mine. But I couldn’t find her. I looked and looked everywhere I could 
think and minutes passed and panic set in.

Anthony was only trying to soothe my worry. “It’s alright, she’s 
probably just—”

“It’s not okay! I can’t find her and what if she’s gone? And you’re not 
even helping me look!” I am aware that this was an overreaction and a 
very quick escalation of the situation. It should probably be noted here 
that I am a bit of a mess as far as being a person goes.

Anthony didn’t say anything in response, but his face went flat and 
cold. He turned away from me and sat down on the couch, pulled out 
his phone, and shut me out.

Anthony is, for all intents and purposes, a very practical person. He 
was able to read the situation as such: We’ve been home for maybe five 
minutes, the cat is hiding because the cat is a cat and cats hide and cats 
are good at hiding, my girlfriend is prone to worry and I feel for her, 
but she’s also being kind of an asshole.

I am, as I said, a mess of a person and practicality is usually not my 
strong suit. So I read this situation as: Murphy is missing. Someone left 
a door open for a moment too long and didn’t see her slip out and now 
she’s gone and I’ll never see her again and never know if she’s okay and 
it’s all my fault although I cannot explain how that could be my fault 
but it is and for the rest of my life I will never know what happened to 
my beautiful baby girl but I will know that it will probably have been 
nothing good, nothing good at all could happen to her out on the street, 
she’ll get hit by a car or taken in by a horrible family who can’t take care 
of her like I can, although apparently I can’t because I let her get out 
even though I currently cannot express how I did so and also, oh my 
God, I will miss her. I will miss her so much.

Murphy was hiding under my parent’s bed. I had looked there, but 
she had done a very good job this time. She came out just as the hyper-
ventilation was really gearing up and walked past me nonchalantly, as 
if her appearance wasn’t the most glorious thing I had ever beheld. I 
snatched her up and held her like a baby. And then I cried. I cried and I 
held her. I sobbed. I wept like I had just rescued my human child from 
a burning building. But only a fraction of my weeping was from relief.
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In the minutes that I irrationally believed Murphy to be gone forever, 
a vague feeling that had been festering inside me since the day I had 
brought her home had fully emerged and let itself be known. It was 
a fear that I would fuck this up. That I had found something I loved, 
someone to protect after twenty-three years of selfish existence, and 
I was going to ruin everything. I was going to let something horrible 
happen. Or maybe, it was a feeling that something terrible was coming 
that I couldn’t stop from happening, that nothing good can occur and 
stay good for long. I felt at that moment that my time with Murphy 
would be short, though I couldn’t explain why.

This is the part where people might throw out terms like “a sixth 
sense” or an “ominous event.” But I am not a psychic and I would put 
down serious cash to bet that no one is. And omens only occur in nov-
els and plays. I am a person who worries tremendously, who has spent 
years with doctors analyzing this worry, who has been told that my 
brain is hardwired to worry worry worry, who takes medication to 
suppress the worry, who worries and worries anyway. It just happens 
to be that this one worry came to life. It doesn’t mean anything, so let’s 
all shut up and move on.

“I’m so sorry I snapped at you. I was just so, so worried. But it was 
stupid, and irrational, and even if it wasn’t, I shouldn’t have been an 
asshole to you,” I pleaded to Anthony as he continued to stare at his 
phone, scrolling through Reddit in an act of I Am So Mad and Because 
I Am So Mad I Am Going to Watch Videos of Dogs on the Internet to 
Prove How Much I Actually Don’t Care At All, Thank You Very Much.

“It’s whatever,” he mumbled back.
I let us sit in silence for a while, him scrolling and me petting Murph 

and letting my breathing slow down, until he finally put down his 
phone and grabbed my hand, looked at me and said, “You need to be-
lieve that everything is going to be okay.”

This is another thing people like to say. “Everything is going to be 
okay.” But there is no way for anyone to ever possibly know that. And 
statistically, they’re probably wrong. In the entire history of human 
existence, how many times were things Not Okay? You cannot list that 
for me. But I will tell you that it is roughly a fuck-ton. Things were Not 
Okay at least a fuck-ton of times.

People also love that word “believe” but I don’t know how I’m sup-
posed to “believe” anything. I have never been equipped with belief, 
though I envy everyone who is. My mother is a Catholic, though in 
this second half of her time on Earth she has let her ideas become more 
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malleable. She has never insisted on me following her in her belief, but 
she believes. She may not believe everything she was taught as a young 
girl in Catholic school, but she believes in a God, and I think she be-
lieves that Everything Will Be Okay. My father was raised a Christian 
in Nowhere, Indiana, but he met my Chicago mother and ran away 
with her to California and he let his ideas grow and change. Now he is 
a firm Agnostic and he and his Mostly Catholic wife have raised two 
kids with only the guideline that we can believe whatever we want 
to believe, and as a result, now I, like my father, have no idea what to 
believe. Correction: no idea how to believe. Logically, I can only believe 
what I know and I can’t fathom how I could know anything.

But I looked back at Anthony and said dumbly, “Okay.”
Let’s go back to the beginning (the end) except a little before. 

Let’s go to March of 2019. Where Murphy is not yet dead but so, so 
close, time-wise.

Anthony and I were at Kyle’s new place. (Note: Kyle is my very best 
friend and I don’t know how to convey that to you subtly so I am telling 
you awkwardly and blatantly. Alright.) It was small but it was new, not 
new but new to him, and it was his, his and Emily’s, Emily who had 
recently been established as The Love of His Life, and all of our friends 
were over, crammed in under a haze of marijuana smoke and I was 
kicking everyone’s ass at Jenga and things were so, so good.

“How’s the cat?” asked Kyle. Kyle is not a cat person. He is aller-
gic. He is also one of those people who do not quite understand the 
attachment people get with animals. But he loved Murphy. He just 
wouldn’t admit it.

“Ugh, she’s so good. I fucking love that bitch.”
“I know. That’s why I ask.”
This sparked my usual task of walking around the room and show-

ing inane photos of Murphy to all my friends, who cooed politely.
I left happy.
I got home and Murphy looked like shit. She’d been sleeping a lot the 

last couple of days but sleeping was, like, her thing. She was a cat. Cats 
sleep. But I looked at her and realized I hadn’t seen her play in days. 
Her eyes were glossy and wouldn’t open all the way. I couldn’t see that 
beautiful green. Her usually well kept fur was unkempt. She looked 
mangy. She looked feral. She didn’t look like Murphy.

“I’m worrying. That’s all. I’m just overanalyzing like I do and worry-
ing over nothing,” I thought to myself, just before my brother came to 
my room and asked if Murphy seemed to be acting strange to me, too.
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The next day, I realized she wasn’t eating. I called the vet and they 
made me an appointment for the next day, but my mind wouldn’t relax 
and she looked awful and I couldn’t wait a day. I scooped her into 
Anthony’s car and we took her to the emergency vet. If I was overre-
acting, fine, but I couldn’t sit around not knowing if Everything was 
Going to Be Okay.

And it wasn’t. It was not Okay. It turned out that Murphy had this 
stupid, shitty thing called FIP which basically lies dormant, then shows 
up suddenly, gets your cat super sick, and kills them slowly. And there 
isn’t a cure. And it’s rare. They told me they see a case of it, at this 
incredibly busy animal hospital, maybe a couple times a month. And 
Murphy had it.

And I wasn’t going to let her suffer.
My family was away in Detroit for a wedding when I got the call 

confirming her diagnosis. I decided to wait for them to come back so 
they could say goodbye. I cried alone in my house for three days. I 
cried at work. I cried in my car. And it’s so stupid, but I cried in front of 
Murphy as little as I possibly could. I was determined that her last few 
days seem as normal as possible.

I hid my emotions from my fucking cat.
On her last day, she seemed almost normal. She’d been given an ap-

petite stimulant and seemed a little perkier, just off balance. On her last 
day, she was my Murphy. And that made killing her harder.

But I did it. I took her in and did what I had to do. She sat on my lap 
and stared into my eyes while the vet gave her those injections, and 
I pet her head and smiled at her until I felt her heart stop. And then 
I let myself cry.

And then I didn’t cry for over a week. I didn’t feel the need to. I felt 
alright. Until I got the call that her urn was ready to be picked up. And 
then I bawled. Because I realized I felt alright because it didn’t feel 
real. Sure, I felt her heart stop, but did I really? It all happened so fast 
and maybe she was just at the vet, resting for a while until she was all 
better. My mind was operating like a toddler’s and I hadn’t even been 
aware. But now here was proof that she was gone and not coming back. 
Because you can’t resuscitate ashes. And now that little creature I had 
loved more than I could bear was just ashes in a box. And she would 
never be anything else ever again.

It might be clear at this point that I don’t have much experience 
with death. At least not with impactful death. I’m here mourning and 
analyzing the loss of a cat, and meanwhile my next door neighbors 
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have just lost their son to a freak illness. He was my age. Meanwhile, 
my coworker just lost her father. Meanwhile, people everywhere are 
dying every day.

With Murphy I got a taste of what is going to come one day. One day 
my mother will die. One day my father will die. My brother will die. 
Anthony will die. Kyle will die. Maybe one of them will die in my lap 
and their eyes won’t close and they will be frozen and fixated on mine.

And people will try to tell me what they always do. What they told 
me with Murphy. Stuff like, “She’s in a better place.” My personal fa-
vorite was Anthony’s: “She was too perfect for this world.” As if there’s 
some kind of balance at work. My own Agnostic father said, “She’s off 
to go see all kinds of wonderful things and she’ll be happy.” Death 
had made my practical, rational support systems more irrational than 
myself, who is Clinically Irrational.

My actual favorite words of comfort were Kyle’s: “That sucks. That 
really sucks. And I’m sorry.” Because sometimes the things that happen 
to us don’t mean anything. Sometimes they just suck.

I had to work up my courage to go pick up Murphy’s urn. I was 
sure it would kill me, that I would crumble and spiral. But I did what 
I had to do.

I told the woman at the front desk that I was there to pick up 
Murphy’s ashes, and she immediately turned very stoic. She went into 
the back and returned with a small box and an envelope. She handed 
them to me like she was handing me a bomb, with incredible care and 
delicacy. And I wanted to burst out laughing. Because it was just a box. 
After all that worry, it was just a box. Murphy was gone, and this was 
excellent confirmation, but nothing more.

I’ve put her urn on the upright piano in the living room, but it’s 
more for my family than for me. It’s not Murphy and it doesn’t mean 
anything. It’s dirt in a pretty box.

The envelope contained copies of Murphy’s paw print that I had 
requested. What I did not know  was that above the paw print, they 
would print this poem:

Do not stand at my grave and weep
I am not there. I do not sleep.
I am a thousand winds that blow. I am the diamonds glint on snow. 
I am the gentle autumn rain.
When you awaken in the morning’s hush
I am the swift uplifting rush of quiet birds in circling flight. 
I am the soft star that shines at night.
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Do not stand at my grave and cry.
I am not there. I did not die.
What a load of shit. Murphy totally died. I saw it. She’s dead. And 

she’s not a thousand winds that blow and she’s not a fucking star and 
when it rains, that is not my cat, that is precipitation. She is gone.

She’s gone. And that’s okay. Because she was here.

The other day I adopted a big fat cat. His name is Kuma, because Kuma 
means bear. He is nothing like Murphy. He is a grump. He has a thresh-
old for bullshit. I respect that.

Kyle was taken aback at the news. “Already?”
“Yeah. You know, I thought I was going to need time and stuff. But 

you know what I actually need? I need a cat, Kyle. I’m a cat lady.”
“Okay, that’s cool. But can you just promise me something?”
“What?”
“When I die, can you wait at least two weeks before you get a new 

best friend?”
“I promise.”
On Kuma’s first night he snuggled up to me and I cried. And I 

didn’t cry because I felt that something would go wrong, though that 
could always be true. I cried because I felt love, because just because I 
lost someone I loved, that didn’t mean I couldn’t love again and again 
and again.

Maybe I believe in rotation. In the certainty that things continue. I 
believe in Murphy’s Law, that whatever can go wrong will go wrong. 
But I also believe in Whatever Happens Next. I believe that something 
will happen, and that that is the way of things, and that maybe that 
is Okay.



Sitting in the backseat of a 1960 Mustang, murdered out from front to 
back, black on black from the body to the rims, and I’m heated. Three 
other guys are sitting in the car around me as it slowly creeps down the 
street, while passing a blunt around between the three of them. We’re 
all suited up for tonight, wearing black shirts, black sweats, and black 
beanies. Mikey makes eye contact with me from the driver’s seat, look-
ing in the rearview mirror while holding the blunt in hand. He nods as 
he reaches back to pass it to me. I hold the two baseball bats in my lap 
with my left hand as I reach out with my right, pulling back to press 
the blunt to my lips, inhaling, taking three quick hits. As I tap ash out 
of the window, I exhale and keep the rotation going. We’re still rolling 
up the street, but as we pass under a street light, before I can pull the 
beanie down to show my ski mask, both P and Rome look at me with a 
bit of disgust. My left eye’s purple and almost swollen shut. My bottom 
lip is busted. The blood from my nose finally dried up. My stomach still 
hurts from the kicks that I took. My back feels swollen and tense from 
the punches that came crashing down on me. And I’m just trying not to 
cry over what was said and done to me hours ago. All I can think about 
is hurting those that did this to me.

I can barely make out what any of the guys are asking me. “Look, I 
really can’t hear what you’re saying. My ears are still ringing,” I tried 
to whisper to them.

Rome grabs my shoulder and points to his mouth, “How—many 
more—streets?” is what I’m reading off his lips.

I quickly look over and tap Mikey on the shoulder to hold up four 
fingers. I immediately give him directions. First I hold up one finger 
pointing forward, then two pointing to the left, and one finger to the 
right. He gives me a simple head nod.

“Are you—sure—you wanna—do—this?” P asks me with concern on 
his face as he starts pulling his mask down.
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I give him a head nod as I look down at the two baseball bats that lay 
across my lap. Two Louisville Sluggers, that’s all I need. No guns. No 
knives. Just my bats and fists.

As we made a left onto the first block, I remembered earlier in the day run-
ning into a girl while on the clock. I was sweeping the floors at Safeway in 
Hayward on Jackson Street. She said she was looking for Jell-O powder. I 
showed her where it was, but before I could walk off she said I was cute, or 
something. Then she invited me to a party that she and her friends were hav-
ing at her place. I thought it was a joke because she was cute. She looked about 
5′5, dirty blonde hair with a pixie haircut, wearing a white shirt and gray yoga 
pants. I think she was Filipino mixed with white, and when she smiled she had 
dimples. Me, of all people, me? I’m actually ugly. How was I cute? I’m holding 
a broomstick, wearing a long sleeve button-up to the collar shirt; a red tie; black 
slacks; and a dark blue,stain-covered apron. Plus, I was sweating buckets in the 
middle of June. At some point she reached into her purse and took out a piece 
of paper. I don’t remember if she had a pen or if I let her borrow mine, but she 
wrote her name, number, and address down. Her name was Justine. The party 
was on D Street at eight.

Rome lightly taps me, but I aggressively grip the handles of the bats 
and give him a deadly glare.

As he points to all of us in the car, I only caught him saying, 
“—almost there.”

I just nod and whisper, “Alright.”
How did it get this far? One minute I was at work, the next I clocked out 

and caught a cab to her place. The address was to an apartment complex up in 
the hills of Hayward, so the cab driver dropped me off at the very entrance. It 
wasn’t a gated community or anything, but he left me there. After paying him, 
I noticed that the apartments were a baby blue color, and were about three or 
four stories tall. I called Justine to let her know that I was downstairs in the 
parking lot. In an instant, she came downstairs and welcomed me with a hug 
and smile. Damn! When I saw her, she was looking hella fine. She was wearing 
a two-tone sunflower dress, and a faded blue denim jacket. She held my hand 
and walked me up a few flights of stairs to the third floor, but as soon as we 
walked in, something didn’t feel right.

The ringing is soon gone before I hear, “We’re here.” I finally 
hear Rome.

“Is this the place?” Mikey asks, as he flicks the roach blunt out into 
the street.

“Yeah. This is the spot,” I reply, focusing on the fourth apartment 
complex from the entrance, where her and her friends are still.
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Rome grabs me by the back of my head and pulls me toward him. We 
touch foreheads. “We’re here for you,” he whispers.

A lot of guys and girls were in the apartment, sitting in the stairwell, on the 
balcony, in the bedroom, and in the parking lot stood by their cars. Everyone 
had Greek letters on their shirts and sweaters. These were frats and sororities. 
Justine escorted me over to a seat on the couch where I sat with five other guys. 
At this point I knew what was going on because they looked out of place, too. We 
were being shamed for our looks. I shot up from my seat and started making up 
an excuse so I could leave, but the frat boys caught on. “Oh, oh no, one of the lil 
piggies is trying to leave, fellas.” That’s all I heard before they started shoving 
us around on the couch, tearing up our shirts, slapping stomachs, hearing the 
laughter from the guys, the giggles from the girls, and hearing the grotesque 
words used to describe us. I remember the minute I tried to fight back was when 
I got knocked down. I had to crawl to the door.

Knock-knock.
“Shhh, it’s probably the property manager. Let me talk to him.” I can 

hear Justine whisper to her friends on the other side of the door.
What happens next is within the blink of an eye. Rome shoul-

der-checks the door open as P kicks in and reaches out for Justine to 
pull her out. Mikey walks in and punches one of the frat fucks square 
in the face, knocking him out.

“All of you girls, out!” Mikey yells to all the sorority girls, “Except 
you. You come back here.” He points to a scared and frozen Justine in 
the corner of the kitchen.

“Why did you do this to me?” I ask her with a trembling voice, “Why?”
“I don’t know you,” she says with a quiver in her voice.
“Hey man, she said she doesn’t know you!”
As I turn around, I notice who just tried to defend the poor sorority 

girl. It’s the guy who called me and all the other guys on the couch lil 
piggies. Walking up to him, I drop the bats. He squares up.

“Oh, so you’re hard now? You think you’re tough? Huh?” I yell as I 
cock my arm back and throw a punch, but pull back. “He flinched!” I 
yell, “You piece of shit, you flinched!” I pull my ski mask off.

“Shit, you’re the piggy that crawled away crying wee-wee-wee,” he 
says, with a smug look on his face.

No hesitation, I punch him in the face and watch him crumble to 
the ground. At some point between kicking him in the stomach and 
punching him in the face, P hits me in the stomach while Rome pulls 
one of the bats away from me. Justine is yelling and crying, Mikey and 
P start fighting some of the frats that were left in the apartment, and 
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Rome is pulling me away. Eventually the fight spills out into the middle 
of the parking lot, but we’re fighting dirty because it’s four on twelve or 
thirteen, some double digit number. Aside from bats, we use everything 
we could find—from tree branches, rocks, bricks, and loose hubcaps in 
empty parking spaces. There’s a point where Rome bites someone’s arm 
because they tried to choke him; P kicks someone in the nuts and clips 
the back of their knees with a bat; and Mikey almost hits us and a few 
of them with the car when he makes a rush for it.

“You piece of shit!” I’m yelling out loud as we hear police sirens in the 
distance. At some point I run back up the stairs and into the apartment 
to drag that frat fuck down the stairs and leave him, still knocked out 
on the ground with the rest of them.

“C’mon!” The guys yell for me to jump into the car.
Limping my way to the car and into the back seat, Mikey peels out. 

“Don’t worry, I’ll get us to my mom’s pad,” Mikey says as I hear the 
tires screech.

I pass out in the backseat.
At some point I was able to get up and fight my way out of Justine’s party. 

I made it to the bus stop and I caught two buses to Mikey’s grandma’s house. 
First it was the 60, transferred to the 97, got off near Bayfair in San Leandro, 
and walked over to the house. I vaguely remember I called Rome first, only 
because I had heard him say, “Don’t worry breh-breh, I’ll hit up P and Mike.” 
I could barely lift my arm to knock on the door before P opened up the screen 
door. “Damn, breh, get in here,” he said, pulling me inside. He handed me a 
bag of ice and a towel. I sat in the kitchen explaining what had happened while 
icing my swollen eye and cleaned off whatever dry blood I had on my face and 
arms. Through it all, I held back my tears. “So what do you wanna do,” Mikey 
asked, “José?”

“José. Breh. You good?” I heard Mikey asking me as he smacks me 
around to get me to wake up.

“Breh, my face hurts. C’mon now,” I said, giving him a smug look.
P and Rome reach into the car to help me out of the backseat. “We 

made it to Mike’s mom’s,” they say.
Mikey and P walk ahead of me while Rome lingers a little behind 

to make sure I don’t stumble or fall while walking up the stairs of the 
apartment complex. I hear Mikey knocking on the door as I climb up 
the stairs. As I turn the corner, his mom comes running up to me. She 
hugs and embraces me like I’m one of her own children. She even 
smacks me on the back of the head like one.

“Get inside,” she says with a stern voice, as if she’s my own mother.
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She walks me into the kitchen, “Sit down,” she says, while reaching 
into the freezer for an ice pack. “Here,” she says as she places it on my 
head, “Hold it right there, and don’t move.”

All three of the guys walk in and take one good look at me before 
they give me a shoulder shrug.

“You good breh?” Rome asks.
“You straight?” P asks.
“Because I don’t think we can do that again,” Mikey says with a smile.
I smile and chuckle a bit. “Don’t make me laugh. It hurts.”
They smile as Mikey’s mom walks back in the kitchen. “Y’all should 

go to sleep. Don’t you guys have work tomorrow?” she asks them.
“I got the day off,” Mikey says.
“Can Rome and I get a ride to work? We start at six,” P asks Mike.
“In the morning?”
“Yeah, at the mall down the way.”
“Alright, just toss some gas money my way.”
“Bet,” Rome says. “Breh-Breh, you gonna be good?” he asks me.
“Yeah,” I say as I reach out to dab him up.
“Okay, so now all of you go to bed. I’m gonna talk to José here,” 

Mikey’s mom says.
I lose track of time, but I finally break down crying to her. I talk 

to Mikey’s mom like she’s my own. I tell her the whole story from 
how Justine talked to me, said nice things, going to the party, being 
humiliated, and beat up. I tell her everything down to how her four 
boys ended up going and getting into a huge fight just a few blocks 
away. She starts wiping my tears and dries up blood off my face with 
a damp warm rag. She even pulls my shirt up to clean some of my 
wounds on my back.

She notices something right away. “Why does it look like you have 
burn marks on your back?” she asks, with concern on her face.

The frat boys that were beating on me at some point decided to take out their 
tweaker lighters—the kind that shot flames up high with gas balls shooting off 
them. After having the flame go for a bit, they let go of the button and press 
the tip of their lighters into my back. I honestly don’t remember how many of 
them were doing that to me, but I’d gone numb in my back after a few minutes. 
Between the burns, punches, and kicks that I took, my whole body was in pain.

“José? Where did the burns come from, honey?” Mikey’s mom asked.
“From the pig roast.”



Step 1: Move to the middle of nowhere.
It’s easier to be a “one-in-a-million” person when there are less peo-
ple to choose from. Rising rents forced you out of your home and into 
the middle of Nowhere, California, where your friends took too much 
Benadryl for fun, and your neighbor had a bear who tried to live in 
her jacked-up pickup truck. You were the only person that the charity 
directors hadn’t watched grow up, so of course you’d stand out.

Step 2: Make friends.
Never follow any advice that your parents give you about making 
friends; it won’t work. You weren’t the only homeschooler in town, but 
you were the only one who didn’t go to church every Sunday. This was 
just enough to set you apart until your neighbor threw a barbecue and 
you suddenly made friends with people by getting s’mores stuck in 
your hair. Somehow, an older lady thought that you, the girl who still 
couldn’t figure out the difference between an eighth note and a whole 
note in a musical family, were the perfect person to volunteer. As you 
pulled the last bits of sticky marshmallow from your hair, she came up 
to you and asked if you wanted to help. Naturally, you said yes before 
even hearing what you were volunteering for.

Step 3: Pick the right clothes.
The first unspoken rule of rich people is that everyone judges a book 
by its cover. Most people were probably going to be rich at a benefit 
for foster kids. The lady had said to “dress nicely,” but you had no idea 
what that meant. For your friend, who couldn’t care less about what he 
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had volunteered for as long as there were horses, cowboy boots and a 
rip-off Stetson were in peak fashion. Unfortunately, you couldn’t get 
away with that. You had no idea what you’d be doing so you chose 
a long light blue dress, with the highest heels you owned. Your 
mother said that you looked beautiful, but the older lady smirked as 
you got into the car.

Step 4: Get a classy ride to the event.
Charity events are always full of “car people,” so if you want to 
fit in you need to know the basics. Truck = Best around here, espe-
cially old ones—though you’re screwed either way if you come in a 
Chevy. Tesla = Good, though good luck driving with that in the winter. 
Porsche = Nice, but having one labels you as “The one having a midlife 
crisis.” Any car from the sixties and below will give you enough con-
versation to last the night, especially if it will never run. The more sug-
gestions on how to fix it you get, the more you are liked. A 2003 Subaru 
was not your first choice of car to arrive in, but volunteers couldn’t be 
choosers. The charity director got to choose, though; she got to ride a 
horse up the half-a-mile-long ranch-house driveway.

Step 5: Try not to ogle at the biggest ranch you’ve ever seen.
Gawking at the beautiful lake that looks like a puddle in compar-
ison to the rolling grassy hills will not stop you from turning your 
ankle in your new pair of heels. The house was a three-story ba-
roque-style mansion, sitting on what seemed like a hundred acres of 
the grassy hills outside of town. The lawn was muddy with the type 
of mud that makes you sink and slip without realizing, and with 
each step you seemed to sink more and more into the dirt. The sol-
id-oak front doors looked like a drawbridge, and opened up directly 
in front of the wooden pagoda/dance floor on the cobblestone court-
yard. Even though you arrived perfectly on time, you still seemed to 
be late to the twenty volunteers that were tasked with organizing the 
seating arrangement.

Step 6: Set up chairs—and don’t make eye-contact.
Plastic folding chairs are more dangerous than they look. Your tights 
caught on the hinge causing a long run to go up the side of your calf. 
Hoping that nobody noticed, you accidentally made eye contact with 
the lady at the front desk and got whisked away to put nametags 
on chairs.
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“Nicole cannot sit next to Carol-Lee this year. Last year they got so 
drunk that they forgot to pay for their raffle winnings,” she hissed at 
you as you walked off. You couldn’t imagine how anyone could drink 
more than a sip of “dry” wine. You also couldn’t imagine how a liquid 
could possibly be dry.

Step 7: Try not to regret your choice for step 3.
As women dressed in cocktail dresses and men in real Stetsons begin 
to file into their seats, you will wish that you had never been born. 
Walking along the hill was killing your ankles. Your heels sunk into 
the mud and someone stepped on your foot almost every time you 
walked by the dance floor. You thought they’d be more careful with an 
overdressed waitress, but most people just cared about whether or not 
the quiche had egg in it. Your light blue dress showed just how much 
you were sweating and an old man had the audacity to point it out 
while you gave him a mini-sandwich. You pretended not to hear him as 
you stumbled back to the oversized kitchen. (Do not go into the living 
room kitchen, this is just for show. Take the back way and go into the 
industrial kitchen with a walk-in refrigerator.)

Step 8: Fall dramatically while holding a tray of mini-sandwiches.
In case your stumbling doesn’t convince people that you’re a klutz, a fall 
certainly will. In order for people to remember you as “the girl who fell” 
a year later when you see them in a Save Mart, it must be dramatic. On 
your fifth trip back to the kitchen, you walked through the mud and to-
ward the fairy-light-covered pagoda. You were so intent on not turning 
your ankle that you didn’t notice the large decorative rock that marked 
the edge of the hill. You walked right into it. You probably wouldn’t 
have been remembered if you fell correctly, you could have done a 
roll over the top of it like you learned in martial arts. People would 
have applauded you. Instead, you let out a loud gasp like a woman in a 
murder mystery, threw the tray up into the air, and fell flat on your 
face off to the side.

Step 9: Ignore the table of the family who owns the mansion.
It is quite possible that others have tripped over a rock before you, but 
the most expensive table, who commandeered three bottles of wine 
without paying, will only notice you. They laughed at you and told you 
to hose yourself off as your friend helped you up and loaned you his 
jacket. Later, the same table yelled at you for bringing dessert too soon 
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and then complained that they were served dessert last. You had helped 
your mother cater weddings before, but no one had ever been as rude as 
the mansion owner’s son. He smelled the brownie you gave him before 
he ate it and almost yelled across the table, “Just have to make sure that 
none of that mud made it on here!” The table burst into laughter as you 
wanted to go dig a hole and die.

Step 10: Hide behind the coop of doves and watch the sun set.
By this point, your ankles are crying, your head is throbbing, and 
your eye is twitching, but the warm orange reflection of the sunset 
over the private boathouse looks like the end of a Hallmark movie. 
You heard the kitchen yelling for another server and hid behind the 
large coop of doves to text your mother. Holding on to the chicken 
wire to wipe the mud off your tights, you couldn’t help but notice how 
beautiful the middle of nowhere was as you decided to never step 
foot there again.



It’s a cloudy morning. The sun is out, but not yet blinding. I can 
see the light blue of the sky peeking behind the gray clouds, signaling 
certain rainfall in the next couple of hours. I’m sitting in the back of the 
car, my husband and mother-in-law sitting in the front seats. As we sit 
and wait, I scroll through my Facebook feed. No one is up this early, so 
there are no posts worth looking at yet. As I set my phone down, I catch 
a glimmer of the diamonds on my wedding band. The sparkle surprises 
me. The line of thirteen tiny diamonds is usually never this pretty.

The white gold band was the cheapest, decent-looking ring from 
Kohls.com, which I must have bought for two hundred dollars after all 
the discounts. I liked that it looked like the ring was surrounded com-
pletely by diamonds when it wasn’t. The diamonds are set in 14K white 
gold, which I guessed meant it was a better quality than 10K. When 
I received it, I loved how sparkly and simple it was. Now, two years 
later after using it every single day, it isn’t the same. The diamonds 
don’t shine as easily as they did when I first received the ring. The 
ninth diamond is missing. It fell out one day at school. It wouldn’t be 
so bad if it was any of the diamonds on either ends but it was the ninth 
from the left, so close to the middle. It’s impossible to hide. Customer 
service refused to cover a missing diamond, though not many places 
do. I would’ve had to surrender my ring for a replacement. I decided 
not to because I wanted that specific ring, the one that my husband 
placed on my finger on our wedding day. Not only that, but when I turn 
my hand over, the white gold band—once flawless—now has a sickly 
light-brownish tone with scratches all over the surface of the band.

I wear a second band under the diamond one. It’s plain, thin, made 
of white tungsten and I got it from Amazon for less than $8. When I 
turn my hand over, the contrast of the bands strikes me. The white 
tungsten one shines with the perfect silver color, not a scratch in sight. I 
turn my hand back to see the familiar row of diamonds and turn it back 
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again. Which ring is better? The answer changes with each turn of my 
hand. Diamond. Tungsten. Diamond. Tungsten. Is there a point in com-
paring the rings? Maybe it’s not the state of the things that represent 
my marriage that matters, but the actual state of my marriage that does.

We’re high-school sweethearts. We just celebrated twelve years together 
and two years as a married couple. We have a mixed-breed eight-year-old 
dog. We’re trying to have a baby. Sounds perfect, right? Guess again.

I always thought we were pretty progressive. That all changed two 
months ago.

I loved every part of my husband’s sister’s baby shower except the 
game we played. The man in charge of the games, Armando, was ex-
uberant, encouraging attendees to participate so that my sister-in-law, 
Cynthia, would be able to say that she had a great baby shower. He 
wore a green Mexico soccer jersey because he loved soccer and he was 
Cynthia’s son’s soccer coach. Armando was a short, darker man with 
a small belly and he knew how to engage a crowd of people. As he 
motioned toward my sister-in-law, standing in her long, black floral 
dress and holding her big belly, I told my husband to follow me up 
front. I couldn’t leave her hanging. I wanted to show her that I cared 
by participating willingly in the game. Armando spoke in Spanish 
and thankfully, I understood most of what he said. I can read and 
write Spanish with little effort but I struggle with any form of spoken 
Spanish: listening, understanding and speaking myself. He never said 
what the game consisted of until you got up and volunteered. By then, 
it was too late to get out of it. Armando asked for parejas, specifically 
couples, not just two people. Two more couples came up after us. There 
were three sets of chairs placed at the front of the room. Each couple 
sat with their backs facing each other. It was just like that Newlywed 
Game show, where couples were asked questions to test how well they 
knew their partner. Both parties had to answer the same question and 
were awarded a point for each set of matching answers. The couple 
with the most points were not only the winners of the game, but also 
the couple best suited for one another. I wasn’t going to take the game 
seriously, I thought.

Once we figured out what the game was, my husband and I tried 
cheating. I asked him what was his favorite color and he asked me what 
was my favorite kind of food. We just knew that questions like that 
would come up. We wanted our answers to match even though I knew 
he loved green and he knew that I loved Hawaiian food. Before we 
could ask and answer any more questions, Armando took control.
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“Okay, vamos a empezar,” he said, letting everyone know that the 
game was starting. He explained the rules of the game and confirmed 
exactly what I suspected: we were playing an informal version of The 
Newlywed Game in Spanish.

The first question was what we guessed, to name the woman’s favor-
ite color. We both wrote “blue.” The other two couples had matching 
answers, too, so one point for all three couples. As Armando asked 
more questions, there was a slight variation with our answers. When 
we were asked when our last fight was, I said it was the other night 
and my husband said it was a month ago. Later, he told me that he 
didn’t consider the other night a fight and it felt like a while had gone 
by since our last actual argument. Overall, though, it seemed like we 
weren’t doing too bad. The couple next to us, Hilda and Edgar, must 
have practiced at one of their baby showers because all of their an-
swers always lined up perfectly. Too perfectly. They are a nice couple 
but they seem to be overachievers in everything they do. They’re that 
couple that wants to prove they’re the best and they excel in keeping 
up appearances.

“La ultima pregunta,” Armando said, indicating that this question 
was the last he was going to ask. “¿Quién manda la casa?” This ques-
tion translates to “Who runs the household?” or “Who’s in charge of 
the household?” This was the only question that really made me pause 
and think. I didn’t feel like we were real adults because we still lived 
with my husband’s parents and were still in college. I thought that I 
could say jokingly that my mother-in-law runs the house, which actu-
ally is true. But I knew that Armando was asking which of us wore the 
pants in our marriage. It was him or me. I kept going back and forth in 
my mind. I looked around at all the other people in the baby shower 
watching us, thinking that might help me make a decision. Time was 
running out and I hadn’t written down anything on my paper. I ulti-
mately decided to write “me.”

We were the first couple to reveal our answers to everyone. My hus-
band showed Armando his paper and Armando said, “Dice que él.” My 
husband said that he runs the house, he’s the one in charge in our mar-
riage. Fuck, I thought immediately. At first, I thought it was because 
our answers didn’t match. Armando looked at me and read my answer, 

“Dice que ella.” He let everyone know that I thought that I ran things. 
A combination of laughter and Oooos erupted at this mismatch in our 
answers. I laughed too, I thought, out of embarrassment. I shook my 
head, I thought, in defeat of the game.
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Armando took the opportunity to comment on this for some cheap 
laughs. “Tienen que discutir esto más tarde entre ustedes. Aquí no.” He 
said that we need to talk about this among ourselves at a later time, not 
here at the party. Cheap laughs is exactly what he got.

Hilda and Edgar were up next to reveal their answers.
“¡Él dice que los dos y ella dice que los dos también!” Armando yelled, 

telling everyone that both of them said that they both are in charge, 
equally. Ay, Dios. The others in the crowd all cheered. I didn’t know 
that was an option, I thought.

As I walked back to my seat, I noticed that sweat collected on my 
forehead. I looked down instinctively so I wouldn’t see anyone’s face, 
and so that no one could see mine. As I sat down, I felt the way my lips 
trembled uncontrollably. I tried to lightly bite down my lip to make it 
stop, but it only made it worse.

Did he really think he was the head in our marriage? Why did I 
think I was in charge? Why didn’t I say that we both were equals in our 
marriage? Why didn’t he say we were equal? Are we equal?

How did we get here?
My husband and I met when we were in middle school. We knew 

each other’s names and talked occasionally. We became close friends 
in our freshman year of high  school, going to eat and watch movies 
together with another friend. He was the one who showed me what a 
real taco is, not the kind from Taco Bell with ground beef and a hard 
shell. I sat at Los Charros Taqueria staring at the grilled chunks of beef 
on two soft round tortillas topped with red salsa, raw onions, and ci-
lantro. I asked him how I was supposed to eat it. He laughed at me and 
said to just take a bite out of it. I folded the taco in my hand, took a bite 
and never looked at tacos the same way. In our sophomore year, we 
continued going out to eat and watch movies, just the two of us. We 
sat together in the dark theater watching one of the earlier of the many 
Resident Evil sequels. There was a scene that made me jump, something 
or someone popped out of nowhere on the screen. I wanted to lean in 
toward him so that he could put his arm around me. I wanted to feel 
the warmth of his arm over my shoulders. I wanted to rest my head 
on his chest to hear his heartbeat. But that didn’t happen. Not just yet.

We got engaged when we were nineteen and started living together 
shortly after. I put it in my mind that we were going to get married on 
our ten-year anniversary. And that’s exactly what happened.

Maybe it’s not how we used to be as a couple that counts, but how we 
are as a couple now. Just two days ago, we were together in the library 
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at school. He had two hours until his next class. He was tired so he 
went to sit at the bigger, more comfortable chairs, while I stayed at the 
table working on homework. We started texting each other like we were 
teenagers again. I took photos of him from afar and sent them to him. 
He made a joke about needing a bigger phone because it looks like he’s 
going to eat his phone, since it was so small. I smiled so big and we con-
tinued to text each other though we were twenty feet away from each 
other. I sent him a photo from the night before, of the two of us with his 
birthday cake. He’s wearing his baggy, navy blue sweatshirt and light 
gray sweatpants and holding a small chocolate cake with candles and 
a “Happy Birthday” topper. I’m standing next to him with both arms 
around him. The lights are off so our faces are illuminated by the fire 
of the candles. We are smiling so brightly, I’m not even trying to hide 
the missing tooth in my smile. He texted back saying that it was a nice 
photo. I continued to stare at him, my husband and my best friend. It 
doesn’t feel like it’s been twelve years at all. I notice the kind of sinking 
feeling in my heart and stomach, the good kind. The flutter of butter-
flies in my stomach, the warmth of love and security pumping in my 
blood. I made the right choice back then and I will continue to choose 
him every single day for the rest of my life.

We have our share of past and current unhealthy behavior. I cringe 
when I think of the insane jealousy I had toward any woman he talked 
to and the imaginary women in my mind, though he gave me no rea-
son to doubt his fidelity. He must regret the times he got mad at me for 
something I did and getting even madder when I stayed quiet, because 
I knew that responding with anger would get us nowhere. I still find 
myself taking him for granted and not accepting him for who he is. He 
still expects so much more from me than I do from him.

The thing is, these wedding bands represent my marriage and 
that’s not something to ignore. The wedding bands are not perfect by 
any means, but they are intact. They show proof of use and possible 
damage, but that they still share a place on my left ring finger means 
that they are durable above all else. I took the idea of marriage and 
customized it to fit my needs and those of my husband. My ring is 
not missing something; it is proof that my marriage is real. Maybe 
the diamond ring is the ideal version of marriage that I once had, one 
that, while it looks nice, is actually temporary—because that state of 
perfection is impossible to keep. Maybe the tungsten ring is the bond 
that keeps me and my husband not just together, but happy. Not just 
content, but blissful.



There’s a reason why we sing the blues. There’s a reason why we con-
nect with them. At first, it seems as though those reasons for singing 
and listening to the blues can be as complicated as understanding the 
ways of God. My interest with this type of music came from reading 
James Baldwin’s short story, “Sonny’s Blues.” There’s a certain section I 
loved about that story, and it wasn’t because of the happiness I felt, but 
rather, how painfully real it was. The older brother, the narrator, looks 
to his younger brother’s back and says, “But there is no way not to suffer, 
is there, Sonny?” And Sonny, staring out the window of his older broth-
er’s apartment, looking down onto the narrow alleyway, replies, “No, 
there is no way not to suffer. But you try all kinds of ways to keep you 
from drowning in it, to keep you on top of it, and to make it seem—well, 
like you.” This is no clear answer. But for some reason, I was content 
with it. I imagined in my head that Sonny had delivered that sentence 
with heavy eyelids, lifting his arms, and beating his chest with half-
clenched fists. It made me believe that, once again, I could be okay.

My mother taught me everything that she knew about God. How if you 
pray to him, He will always be there to put a hand on your shoulder. 
To lead you in the right direction—no matter the situation. The thing 
she never mentioned was purgatory. That I had to figure out myself. 
Purgatory, I once read, is this gray area where the only suffering that 
souls endure is never getting any answers. They never know whether 
they will go to heaven or hell. It appeared as if they were to forever sit 
there like fools, waiting for an answer they’ll never get.

I joined orchestra in fifth grade. I played the cello. I was the only boy in 
my school who wanted to play a string instrument. And I played well, 
too. In the sixth grade, I was the only one of my small orchestra group 
who could vibrato properly. I smiled every time Mrs. Scrafford praised 

creativenonfictioncontest / honorable mention

I Think I’ll Be Okay
Aaron Bradley Cruse
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my performances. When middle school came around, there was a big-
ger orchestra, with more cello players. Mrs. Scrafford, who knew I had 
a sort of natural talent with the cello, talked to me about playing the 
bass. She told me how the orchestra was missing its full potential, and 
that it would be second nature to pick up the notes for the bass. I im-
pulsively agreed. Besides, I was rather bored of the cello’s sound. When 
I held that upright bass for the first time, I felt a great responsibility in 
taking care of it. With a cello, I was nonchalant, mainly because I felt 
as though hardly any handling was required; all it had to do was lay 
there between your legs, and it would be safe. With a bass, even though 
it stood tall and proud like a man, it needed help staying that way. I 
helped keep its head up, wrapped my arm around its shoulders, and 
listened to what it had to say. In the high school orchestra, I prayed to 
my bass every time I placed the bow on its strings. I told it about how I 
was frightened by large crowds, how I can and can’t live without love, 
how I yearned to just be okay. I played my blues and the bass’ notes let 
out all their melancholic glory. It was a beautiful purgatory, and it kept 
me from drowning in the suffering.

The hallways in my high school were made of stone. The kind of stone 
that was scarred, crumbled, sharp edged, and unforgiving; it never 
cared which side you were on, the right or the wrong. The bell had 
rung, and algebra class was over. To get home, I had to walk through 
one of those halls as did other students. My headphones were always 
in, and my vision remained tunneled. I kept moving forward. Then, 
from the crowd of students, a boy stood in the path of my vision. He 
seemed determined for some reason. I didn’t care, because I would sim-
ply move aside and be on my way. He got closer. I placed my left foot 
to move aside for him, he tightened his shoulder, and with great force, 
bumped me off balance. My arms flailed, accidentally hitting some of 
the students in the crowd, until the back of my head connected with 
that stone wall. I fell to my ass, holding the back of my head, feeling 
the thickness of blood leaking between my fingers. I dared not to re-
move my hands. I looked to my right, and that boy was moving on, 
unphased at what he did, unforgiving. I then felt a slap on the back 
of my head, which added more to the throbbing pain. “Watch where 
you’re fucking going, dipshit!” a boy from the crowd said. I must’ve 
hit him on the way down. I stayed there until the crowd lowered. That 
was the hardest thing I’ve ever had to do: sit there, all those people 
staring, holding back those tears. When I arrived home that day, my 
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mother told me that it was good that I turned the other cheek. That 
karma is going to come and bite that kid on his ass. My dad showed 
me how to throw punches that day. I need to face these things head on, 
he told me.

Selena and I had gotten into another argument again. I got pissed. She 
admitted that it was all a lie. She didn’t love me, yet she continued to 
stay because she genuinely liked me. She didn’t want me to leave. And 
even though I was heated, I knew I loved her, so I needed to stay; I had 
to be a man and break down this wall that divided us. She made me 
feel whole. As if there was no suffering left to feel. I told her, “We’re 
gonna be okay. I promise, Selena.” She sighed. “Aaron, ‘okay’ isn’t good 
enough, sometimes.” My anger had only deepened after she said that. I 
wasn’t angry with her anymore, but more toward the fact that I couldn’t 
offer an answer that could help her learn to love me back.

As high school faded away, the love I felt for her never left. I never 
thought I would see her again. My freshman year in community college 
proved me wrong. I saw her walking: the hips swaying, her shoulders 
high and proud, her hair still the same short length as it was when I had 
her in my arms back then. She could pull any outfit off. I swear to God 
she could. I tried to make things right again. I wanted to be her “friend” 
or her “brother” because I couldn’t stand the thought of not having her 
in my life. I had to fight. I had to. I didn’t want to give up. It worked, for 
a little while. I thought to myself that if I could just stay close enough 
to her, it would remind her of the times we had, and the spark would 
come back again once more.

I remember one afternoon, a club event was happening on the 
college campus. She came to our club’s stand all giddy. The way she 
used to look when we were together. I saw her take her friend, Ramsha, 
aside, and there was enough distance for me to hear what they were 
talking about.

“I told him I loved him,” Selena whispered.
“Selena! That’s great! I’m so happy for you two. How long has it been 

since you last told someone that?” Ramsha replied.
That’s when I saw those pretty eyes direct toward me. I don’t think 

she implied for me to see her do that. Selena isn’t that petty. She is a 
good woman. A good woman who found a better man. I really wish I 
could’ve hated her at that moment. The only thing I felt, though, was 
happiness for her. I never knew happiness could hurt so much. I guess 
I could learn to be okay from this.
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During every summer, I take a walk to my old elementary school, 
and sit at the very top of the jungle gym. I go there to talk to God, 
Himself. I imagine that the sun that blazes down onto the playground 
is Him looking down to me; and he is prepared to hear me speak. 
What’s been on my mind lately is this path I’ve been on. I hate to admit 
it, but I feel as though I’m still dealing with this suffering; not as ex-
treme as before, but it still lingers. I’ve become even more melancholic 
than usual. I’m still a quiet individual who chooses to stay in his room 
most of the time. The past five years, I’ve had plenty of chances to love, 
but my heart still belongs to Selena; she’s never coming back. I often 
wonder if this really is the path that God intended for me. Like Sonny, 
I too beat my chest with half-clenched fists, and wish He could just 
give me a straight answer. It’s not that simple, though—nothing ever 
is. It’s like listening to the blues for the first time: you sit there, lis-
tening to a musical fool play and sing. The lyrics are simple, but deep 
down you know this person is in pain; he’s looking for answers, just 
like you. Maybe that’s why we sing and listen to the blues. To show that 
you’re not alone in this purgatory, contemplating the idea that someday 
you’ll be better than just okay.
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i sleep alone
Prabhleen Chhina

I will die before winter, in the crescendo of fall,
when shadows clutch to the cape of an unraveling sun.

On a Friday where daylight is lukewarm, summer hangs
quietly. Thirty-eight equinoxes become undone.

Powder blue tulips in limbo, the soil iced.
Spring’s warmth slides from my eyes onto the bed.

The light of noon is pointless to hide behind,
vignettes of summer burn through glass windows instead.

Do not pray for me. I will not exist in January.
Like a prayer, words fall onto deaf ears

and disappear into

Nothingness. November was loneliness in a room with God. 
December declared herself the beginning of the end. 

Like an October many years prior—
Seventy-six seasons fictitious now and again.
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Coke and Saints
Javier Peña

I still think about those nights
spent on your back porch 
drinking glass bottle cokes
and looking up at the stars 
as they hung like paper lanterns.

Smiles and dimples,
deep and mysterious like craters 
on the dark side of the moon,
masked your inner demons well.

I miss you every day in the small ways.
The way you would stack the fridge 
or how you would sleep with your head on my chest
I would never wake you up
despite my arm going numb underneath you

I wake up most mornings 
to this phantom feeling
as if you’re still lying next to me.

I don’t believe in heaven like you did, 
but I like to imagine you there 
sharing a glass bottle coke with saints.
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Crazyblood
Isabel Poquiz

I’m reminded whenever I get mad
Of why this fierce anger inside me reigns
When someone steals the confidence I had
I remember who put the fire in my veins

I think of my grandpa and his brothers
Motorcycling up and down San Francisco hills
Looking for trouble, hints of challenge from others
Waiting for a fight, the source of their thrills

I think of my father in the army
A boy of eighteen with something to prove
Forever fighting to protect me
His daughter whom he raised with fierceness and love

So, for those who dare cross me, I am a flood
I come with a warning, there’s crazy in my blood.
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Ah, so this
Aaron Baker

The American dream seems
at times
so unworthy
of our infatuation

the house next to mine
just sold for
seven hundred and
twenty-three thousand
dollars, but— 
I could build you a house
for a lot less than that

could you forgo
electricity and
running water?

could you shit in a hole
for the cost of 
a dozen or so
college educations?

thirty fucking years
some poor bastard will be
paying for that house

I think of the wars that have been fought
for the freedom to spend
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half of a lifetime
paying for a place to sleep/eat/shit
I think certainly
it must be easier
to shit in a hole
then to go to war

but—
there are plums budding
on the tree in my backyard
perhaps this is what all the fuss is about



SARA CANO has been passionate about art since middle school and 
has always loved drawing things that represent her. The thing she loves 
most about art is that there are no rules and how universal it is. She is 
always inspired by other artists and she wishes to inspire others as well.

TUCKER GREALISH strives to create images that tell a story. Drawing, 
illustrating and designing all satisfy his need to self-express without 
having to think of the right words. He hopes you enjoy his work as 
much as he enjoyed making it.

MICHAEL HALL is an artist and educator whose work is concerned 
with finding empathy and complexity in situations that are often po-
larized and oversimplified. Hall is currently an Assistant Professor, 
Painting and Drawing at California State University, East Bay.

ACHERO NEAL is a junior, currently an Illustration major. A lot of his 
work incorporates fictional narratives from the everyday person stum-
bling upon peculiar or adventurous scenarios. He loves to utilize colors 
to create a certain mood in his work, and take viewers into the world 
of fantasy.

NICHOLAS STOVER is an Illustrations and a Graphic Design major 
who is very interesting in learning everything there possibly is to know 
out there. He likes to use different mediums to try and see what he can 
come up with, as well as creating whatever it is that is on his mind. 
There are endless possibilities and he just likes to try them all.

artists



CELINA ALARCON is a transfer student and English major with an em-
phasis in creative writing at CSUEB. A storyteller all her life, she began 
writing seriously at age fifteen and is interested in sharing stories about 
love, family, and growth. She is interested in a career in game writing, 
and hopes to one day become a published author.

JOSÉ L. ALONZO, JR. was born and raised in San Lorenzo, CA. He 
originally attended Chabot College and dropped out. He later returned 
to school by attending Ohlone College and then transferred to CSUEB. 
This is his second time editing as well as being a published writer in 
Occam’s Razor, and this is his final semester at CSUEB.

ZAHRA AZIZ is a graduate student in the MA program at CSUEB. She 
recently discovered a love for writing creatively, particularly flash. This 
is her first publication.

AARON BAKER was partially raised across three states: UT, CA, and HI. 
He is now twenty-five, living in Martinez, CA, and aspiring to become 
a teacher, musician, and poet.

ALLEGRA BALBUENA is a reader and writer who wants to be a teacher 
when she grows up. Her hometown is Ewa, HI, and she grew up in 
Mountain View, CA. She will graduate with a BA in English with a 
creative writing concentration.

ELI BURRY-SCHNEPP is an undergraduate studying English with a 
focus in creative writing. He likes to incorporate his passion for pale-
ontology, biology, and mythology into his stories.

PRABHLEEN CHHINA is a Central Valley native who is currently 
studying British and American Literature at CSUEB. The poem “i sleep 
alone” is an imitation of “Black Stone Lying on a White Stone,” by César 
Vallejo. She is interested in the human condition and scribbling her 
way through life.

authors



AARON BRADLY CRUSE is from the small city of Visalia located in the 
Central Valley of CA. His work focuses on the struggles of loneliness, 
social anxiety, overanalyzing oneself, and depressions. His main goal 
with writing is to study theological literature, and possibly distinguish 
man’s connection to God.

KEANU DASALLA is a writer. He lives in the East Bay.

SPENCER DAVIS enjoys writing, photography, and eating. He hopes 
you’re all having a good day.

GIRELLE DIZON is an avid reader of fanfiction who loves listening to 
chillhop and surfing YouTube. He started writing as a way to reclaim 
the voice he had lost, and he hopes his short stories will allow other 
people to reclaim their own lost voices as well.

BELLA EIDUSON is a senior graduating in the Fall with a BA in English. 
Her greatest aspiration in life is to publish works that will leave read-
ers feeling like they’ve been punched in the gut (in a good way). She 
would like to thank her biggest fan, her boyfriend Dominic, for always 
encouraging her.

PABLO FLORES is an English graduate student here at CSUEB and will 
be graduating at the end of the Spring semester. Born in Oakland and 
raised in Berkeley, he currently resides in San Leandro, CA.

RALPH GONZALES is a dude having fun living his best life.

LEAH HARWOOD is a former homeschooler and is in her last year of 
her undergraduate program at CSUEB. Her plans for the future include 
being a teacher and assigning homework rather than doing it.

KYNNEDI HOYER was born and raised in Long Beach, CA, and is a 
third-year creative writing student. She is pursuing this degree to be-
come both a screenwriter and author so that she may have the platform 
needed to uplift black women’s voices and stories, giving them the rep-
resentation they deserve.



DANIKA HUNT is graduating this year with a BA in English to be an 
English teacher. She writes because her dad would always tell her and 
her sister the best stories, and for her mom’s love of reading. Writing 
to her is the best form of self-expression and she hopes to never stop.

TAMARA HURWITZ is a graduate student from CSUEB pursuing her MA 
in Education at UOP this summer. She takes great joy in storytelling 
through writing, painting, and acting.

JASMINE MAHARAJ is a twenty-year-old who is majoring in English 
with a concentration in creative writing. This being her third year at 
CSUEB, she hopes to work hard and blossom as a writer. She dreams of 
being an author, or perhaps a teacher; most of all, she hopes to be able 
to touch the hearts of others through her writing.

EMMA MUNDORFF is a senior at CSUEB, majoring in creative writing. 
Her mother is still waiting for her to “write something happy.”

JAVIER PEÑA has lived in the Bay Area his whole life. He has aspira-
tions of teaching and writing both prose and comic books.

ISABEL POQUIZ is a third-year English major at CSUEB. She is a Bay 
Area native, and she loves to read and write. She is grateful to her fam-
ily for always supporting her.

SKYLER RAMIREZ is a third-year English major with a concentration 
in creative writing. She has a passion for equal access to education and 
reforming the educational system to reflect the growing diversity of 
America.

EDER REYES is in school and hopes to become a teacher.

SHAREEZA SHARIF has been writing and creating art since she was 
a child but was afraid to chase her dreams. Her high school English 
teacher, Debbie Hughes, encouraged her to follow those dreams. She is 
a second-year liberal studies major and creative writing minor.



MAKENNA SUTHERLAND lives in the Bay Area with her family and 
will be graduating this year with a BA in English, with a creative writ-
ing concentration. She hopes to publish stories—fiction and nonfiction—
that will resonate with readers, and to travel the world.

SEAN JACOB TORRALBA is a fifth-year student graduating in 2020, 
and is grateful for his time here at CSUEB.

LISA “VELVET” J. WALKER is a fifty-three-year-old back-to-school 
Nana, Creative Writing major, and Art Studio minor who, after many 
years, has finally found her niche in writing short stories. Upon grad-
uating, she plans to start a nonprofit organization that will empower 
at-risk youth to explore their vision through creative expression.

MATT WOINAROWICZ is from Yorba Linda, CA, and he attends classes 
and plays baseball at CSUEB. He is a senior majoring in English with an 
emphasis in British and American Literature. His goal is to continue to 
write, and someday make a passionate and honest career out of being 
an author.



Noelle Hennings created FACE TO FACE to visualize what the uni-
versity students’ lives have been like at the release of the 37th issue 
of Occam’s Razor. It is a reflection of the trying times that the world, 
our campus, and our homes are going through during the COVID-19 
pandemic.

People have been instructed to stay home and only leave for essential 
needs; this includes the school’s campus closing down. There is a sign 
on the door in the drawing that reads: Shelter In Place. This illustrates 
that even though there is a door which leads outside, it is not meant 
to be opened.

People all over the world, and even students at our university, are 
finding themselves and their loved ones contracting the virus. One of 
COVID’s main, consistent symptoms is the struggle to breathe as normal. 
This is why the lungs are highlighted in the reflection.

The image in the reflection shows the struggles of the world that the 
young lady lives in—that we are all living in.

NOELLE HENNINGS is an English major with an emphasis in Creative 
Writing. She is going to continue working on her craft even after she 
graduates this year. She is incredibly grateful for all her teachers and 
will not forget her time at CSUEB.
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The display text of this magazine is set in GRAVITY, a neo-grotesque 
sans serif assembled by Vincenzo Vuono. Inspired by architecture, 
industrial design, and the geometric proportions of objects in nature, 
Gravity melds the angular features of Univers with Futura’s large, open 
counters. The result is a typeface which appears precisely machined, 
yet encourages closer inspection from the human eye.

Hermann Zapf’s PALATINO reprises its role as the magazine’s body 
type. While it takes after the humanist serifs of the Italian Renaissance—
reflective of Zapf’s expertise as a calligrapher—Palatino is drawn with 
wide apertures and a taller x-height to increase its legibility, establish-
ing it as a preeminent choice for use in book publishing. Microsoft’s 
Linotype variant enables many OpenType features, such as true small 
capitals and oldstyle numerals.
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